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Abstract

Memory management is a challenging task and its handling becomes more difficult
with the rising complexity of software systems. Embedded systems are predominated
by the use of manual storage control and as these systems become more and more
extensive, means to assist the programmer in performing correct memory management
are required. By using a type-safe language, the use of automated storage control is
promoted: Combining the knowledge about a type-safe application, system software
and the hardware properties assists the creation of a memory handling that is
tailored to a particular system setup: Software can be deployed on several kinds
of microcontrollers that may vary in their hardware-specific properties, such as the
availability of memories, the address-space layout or their proneness to transient
hardware faults. In addition, a program’s non-functional properties, for instance, its
predictability, have to be respected during the design of memory management.

In this thesis I describe how system- and application-specific memory management
for a particular hardware device can be created. I call my approach cooperative
memory management (CMM) and it pursues a co-design of memory management
by respecting the software quality attributes efficiency and predictability and the
hardware property reliability. CMM is a compound of static analyses on type-safe
applications and runtime support. For the implementation of my framework, I use the
KESO JVM [169] in which I integrated an amended version of an escape analysis to
encourage compiler-assisted storage control. Besides safe, automatic stack allocation,
I implemented new backends for my escape analysis through which, among other
things, I provide an automated solution to regional memory specified in the Real-Time
Specification for Java [33]. The use of escape-analysis results ameliorates a program’s
reliability by reducing the effects of transient hardware faults. To further improve
reliability, I evolved special runtime checks that are able to preserve memory safety in
systems prone to transient faults. Besides compiler support, I developed RT-LAGC,
a real-time garbage collector to maintain heap objects not managed by regional
memory. RT-LAGC is optimized through the compilation process and tailored to
the application whose heap memory it manages. I designed CMM’s storage control
techniques to be easily exchangeable and extensible by the developer so that static
and dynamic analyses can find out which combination of techniques works reasonably
well to achieve efficiency, predictability and reliability. By evaluating a comprehensive
real-time benchmark and various memory-management configurations I showed, that
the developer-assisted co-design approach is able to address the properties reliability,
efficiency and predictability.
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Zusammenfassung

Speicherverwaltung ist eine anspruchsvolle Aufgabe und ihre korrekte Umsetzung
wird durch die ansteigende Komplexität von Softwaresystemen immer schwieriger. In
eingebetteten Systemen werden hauptsächlich manuelle Techniken eingesetzt. Aller-
dings werden auch diese Systeme immer komplexer und es ist sinnvoll, dem Entwickler
unterstützende Mittel zur Umsetzung der Speicherverwaltung an die Hand zu geben.
Typsichere Programmiersprachen fördern den Einsatz automatisierter Techniken. Das
Wissen über ein typsicheres Programm, die eingesetzte Systemsoftware und die Eigen-
schaften der verwendeten Hardware kann genutzt werden, um eine maßgeschneiderte
Speicherverwaltung für den jeweiligen Einsatzzweck bereitzustellen. Dadurch können
Eigenschaften der Hardware, wie z.B. ihre Speicherarchitektur und ihre Anfälligkeit
gegenüber transienten Fehlern, sowie Qualitätseigenschaften der Software wie z.B.
ihre Vorhersagbarkeit beim Entwurf der Speicherverwaltung berücksichtigt werden.
In dieser Dissertation wird ein Rahmenwerk beschrieben, das in der Lage ist, eine
Speicherverwaltung zu erzeugen, die die gewünschten Eigenschaften berücksichtigt.
Dieses Rahmenwerk trägt den Namen kooperative Speicherverwaltung und verfolgt
einen Co-Design Ansatz, der beispielsweise die nichtfunktionalen Softwareattribute
Effizienz und Vorhersagbarkeit sowie die Hardwareeigenschaft Zuverlässigkeit in den
Entwurf miteinbezieht. Der Ansatz wurde durch statische Analysen und Laufzeitun-
terstützung realisiert. Die Implementierung erfolgte im Umfeld der KESO JVM [169],
in die eine verbesserte Version einer bekannten Fluchtanalyse integriert wurde und
die die übersetzergestützte Speicherverwaltung umsetzt. Neben den bekannten Ein-
satzgebiet der Stapelallokation wurden die Ergebnisse der Fluchtanalyse auf neue
Art und Weise genutzt, um u.a. eine automatisierte Lösung für Regionalspeicher, wie
er in der Java Echtzeitspezifikation [33] beschrieben ist, anzubieten. Fluchtanalyse
beeinflusst die Programmeigenschaften in Anwesenheit transienter Fehler positiv.
Um die Zuverlässigkeit weiter zu verbessern, wurden spezielle Laufzeitüberprüfungen
entwickelt, die die Isolationseigenschaften der Sprache Java in Anwesenheit transi-
enter Fehler erhalten. Neben der Übersetzerunterstützung wurde der echtzeitfähige
Speicherbereiniger RT-LAGC entwickelt, der nicht durch Regionalspeicher abgedeckte
Objekte verwaltet. RT-LAGC wird auf die Anwendung mithilfe statischer Analyse
abgestimmt. Die implementierten Techniken können durch den Entwickler einfach
ausgetauscht und erweitert werden und somit können statische und dynamische
Analysen eine sinnvolle Kombination der Techniken bestimmen. Der Gesamtansatz
wurde anhand eines Echtzeitprogramms evaluiert und es konnte gezeigt werden, dass
die kooperative Vorgehensweise das Co-Design von Speicherverwaltung im Umfeld
eingebetteter Systemen unterstützt.
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1
Introduction

Embedded systems have become pervasive in our daily lives and the field of application
for embedded microcontrollers is versatile. They can be found, for instance, in
appliances, but are often part of safety-critical systems such as satellites, aircraft or
cars. Due to physical weight and size in addition to expenses, the deployed embedded
devices differ a lot in terms of their hardware-specific properties such as the kind
of employed memories, their respective memory layout, the frequency of occuring
transient hardware faults (also called soft errors) or the CPU architecture being used.
Even though the embedded system might be part of product line of derivatives around
a particular CPU, the derivative still may vary in features such as the amount of
memory available or the existence of a memory protection unit. The abstraction
from these implementation details of the hardware unit is usually provided by the
(operating) system software, which has to deal with the heterogeneous landscape of
microcontrollers. Moreover, the system software implements resource management
such as communication and memory management. The application programs located
on top of the system software are able to employ these services by means of an
abstract programming interface. Depending on the actual hardware being used and
the deployed application, the requirements on the system services may vary.

1.1 Rising Requirements on System Software
The increasing software and hardware complexity in embedded systems enforces
advancements in systems research and imposes new requirements on system software:
Just to name a few examples, the avionics systems in the Airbus A380 comprise more
than 100 million lines of code [185]. The share of embedded computers in the space
and automotive domain [121] is still smaller than in aeronautics, but is continuously
increasing. Due to this increasing development complexity, it is essential that system
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1 Introduction

software supports applications in achieving the non-functional requirements stated by
the application specification. The manufacturers of safety-critical control systems have
been particularly interested in a set of non-functional requirements in safety-critical
embedded systems over the last few years:

Resource Efficiency: To save costs, execution time and memory usage of the deployed
software should be economic.

Functional Safety: The system in use shall operate correctly in reaction to its inputs
so that its environment is not harmed by the system. Functional safety aspects
can be supported by various techniques such as ensuring the real-time capability
of the software or providing certain isolation properties.

Security: The system might have to take measures against attackers outside the
system to protect the system’s data and operational behavior.

Support of Diversity: The deployed software shall be easily adaptable to various
platforms to save costs, support the migration to ever-evolving hardware so-
lutions in order to make use of new hardware features and adapt to possible
drawbacks of the selected platform.

Both system services and applications might have to address the aforementioned
requirements. Due to the efforts and arising problems associated with varying non-
functional properties of hardware and software, some industrial domains (e.g., rail and
space sectors) avoid the frequent switch to newer technologies to mitigate the problem
by optimizing an application and the system software for a particular hardware
device. However, this approach also impedes progress in both hardware and software
solutions to a certain extent. Hence, a more flexible approach of addressing the stated
requirements is beneficial. Domains such as the automotive industry exist which have
to deal with the heterogeneous and ever-changing landscape of microcontrollers due
to an immense cost pressure in field where differences of a few cents on a single device
matter considering the large quantities of produced devices.

To address the problem of diversity and variability in both software and hardware,
generic architectures for system and application software can be employed. The
generic architecture is tailored towards a particular hardware and software setup
depending on the respective requirements. Memory management is one example
for a system service and can be part of such a generic architecture. As memory
management gets more challenging with the rising complexity of both software and
hardware components, a way of how to handle this problem domain properly has to
be found. In the course of my thesis I deal with the design and implementation of
adaptable memory management for safety-critical embedded systems. In the following,
I shortly sketch the state of the art and problems imposed by memory management
in the context of embedded systems.

2



1.2 Memory Management in Embedded Systems

1.2 Memory Management in Embedded Systems

Memory management1 is a typical example for one building block of the operating
system’s resource handling. In the domain of embedded systems, memory management
is usually performed manually.On the one hand, the compiler may generate code to
automatically handle memory given that it can determine the variable’s scope. On
the other hand, a memory service may provide data structures and programming
abstractions to handle free and used memory.

While this manual proceeding has the potential to construct resource-efficient and
predictable applications, the downside is that it is also prone to programming errors
such as placing data in an unsuitable memory location or falsely releasing memory
for variables that are still being used. Dynamic heap memory management combined
with manual memory handling can also be challenging due to external fragmentation,
which has to be dealt with in real-time systems. Thus, dynamic memory is rarely
used in embedded programming. Abstaining from dynamic memory is often not a
problem, as lots of embedded applications do not need it. However, more complex
applications might require a proper implementation of dynamic heap memory.
To address the problems of manual memory management, safer programming

systems such as the safe C dialect Cyclone [94] or the Real-Time Specification for
Java (RTSJ) [33] have been developed. In these programming language subsets, the
programmer still manages particular memory regions themselves, however, rules are
stated and have to be abided to ensure correct memory handling. The data placement
and the size of the memory region to be used are defined by the programmer and
static program analyses can support the programmer during development. Using
the lexical (static) scopes provided, memory management is still pretty complex
and rises with the application’s functional and non-functional properties. Garbage
collection as another automatic approach to handle heap memory can be part of
these programming environments. Given that a program is type safe, a garbage
collector (GC) can precisely decide whether a chunk of memory can safely be released.
RTSJ allows the use of a GC to handle heap memory, however, requirements and
solutions for an appropriate GC algorithm are not given. In weakly typed (unsafe)
programs, pointers cannot be identified reliably. This instance forces collectors to
operate conservatively, that is, the reclaim of memory is not guaranteed, which
makes such approaches unsuitable for the deployment in real-time systems. Existing
implementations for real-time garbage collection take care of the heap fragmentation
problem and have proved to provide safety benefits. However, the solutions often still
cause a significantly higher overhead than manual approaches. In addition to the
complexity of memory management in general, both manual and automatic techniques
for memory handling may have to deal with varying non-functional properties of both

1It should be noted, that the realm of memory management that deals with virtual memory, is
usually rather part of commodity than embedded real-time systems since it complicates the
predictability of the system. In addition, suitable background storage is often not available. The
consideration of virtual memory is not part of this thesis, however, Chapter 7 gives an insight of
possible inclusion opportunities in hard real-time systems.

3



1 Introduction

software and hardware.

1.3 Problem and Solution Statement

With the knowledge provided by the application developer, manual management using
unmanaged programming languages offers a fine-grained control about the allocation
and release operations. Thus, the achieved results can be very efficient. However,
correct manual management is a difficult and a time-consuming task. Additional
tools have to be used to find memory bugs in software modules: Such tools for unsafe
languages statically analyze source code and can conservatively compute if a memory
operation is either correct or incorrect. The code has to be particularly prepared by
the application programmer so that it can be processed by such a program. Basically,
the application code composed in the weakly typed language is annotated or the
language itself is restricted to a safer language subset to get more accurate results.
Additional dynamic analyses are necessary to find out if the application’s memory
management is valid. By using a type-safe language, incorrect memory handling
can be prevented more easily due to the language’s design. The RTSJ has been
released to be able to use the type-safe programming language Java in the context of
real-time systems. Following the rules specified by the RTSJ, the developer could
benefit from the use of a modern language and combine its characteristics with a
memory and scheduling model suitable for the domain of real-time systems in general.
RTSJ-compliant programs even have the potential to be used in hard real-time
systems.
The RTSJ provides a safer memory model: The specification combines the use of

a type-safe language with manual data placement, explicit predictable region-based
memory management and optional garbage collection for the special heap region.
When using lexical scopes for region-based memory management, the programmer has
to follow certain rules to preserve the soundness of the type system. The downside of
the RTSJ is that its memory management is still more complex in contrast to the
one found in regular Java programs. The developer decides over type of allocation
being used.
Supplementary, the heterogeneity of microcontrollers in connection to varying

system requirements even aggravates the problem of an increasing complexity of
memory management in embedded systems, since the software has to adapt to the
varying hardware-specific properties and system requirements.

Taking soft errors as an example for a hardware-specific characteristic, the system
developer could apply software-based measures to mitigate their effects, which in
turn results in an adaption of the whole software stack. Given that the software
might be used on top of another microcontroller, the software itself has to be adapted
depending on the different soft error rates of the selected device. Neither existing
manual nor implicit memory management techniques address an easy adaptability
towards varying soft error rates.

Summarized, the complexity of memory management rises due to more sophisticated
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functional behavior of embedded applications while at the same time non-functional
hardware and software properties such as reliability, efficiency and predictability have
to be kept in mind. To address the problem, I developed a memory framework that
supports the construction of embedded real-time applications that considers the stated
quality attributes though from a conceptual point of view, other non-functional prop-
erties (e.g., energy consumption) could be respected in the implementation. As both
manual and implicit memory management exhibit pros and cons, a hybrid approach
inspired by the memory model specified in the RTSJ has been developed in the context
of this work. The focus of this thesis is to implement and evaluate a framework for
creating an efficient, predictable, safe and automated memory management system for
safety-critical real-time systems. In addition to the requirements stated by the RTSJ,
I provide a compiler-based approach to protect the runtime system against transient
faults and to automatically determine scopes for objects to ease the memory manage-
ment task for the developer, while providing the computed information for analysis
purposes at the same time. My solution incorporates information from all software
layers and the hardware specification by leveraging type-system information during
static code analyses and runtime memory management. Besides compiler-assisted
scoped memory, a real-time garbage collector that is protected against transient faults
completes the memory model.

As well, both system-relevant hints can be given by the application developer and
they may be advised by the compiler framework to check for possible mistakes. The
system is customizable according to hardware properties, which I will demonstrate
on a case study with soft errors. Due to the adaptability, the evaluation costs
and effectivity of applied measures can easily be derived and the results may flow
back to the development process. Thus, I called this approach cooperative memory
management (CMM). CMM satisfies the following requirements:

Adaptability: CMM allows to adjust to hardware-dependent soft error rates and
to switch the memory management technique without the need to adapt the
application. This in turn supports the quantitative and qualitative evaluation
of several approaches.

Resource Efficiency: Memory management is an inherent part of a runtime system.
By respecting information from all software layers, the system developer and the
hardware, the aggregated knowledge can be exploited to provide an automatic
memory management that is specifically suited to an embedded application and
device.

Predictability and Isolation: The building blocks of CMM provide predictable mem-
ory management. In addition, software-based isolation can be retained in the
presence of random soft errors in memory.

Support Application Developers: Due to static code analysis techniques and the
provision of runtime memory managers, the application developers can focus
on the functional implementation of the application instead of manual memory
management.
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Promote Acceptance and Migration: The programmer is supported by CMM and
does not have to be aware of the actual data location in either stack, regional or
heap memory. However, the programmer can acquire the information for analysis
purposes and to tune memory management. In contrast to a regular type-safe
runtime system, the developers do not completely offload memory management
to the runtime system but cooperate with memory services: The developer
is assisted by the type-safe middleware — comprising compiler analyses and
runtime support — while constructing safety-critical embedded systems. It is
still up to the developer and the system integrator to decide which compiler
back ends are most suitable under certain system requirements.

Easy Evaluation: Due to the adaptability of memory management, my approach
allows to measure the costs, that is, memory footprint, dynamic memory
usage and execution time, imposed by the chosen techniques as well as their
effectiveness under selected system conditions.

1.4 Structure of this Thesis

Chapter 2 presents the state of the art for memory management. Manual and
automated approaches for handling static and dynamic memories are discussed
in the context of embedded devices. The chapter is concluded by selecting
an ahead-of-time tailoring approach combined with a type-safe language and
runtime-memory-management support.

Chapter 3 analyzes the properties functionality, reliability, efficiency and predictabil-
ity in the context of memory management. As an example for a hardware-specific
property, I choose transient faults. Respectively, as candidates for software
properties, I present efficiency and predictability. Moreover, I examine the
criteria required for an adaptable memory management that respects these
properties. To provide safe memory management in the presence of soft errors,
sensitive runtime system information has to be identified and protected. A
coarse analysis is performed by studying the non-functional properties in the
context of a static JVM for which I use the KESO multi-JVM [169]. To provide
an automated solution for a memory model inspired by the RTSJ, I pick an
escape analysis and a garbage collector I presented in Chapter 2. The techniques
are the building blocks of my framework. I present KESO’s existing features
that suit my hybrid CMM framework and I conclude this chapter by exposing
the neuralgic spots responsible to provide memory safety in the presence of
transient hardware faults within the KESO JVM.

Chapter 4 presents the design of cooperative memory management. CMM is a
compound of static analyses and dynamic runtime memory management, which
will both be described in this chapter. I present the modifications for the escape
analysis I base my approach on and the design of the garbage collection technique.
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Moreover, I describe the measures needed to protect KESO’s neuralgic spots
that were identified in Chapter 3. I extend the analysis to expose critical code
parts of dynamic heap memory management and I dilate the concept of the
protection mechanism for my new garbage collection technique RT-LAGC.

Chapter 5 introduces the replication service, I implemented in KESO. The service
benefits from temporal and spatial isolation provided by my cooperative memory
management design. The replication service is optional and may be used to
protect application data from the effects of transient faults.

Chapter 6 evaluates cooperative memory management in terms of static memory
footprint, dynamic memory usage, execution time and improvements of the sys-
tem’s robustness against soft errors. I also give an insight into the predictability
properties of the memory management.

Chapter 7 summarizes the work of the thesis, draws the conclusion of this work and
gives an outlook into future topics.

As the work for this thesis has been integrated into the existing KESO framework,
I use the term CMM for my contribution.

1.5 Own Publications Related to this Thesis
Parts of the ideas and results discussed in this thesis have previously been published.
The following is a list of these publications:

[175] I. Thomm, M. Stilkerich, C. Wawersich, and W. Schröder-Preikschat. „KESO: An
Open-Source Multi-JVM for Deeply Embedded Systems.“ In: JTRES ’10: Proceedings
of the 8th International Workshop on Java Technologies for Real-Time and Embedded
Systems. (Prague, Czech Republic). New York, NY, USA: ACM Press, 2010, pp. 109–
119. isbn: 978-1-4503-0122-0. doi: 10.1145/1850771.1850788

[174] I. Thomm, M. Stilkerich, R. Kapitza, D. Lohmann, and W. Schröder-Preikschat.
„Automated Application of Fault Tolerance Mechanisms in a Component-Based System.“
In: JTRES ’11: Proceedings of the 9th International Workshop on Java Technologies
for Real-Time and Embedded Systems. (York, UK). New York, NY, USA: ACM Press,
Sept. 2011, pp. 87–95. isbn: 978-1-4503-0731-4. doi: 10.1145/2043910.2043925

[169] M. Stilkerich, I. Thomm, C. Wawersich, and W. Schröder-Preikschat. „Tailor-Made
JVMs for Statically Configured Embedded Systems.“ In: Concurrency and Computation:
Practice and Experience 24.8 (2012), pp. 789–812. issn: 1532-0634. doi: 10.1002/cpe.
1755

[164] I. Stilkerich, M. Strotz, C. Erhardt, M. Hoffmann, D. Lohmann, F. Scheler, and
W. Schröder-Preikschat. „A JVM for Soft-Error-Prone Embedded Systems.“ In:
Proceedings of the 2013 ACM SIGPLAN/SIGBED Conference on Languages, Compilers
and Tools for Embedded Systems (LCTES ’13). (Seattle, Washington, USA). New
York, NY, USA: ACM Press, June 2013, pp. 21–32. isbn: 978-1-4503-2085-6. doi:
10.1145/2465554.2465571
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[166] I. Stilkerich, P. Taffner, C. Erhardt, C. Dietrich, C. Wawersich, and M. Stilkerich. „Team
Up: Cooperative Memory Management in Embedded Systems.“ In: Proceedings of the
2014 International Conference on Compilers, Architectures, and Synthesis for Embedded
Systems (CASES ’14). (New Dehli, India). New York, NY, USA: ACM Press, Oct.
2014, Art. No. 10. isbn: 978-1-4503-3050-3/14/10. doi: 10.1145/2656106.2656129

[165] I. Stilkerich, M. Strotz, C. Erhardt, and M. Stilkerich. „RT-LAGC: Fragmentation-
Tolerant Real-Time Memory Management Revisited.“ In: JTRES ’14: Proceedings of
the 12th International Workshop on Java Technologies for Real-Time and Embedded
Systems. (Niagara Falls, New York, USA). New York, NY, USA: ACM Press, Oct.
2014, pp. 87–96. isbn: 978-1-4503-2813-5/14/10. doi: 10.1145/2661020.2661031

[64] C. Erhardt, S. Kuhnle, I. Stilkerich, and W. Schröder-Preikschat. „The final Frontier:
Coping with Immutable Data in a JVM for Embedded Real-Time Systems.“ In:
JTRES ’14: Proceedings of the 12th International Workshop on Java Technologies
for Real-Time and Embedded Systems. (Niagara Falls, New York, USA). New York,
NY, USA: ACM Press, Oct. 2014, pp. 97–106. isbn: 978-1-4503-2813-5/14/10. doi:
10.1145/2661020.2661024

[163] I. Stilkerich, C. Lang, C. Erhardt, and M. Stilkerich. „A Practical Getaway: Ap-
plications of Escape Analysis in Embedded Real-Time Systems.“ In: Proceedings of
the 16th ACM SIGPLAN/SIGBED Conference on Languages, Compilers and Tools
for Embedded Systems 2015 CD-ROM. LCTES’15. Portland, OR, USA: ACM, 2015,
4:1–4:11. isbn: 978-1-4503-3257-6. doi: 10.1145/2670529.2754961

For all publications of which I am the primary author [175, 174, 164, 166, 165,
163], I composed the papers’ content on my own. My co-authors proofread the paper,
provided content and I had valuable discussions with them. They supported me with
the implementation and evaluation. For the papers [169, 64], I provided content and
supported both the framework’s implementation and evaluation.
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2
State of the Art in Memory Management

This chapter presents existing, both manual, semi-automatic, automatic and hybrid
approaches for well-known memory areas (also called storage classes). Depending
on the type of the memory area, the applied techniques may vary. Identifying the
properties of data to be stored by means of memory area categorization facilitates
selecting suitable techniques. Hence, I introduce the memory area terminology and
define the respective memory classes. The partitioning of objects into these storage
classes can be programmer-controlled, compiler-assisted or a combination of both. It
should be noted that there might be smooth transitions between the memory areas,
which is the reason why techniques for identifying and handling these areas may
complement each other. The literature on memory management is vast and hence, I
give an outline over the techniques interesting for safety-critical systems.
Memory management on the application level is related to the design of program-

ming languages. In order to discuss the state of the art in memory handling, I consider
the languages C, C++, Ada and Java due to their broad field of application in both
commodity, embedded and safety-critical systems. I also scrutinize the memory
management techniques in terms of their real-time and memory-safety capabilities to
identify approaches suitable for my CMM framework.

2.1 Memory Areas (Storage Classes)

Data in the following memory areas can either be handled manually, semi-automatically
or fully automatically. Static memory is handled ahead of time and cannot be deallo-
cated. Dynamic memory is allocated and deallocated at runtime while the instructions
for handling dynamic memory are generated at compile time. An overview over storage
classes is given in Figure 2.1.
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Static Memory Dynamic Memory

Stack Data Regional Data Heap DataImmutable Data Mutable Data

Compile-Time-
Constant Data

Runtime-
Constant Data

Storage Classes

Figure 2.1: Overview over storage classes

2.1.1 Static Memory

Memory for locally and globally visible data can be reserved ahead of runtime, that is,
such memory is statically allocated at fix addresses or address offsets. The static data’s
lifetime is constituted by the program’s lifetime or may even excel it. Static memory
cannot be deallocated at runtime. As an example, one means to indicate static
data is provided by the static keyword used in the C/C++ programming language.
The Real-time Specification for Java [33] (RTSJ)1 defines the programmer-controlled
ImmortalMemory region for objects that are alive for the duration of the application.
If memory is allocated during the initialization phase of the program only, I will
use the term pseudo-static allocation as the memory is in fact dynamically allocated
during the runtime of the program, however, it is never released until the end of the
program. I further categorize static data into immutable and mutable data as this
characteristic can influence the handling of static memory.

2.1.1.1 Immutable Data

Immutable data does not change during program execution. It can be determined
at compile-time or during the initialization phase of the program before the actual
execution. Hence, two types of immutable data exist and I use the term constant
for both variations. To distinguish them, I introduce the following terminology and
criteria:

1. Compile-time-constant data: The value of the data is derivable at compile
time. Such data can be placed in read-only memory but may also reside in
(writable) memory. Compile-time constants are also termed statically valued
constants.

1In order to ease certification processes for safety-critical systems, safety-critical Java (SCJ) [85]
has been released.
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2. Runtime-constant data: The values of this type of data can be computed
during the initialization phase of the program. Such immutable data has to
be placed in writable memory. Runtime constants are also called dynamically
valued constants and this concept can also be perceived as a form of late binding.

The distinction into these constant data classes is crucial, as compiler optimization
such as constant folding may also be applied to data that is not marked truly constant
and I describe this in Chapter 4. Constant data comprises, for example, state and
lookup tables of the runtime environment, the post-build configuration a certain
variant of a program, string messages for recurring output information or calibration
data that is acquired exactly once.

2.1.1.2 Mutable Data

Mutable data residing in static memory can freely be modified at any time during
program execution.

2.1.2 Dynamic Memory

Memory that is allocated and deallocated at runtime is termed dynamic memory.
Hence, pseudo-static allocation can be seen as the (logical) connector between static
and dynamic memory. In the following, the types of dynamic memory are sorted in
ascending order with respect to their lifetime.

2.1.2.1 Stack Memory

Stack memory is a special region (also called scope) usually provided for keeping
function-local (or method-local) information such as local variables, function parame-
ters, return addresses for the return from function/method invocations or possibly
saved registers. The organization of the stack is dependent on the type of processor,
compiler and the operating system. In particular interest of my work is the handling
of local variables. The allocation and deallocation of these variables is performed by
moving the stack pointer: Local variables are pushed onto the stack when entering
the activation record and their memory is automatically reclaimed when the function
exits by popping the local variables, that is, their life time does not exceed the
scope they were created in. The push and pop instructions are low-cost operations
in a CPU register. The determination of the stack memory’s size is important for
many application domains: On the one hand, overflows due to underestimated stack
sizes are problematic in safety-critical systems as important data may be corrupted.
On the other hand, an overestimation of stack memory is not a viable option in
resource-constraint systems. The stack sizes can be derived at compile time under
particular circumstances:

• No recursion or known bounds
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• Sizes of stack frames known, i.e., no data of dynamic size on stack frames or
known bounds

Asynchronous program interrupts also have to be handled carefully. Either, inter-
rupts are handled in their own context or their occurrence is bounded given that they
run in the context of the interrupted control flow. Regehr et al. [138] use abstract
interpretation to eliminate stack overflows at compile time. Another possibility to
avoid stack safety violations is to apply watermarking and insert runtime checks to
find out if the fill marker exceeds the stack boundaries. The Ada runtime system, for
example, can detect stack limitation violations by additional runtime checks.
When using stack memory, external fragmentation is never an issue as the stack

memory is occupied only for the duration of the function invocation.
The stack memory handling is performed at runtime, which is the reason why I

categorize stack memory as dynamic memory, though some research papers (e.g.,
[143]) use the term static memory to refer to all memory whose runtime behavior can
partially be computed at compile time, in particular stack memory. Aiken et al. [4]
state that static memory management — that is the compiler infers the lifetime of
variables and inserts instructions to allocate and deallocate memory — voids the
need for garbage collection. According to the authors, stack and regional memory are
handled using static memory management. The terminology is confusing and I will
use the term compiler-assisted memory management for this topic instead.

2.1.2.2 Generic-Lifetime Regions (Scopes)

A generic region or scope can be conceived as evolved notion of stack memory. Similar
to stack memory, there is a certain scope in which the data stored in the regional
memory area is valid. However, the lifetime and visibility of the region may excel that
of the method-local stack memory according to their static scope (also termed lexical
scope) and dynamic scope. Objects exhibiting a similar lifetime can be grouped in a
region. The entire region can be deallocated at once as soon as a control flow tied
to that region leaves the scope. As regions are related to lifetime of their stored
objects stored, I use the term generic-lifetime regions to express that region properties
are dependent on the program’s storage, usage and object discard behavior. The
determination of regions and their respective lifetime is not trivial. I present manual
and compiler-level approaches to regional memory management in Section 2.2.4.1 and
Section 2.2.4.2.
Static memory is a special (immortal) region whose memory is never deallocated.

I understand (lifetime-generic) regional memory as the tie between dynamic stack
and static memory, where stack memory hosts short-lived objects and static memory
long-lived objects.

2.1.2.3 Heap Memory

In contrast to data located on stack and regional memory, the heap does usually not
have a particular lifetime scope: The usage and disposal of heap data is not directly
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tied to the control flow. Thus, heap memory can be used for any kind of data but is
particularly useful for storing objects whose lifetime cannot be assigned to a certain
scope. Systems that require a limitation of the stack size and in which the stack must
not grow dynamically can employ heap memory to accommodate data of statically
unknown size. Depending on the implementation, the heap may be accessible by all
threads belonging to the realm of protection to which the heap is collated or it can
be a thread-local heap [59, 108, 163].
As the allocation and deallocation of memory does normally not happen in a

stack-oriented matter as applied in regional memories, memory can be released
or become unreachable at any time. This property can be leveraged to reduce the
memory consumption due to a better memory reusability but may also induce external
fragmentation or a higher time-complexity for heap operations. However, the actual
impacts are dependent on the chosen heap management strategy and the application’s
storage behavior.

2.2 Techniques for Handling Memory Areas

In the following, I discuss existing solutions for the storage classes presented in
Section 2.1. Note that the techniques may be applied to more than one kind of memory
area and some of them may also be used to determine the most suitable memory area
for the data depending on criteria such as size and lifetime. I categorize the approaches
as explicit manual, implicit manual (semi-automated), implicit (automated) and
hybrid strategies:

In manual memory management, the programmer has to decide over the placement
of the data in one of the defined memory areas and tag it, accordingly. In addition,
they request and release the necessary memory either explicitly — that is the pro-
grammer deallocates manually, for example, by using free() — or implicitly – that
is automatically by compiler-generated code according to data placement. I term
implicit manual approaches also semi-automated as the memory reclamation is done
by the compiler, but the compiler does not guarantee that the data is not (invalidly)
accessed after its memory has been reclaimed. As access operations such as modifying
a value in an object may decide over the data placement, I also discuss techniques for
marking particular properties of data.

Automated approaches for object classification infer the correct data placement (e.g.,
by means of static program analysis). Automated techniques for memory handling can
be applied at compile time or at runtime. Compile-time techniques use information
from the storage class categorization and generate instructions to handle the memory
of objects with statically known properties such as a limited lifetime. Runtime
techniques search the object space for unreferenced objects and consequently, release
their memory. Memory reclamation can be achieved through various techniques
such as runtime garbage collection. When using purely automated approaches, the
application developer just allocates the memory for a datum by defining it. As a
consequence, the developer has often no dedicated control over the data location in a
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system using fully automated memory management. Additional detailed knowledge
about the functionality of the storage control techniques is necessary to influence
them (e.g., by defining the data in a different scope and change the access behavior,
if that is a viable option).

Hybrid approaches combine techniques from both manual and automated memory
management. As programming systems usually use concepts from both worlds, a strict
categorization into purely manual and automated approaches is often not possible.

As storage techniques that have ability to provide predictable and/or memory-safe
management are interesting for safety-critical systems, I will introduce these properties
and investigate related research projects in terms of these properties.

2.2.1 Real-Time Requirements on Memory Management
The extent to which a storage technique can be used in a real-time system context
depends on its space and time predictability regarding allocation and deallocation op-
erations. Real-time memory management approaches be classified by the nature of the
real-time requirements [112, 101, 154] associated with the application administrated
by the storage technique:

Soft and firm real-time requirements: A violation of the destined deadline does not
have disastrous consequences and therefore does not entail the raise of an
exception, which has to be handled by the application. Though being delayed
by memory management, the application can still continue to operate. In case
of a soft real-time system, the results may become unviable as time passes. In
case of firm real-time system, the result instantly loses its validity as soon as
the deadline is reached.

Hard real-time requirements: A violation of the destined deadline is not acceptable
and entails the raise of an exception. A safe state of the system has to be
defined and an exception handler that enters the safe state must be provided
by the application programmer.

Depending on the type of memory handling and the application’s allocation be-
havior, fragmentation of the storage space can occur and it has a direct influence
on the application’s timeliness and memory usage. Several types of fragmentation
exist. Allocating more memory than is actually requested contributes to internal
fragmentation. Code running on hardware architectures that offer fast access to
aligned addresses can benefit from chunk allocations. Hence, enhancing the execution
time of code can be a viable reason to accept a certain cutoff. The cutoff has to be
included in the computation of the space bounds of a real-time system.

Allocations and deallocations of short- and long-lived objects in the same memory
area cause an initially contiguous free memory to be interspersed by allocated objects:
The extent to which used and unused blocks draw through the storage space is a
measure for external fragmentation of the memory area. A free memory list (or any
other suitable data structure) is required to keep track of the free memory. The time
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that is needed to traverse through the free memory data structure contributes to
the computation of the time bounds for memory operations. Other factors are, for
instance, deallocation times or the allocation rate of the application. As a consequence
of external fragmentation, a program can run out of memory though the sum of
scattered free blocks would suffice the allocation request, but the object to be allocated
requires a logically contiguous memory block. Thus, a predefined space bound cannot
be met in this case. Defragmentation of the storage space can be a viable approach,
however, this entails the moving of objects, which is associated with additional runtime
costs. In programs written in languages that do not have a runtime system that
can recognize pointers/references, the application addresses then have to be adapted.
Later in this chapter, I scrutinize the connection of the selected memory management
technique and fragmentation as well as possible solutions for the mentioned issues.
Object fragmentation (also termed data fragmentation) describes the situation

that data payload that belongs together logically, is scattered in the storage space.
This type of fragmentation can be a result of external fragmentation supposed
that the memory handling approach allows for incoherent data allocations. Data
fragmentation usually imposes runtime overheads, as accesses to a fragmented object
are more complex. However, object fragmentation can also be intended to provide
predictable time and space bounds. I discuss such techniques in Section 2.2.4.3.

2.2.2 Memory and Type Safety

Correct memory management and the correct use of pointers/references2 are closely
related to each other. Both have a direct influence on the memory-safety capability of
a program, which is a useful code property for safety-critical software. Memory safety
is a program characteristic that ensures the program does not use memory in an unsafe
way [168, 5]. As presented by Michael Stilkerich [168] who implemented a configurable
memory protection framework consisting of hardware- and software-based techniques,
the term memory safety has been used without stating the exact criteria that have to
be satisfied by memory-safe code: Basically, a pointer must refer to a valid object and
it must not be possible to access memory outside an object’s boundaries through a
pointer. Otherwise, the pointer must not be dereferenced. Moreover, research projects
engaging in memory safety commonly state that pointers to deallocated memory (also
called dangling pointers) must not exist: The memory referred to by the dangling
reference can be used by another object and an access through the invalid pointer
may break the soundness of the type system.
Listing 2.1 exemplifies a memory bug caused by a dangling pointer. A global

reference obj is used to access the content of stack object a. After the fun() function
is finished, the stack memory occupied for the function-local data can be reused.
Function fun2() creates a reference s of type char* on the stack and the write access
through the dangling reference obj possibly creates a broken address. The code is
not memory safe.

2Ada calls them access types.
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typedef struct Object {

int y;

int x;

} Object;

Object* obj;

void fun() {

Object a = {3,4};

a.y = a.y + 5;

// obj pointer refers to a

obj = &a;

// implicit deallocation of a, obj becomes a dangling pointer

return;

}

void fun2() {

// stack memory used by fun() is reused

char* s = malloc(1);

// dangling pointer creates a bogus char* pointer

obj->x = 9;

s[0]=’H’;

free(s);

}

int main() {

fun();

fun2();

return 0;

}

Listing 2.1: Memory-safety violation caused by dangling pointer to stack memory
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Type safety is related to memory safety. It is a property of a programming language
and guarantees that only operations defined for a particular type are applied to an
object of that type [5]. Type-safe programs are also memory safe, since the conditions
provided by memory safety are also satisfied by a type-safe programming language and
the respective runtime system through static and dynamic checks. There are projects
that do not share this view such as the Safe Ada Consortium around Barnes [23]:
In Ada, memory-safety violations through dangling pointers caused by explicit heap
deallocations are possible, but Barnes states that type safety is retained. Given that
the type system can become unsound through accesses via dangling pointers, this
statement is confusing.

A detailed discussion on memory and type safety can be found in [168]. I will use the
terminology used there when I describe existing techniques for memory management.

2.2.3 Static Memory Management

As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, programming languages often provide means to
manually request static memory by the definition of variables in a particular scope or
the use of storage class qualifiers: In C/C++, for instance, global variables belong to
the static memory area and the language has the static qualifier to statically allocate
locally visible data3. The reserved memory cannot be reclaimed during runtime.

The mutability of data also has an influence on the memory area selection: As the
content and size of immutable data does not change during a program’s runtime, the
memory for it can be reserved ahead-of-time and consequently, immutable data can be
assigned to static memory. In contrast to static, mutable data, the correct handling of
immutable data is more complex: Dynamically valued constants as a language feature
have their roots in ALGOL 68’s identity declarations [111]. In C/C++, constant
data can be tagged by means of the const qualifier. In C++, runtime-constant class
members can also be defined in the constructor’s initialization list. The initialization
order of constructors is crucial as expressions have to be evaluated at that point at
which definitions employing these expressions are reached. However, that initialization
order is undefined and uncontrollable during the compilation process.
In Ada, the use of runtime constants is more difficult due to the introduction of

block statements, which increases the program’s complexity. The order in which
an expression in the initialization code is evaluated is partially defined, but Ada
provides pragmas, that is, compiler directives, that can be used by the application
programmer to enforce a particular initialization order as stated by Schilling [149].
This feature can massively complicate dependency relationships, which is the reason
why development guidelines advise to use such pragmas with precaution. Schilling
discusses the problems imposed by neglecting the tagging of runtime constants such
as missed optimizations but also names the reasons for it by exposing language
drawbacks of C++ and Ada.

3Marking a global variable static restricts the visibility of the global variable to the module it was
defined in
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Java has the final keyword, however, the support for immutable data is not as
evolved as in C/C++ and Ada. There are situations in which Java’s final keyword is
not expressive enough to mark data as truly constant or unmodifiable during runtime:
It is simply not possible to tag fields constant. Regarding final references or arrays,
the content of the referenced object can still be altered, only the object or array which
they refer to must not be changed.
Tagging or deriving constant values has a great influence on quality of results

computed by the constant folding passes offered by many modern compilers, that
is the extent to which expressions can be evaluated as constant ahead of time. In
turn, constant folding affects constant propagation and naturally, these optimizations
strongly support dead code elimination and register allocation. Hence, the identifi-
cation of constant data does not only affect the static memory layout but can also
leverage other compiler optimizations to improve several aspects of the generated code.
Constant data not tagged accordingly may therefore result in missed optimizations for
programming languages using programmer-controlled identification of constants. Even
skilled programmers face situations, in which data that is actually constant, cannot
be flagged properly as exemplified in the following use case: Assuming configurable
software for embedded control systems, there is usually a specialized configuration
for a particular code variant deployed on the microcontroller. The variability points
may only be present at the program’s design level or the initialization phase of the
program (e.g., constructors), but are fix during the actual execution. Such data
cannot be tagged accordingly in many programming languages.

Static memory may be split into several partitions in physical memory. Due to the
classification into immutable and mutable data, for instance, immutable data may be
placed in read-only memory while mutable data is located in writable memory. The
actual data placement depends on the configuration of the respective linker and the
hardware characteristics.

2.2.4 Dynamic Memory Management

In contrast to static memory whose memory is reserved ahead-of-time, dynamic
memory is allocated and deallocated at runtime.

2.2.4.1 Explicit and Semi-Automated Memory Handling Approaches

In explicit (manual) techniques, the developer identifies and reclaims the memory of
unused objects. Implicit manual (semi-automated) solutions are assisted through the
compiler.

Stack Memory Lots of programming languages support the notion of manual stack
allocation: The programmer influences the data placement by, for example, using
certain keywords. The compiler respects the data tagging during its code analyses
and the computed information is used by the linker to position the data accordingly in
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physical memory. The actual linking process can again be influenced by the developer,
if necessary.

In C/C++ and Ada, the programmer places data on the stack by defining variables
within the scope of functions. The developer uses lexical scopes (also called static
scopes), so the variable can only validly be referenced from the code block in which
it was defined. Optionally, there is also the auto keyword in C/C++ and automatic

keyword in Ada to tag local variables.
In C, the programmer has to initialize local variables. Being an object-oriented

language, C++ naturally supports object variables and provides special class member
functions called constructors (for creating objects) and destructors (for destroying
objects). In case of stack objects, constructors are implicitly called, whenever the
programmer defines a local object within the method scope and the destructor is
invoked when the scope is left.

Ada implementations realize stack memory in a distinct manner: One end contains
the dynamically sized data and the other end the fixed-size data. Therefore, Ada
does not have to rely on heap management for any local data.

The term automatic refers to the fact that memory occupied by a local variable is
automatically reclaimed by leaving the scope in which the variable was defined, that is
the compiler generated the necessary instructions to move the stack pointer and there
is no need for invoking a dedicated deallocation function. This kind of stack man-
agement can be classified as semi-automated technique: Despite automated memory
release, this approach of stack allocation belongs to the manual memory management
techniques since the programmer decides over the data placement and must be aware
of liveness properties of such data to avoid semantic errors and memory-safety issues.
Pointers to variables in stack memory must not be used outside the function frame
as this practice produces dangling pointers. Additional support by restricting the
programming language to a safer subset such as provided by Frama-C [46] or Ada’s
SPARK [22], for instance, can help to prevent common mistakes when employing
manual management.

Regional Memory Stack memory is a special region for method-local data. It
can efficiently be managed by low-cost memory operations and the lack of external
fragmentation can be beneficial for a program’s runtime behavior. Regional memory
adopts this proceeding for region-local data. Furthermore, storage control via regions
has the potential to improve data locality. A control flow is associated with a region
and by leaving a region, the set of data belonging to that region is deallocated all
at once. The costs of maintaining the region pointer are slightly more expensive
than managing the stack pointer of stack memory. The degree of region expansion
is determined by the application’s allocation behavior and the scope of regional
memory has to be chosen carefully. In case of many scattered regions, internal
fragmentation may affect memory consumption and the timeliness of the program.
Another unfavorable outlier is that a program can have one single global region for
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keeping all data, or one global region partition for each address space of the program.
As the lifetime of all data is set to the program’s lifetime, the memory consumption
may be extremely high and may lead to a region explosion, that is, lots of objects are
put to the same region whose memory is not reclaimed for a long time span. Basically,
region explosion is a kind of memory leak.
Explicit regional memory management was first proposed by Ross [142]: The

memory is subdivided into zones. The programmer can allocate memory portions
from a zone and a zone’s memory can be reclaimed as a whole all at once. The
vmalloc module [180] is similar to zones and performs allocations in regions associated
with particular allocation policies. Hanson [82] integrated regions called arenas into
C. Explicit regions using C have been employed in the context of the Apache HTTP
Project, in which such regions are termed pools. Barrett and Zorn [24] use profiling
to identify short-lived data and put this data to regions with a fixed size. All these
approaches do not ensure memory safety: Wrong usage of explicit regions may result
in dangling pointers or memory leaks. To address this problem, several approaches
to infer regions have been researched. I discuss programmer-controlled and fully
automated techniques for region inference in Section 2.2.4.2.

class Object {

public: int y;

public: int x;

};

void doDelete() {

// Allocate an array o of five Objects

Object* o = new Object[5];

// Try to deallocate object array.

// This will result in a memory leak as delete[] has to be used

delete o;

// Allocate an Object x

Object* x = new Object;

// Try to deallocate Object x. This will result in a heap corruption.

delete[] x;

}

Listing 2.2: Memory leaks and heap corruption due to faulty use of delete in C++
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Explicit Heap Management A majority of C programs handle heap memory via the
ANSI-C standard malloc() and free() functions created by Doug McIlroy in 1979 [180]
rather than using regional memory techniques. The heap space is manipulated by the
developer by using the heap memory interface: If heap chunk of sufficient size exists,
malloc() allocates the amount of memory (in bytes) being requested and returns
an untyped pointer to the memory area, which has to be converted to the correct
type. Upon failure of the allocation request, malloc() returns the special NULL value.
Return values have to be considered by the application programmer who decides
over the actions to be taken in response. The memory of unneeded variables can
be reclaimed by calling free(). The memory pointed to must not be used after the
invocation of free().
The internal representation of unused and used memory depends on the specific

implementation of the heap. Also, it is not defined how malloc() and free() manage
the memory area and the heap can become fragmented during the program’s runtime
depending on its allocation and deallocation behavior. Depending on the implemen-
tation, co-located unused memory blocks may be merged upon free(), but this is
not specified.
C++ has the special language feature new for objects and new[] for arrays. The

usage of new entails an object to be allocated on the heap, its constructor being
invoked and a typed pointer is returned upon success. Respectively, the usage of
C++’s delete (for objects) and delete[] (for arrays, respectively) operators causes
the destructor being executed and the associated memory being deallocated. The way
in which delete[] determines amount of memory to be reclaimed is not standardized.
The allocator may keep track of the allocated array elements and store the number in
the heap together with the array, for example. The developer has to select the suitable
operator variant to prevent memory leaks and heap corruption. Using the wrong
operator results in undefined behavior. Listing 2.2 illustrates the problems of the
erroneous application of delete by applying it to the wrong types. The doDelete()

first allocates an array of five Objects. Since the wrong delete operator is used, only
the first element in the array will be deleted and consequently, a memory leak occurs.
The next example is even worse: An Object x is allocated and afterwards the operator
for deleting arrays is used. Depending on the value of the internal array element count,
the statement tries to delete more objects starting from the address of Object x and
this may cause a heap corruption. For trivial scenarios such as shown in the code
listing, the compiler may be able to guess that the wrong delete variant was used
and it selects the correct one: Static code analysis can identify the use of dangling
pointers and faulty manual management statements for some cases. However, pointer
aliasing can massively complicate the analyses.
A general problem with dynamic heap management in C and C++ is that the

memory area may become fragmented. Hence, the time for memory allocation is
not deterministic, which renders the usage of C/C++’s heap management facilities
impractical for hard real-time systems. Coding standards such as MISRA-C [118]
prohibit the use of dynamic heap management.
Heap storage management in Ada can be done manually, by storage pools or a
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garbage collector (if provided by the Ada implementation). Administrating the heap
by hand via the Unchecked_Deallocation function, which was already specified in Ada
83, is similar to heap management in C/C++ using free() and delete. As by-hand
storage control as used in Ada introduces the same problems of potentially memory-
unsafe programs, the Ada style guide [12] gives hints for the programmer of how to
avoid bugs. Additionally, Barnes [22] recommends to abstain from explicit storage
control and to use storage pools for safety-critical software instead. Besides memory
safety, storage pools have the potential to mitigate the fragmentation problem.

Several ways exists to provide memory-safe heap management for C/C++ programs.
The type-safe C dialect Cyclone, for instance, addresses the problem of dangling
pointers by forbidding the use of free(), which is a suitable approach for embedded
applications that do not need dynamic heap memory. Additionally, Cyclone provides
programmer-controlled regions and region inference as an alternative memory strategy.

2.2.4.2 Advanced Compiler-Assisted Memory Management

In contrast to explicit and semi-automated techniques, compile-time analyses on
a program’s (de-)allocation behavior and lifetime analyses on objects support the
developer in writing efficient and safe applications. The quality of the analysis results,
that is the extent to which the compiler can determine the lifetime of a variable,
depends on the characteristics of the programming language such as the strictness
of the type system and how much program information is available for the compiler:
In contrast to just-in-time (JIT) compilers that can handle dynamic code loading,
the lifetime results computed by pure ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation on the entire
code base are usually more accurate. Naturally, the downside is that pure AOT
compilers do not support dynamic code loading and cannot respect information
collected at runtime such as the identification of code hot spots that are determined
by external parameters. Compiler-assisted storage control approaches may be used
to assign objects to memory areas and to generate instructions to manage the areas.
Hence, a strict mapping of analysis techniques to memory areas is not sensible. In
the following, I will present a selection of compiler-assisted storage control approaches.

Ruggieri and Murtagh [144] evolved a static analysis called lifetime analysis that
computes an upper lifetime bound for each object being allocated. The bound is used
to find a function, if existent, that can be associated with the object allocation. The
function’s scope is employed for the storage of the object. The analysis is applicable
to object-oriented languages featuring a static type system. Polymorphism is not
considered, however, the approach is extendible.

Escape analysis is a special lifetime analysis that can be used to determine the
dynamic scope of objects. This information is viable to find out if a variable can
safely be allocated on the stack and consequently if synchronization operations across
threads are needed to preserve data consistency. Escape analysis has been of particular
interest in managed languages such as ML and Java as manual stack allocation is
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not possible: Being safe programming languages, Java and ML cannot rely on the
programmer to deallocate unused objects as this would have the potential to break the
soundness of the language’s type system. From a conceptual point of view, all objects
reside on the heap in these languages. Lots of the research regarding escape analysis
has been performed in the context of type-safe languages to facilitate compiler-guided
memory allocation4. The quality of results depend on the programming language
being analyzed and the analysis results are less accurate in weakly typed (unsafe)
languages as alias analysis might not be sound in the presence of possible memory
errors. Therefore, an analysis has to operate conservatively under such conditions.
Dhurjati et al. [51] enforce correct alias analysis for such languages in their SAFECode
system based on automatic pool allocation described later in this section.
General escape analysis is an application of abstract interpretation [47] to higher-

order programming languages5. An initial version of escape analysis, that was able
to deal with complex data types and first-order functions was implemented in LISP
compilers in the 1970’s. Goldberg and Park [75] devised a more accurate higher-order
escape analysis for an elementary language called NML (not much of a language),
which has a monomorphic type system. In a follow-up [126], the authors extended
their approach to programs manipulating lists to allow cells of list spines to either be
reclaimed promptly or reused without the overhead of garbage collection.

Deutsch [50] researched the complexity of escape analysis and improved the expo-
nential time bound of Park and Goldberg’s algorithm to a almost linear time bound
for first-order functions while preserving the accuracy of analysis results. Deutsch’s
higher-order escape analysis remains to be of exponential complexity and a loss
of precision is observed, which indicates that further approximations are necessary.
Moreover, his analysis included imperative operations and polymorphism.

Blanchet [27] combines the work of Goldberg, Park and Deutsch. He extended the
correctness proof for escape analysis in the context of the functional and managed
ML programming language and also presents implementation results. In contrast
to Goldberg and Park, Blanchet extends escape analysis to all recursive types (not
only lists). Support for imperative operations and higher-order functions is included.
In addition, escape analysis and method inlining is combined. As a consequence,
the analysis complexity increases but inlining also promotes stack allocation and he
confirmed that this technique can have a positive influence on the program’s runtime
behavior.

Park, Goldberg and Blanchet assume that a value escapes when its value is stored in
another value. This approach is sufficient for functional languages but inappropriate
for imperative languages. In contrast to ML, Java is an imperative language and thus

4Escape analysis can also be applied to weakly typed languages such as C as presented by Kempf [99]
who used escape analysis to optimize parallel C programs.

5A higher-order language features higher-order functions, that is a function may take one or more
functions as input and may output a function as return value
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uses assignments, which complicates precise escape analysis considerably. Besides
other research groups, Gay and Steensgard [71] came across this problem when they
applied an escape analysis that followed the same procedure as applied in ML in the
context of Java: They state that an object escapes as soon as the reference to it is
stored in another object, which made their analysis imprecise.

To address these shortcomings, Blanchet’s subsequent work [28, 29] applies escape
analysis in the context of object-oriented Java on a commodity system using Linux,
JDK 1.1.5 and just-in-time compilation. Blanchet’s implementation delivers much
more accurate results in contrast to previous work and also measures the effects
of synchronization elision and stack allocation in contrast to a heap managed by
garbage collection. Blanchet’s escape analysis allows shifting stack-allocatable objects
to the scope of method with which those objects are associated. Using benchmarks
programs, the author demonstrates that his escape analysis is able to stack-allocate a
great amount of data, which results in a considerable execution time speedup. The
improvements are traced back to lock elision and the decrease of garbage collection,
whereas his implementation in ML benefits from better data locality [35] due to a
different garbage collection approach. Blanchet uses special integer values called type
heights to encode one object’s references to other objects and its subtyping relation-
ships to other objects. His escape analysis is control-flow-insensitive and consists of
a forward and a backward phase to compute escape information to facilitate lock
elision and stack allocation. Blanchet’s analysis targets just-in-time compilers and
focuses on faster translation times.

Choi et al. [44, 43] implemented an alternative, control-flow-sensitive escape analysis
for Java. Their algorithm is predicated on so-called connection graphs that resemble
alias and points-to graphs. However, connection graphs are constructed independently
of the calling context, which poses a major improvement over alias and points-to
graphs: Connection graphs can easier be processed since the escape state does not
have to be recomputed in case the method is called from a different context. It
is unfeasible for pointer analysis to summarize a method’s effect independently of
aliasing relationships in the calling context [43, 103, 42, 62, 186, 74, 37], which makes
the connection graph representation attractive. In contrast to Blanchet’s method, the
analysis of Choi et al. is slower in terms of compilation times, however, their method
delivers more accurate escape information for objects.

Tofte and Talpin [176] were the first to publish region inference for safe and au-
tomated memory handling by employing a type- and effect-based program analysis,
which is supported by the application programmer’s hints. Their region analysis is
applied in the context of the Standard ML language, which has a stronger type system
than C, and the analysis determines where to insert memory allocation and release
operations: The proposed system provides static regions, that is the compiler groups
heap data, puts it into regions and can compute the program points at which it is
safe to deallocate the regions. In this way, memory safety can be ensured. Stackable
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regions co-exist with ordinary stack memory: A region may contain several stack
frames and regions may be created or destroyed in functions. A drawback of purely
compiler-guided region inference is that the developer has to fathom the regions
computed by the compiler and to adapt the program so that the compiler determines
enhanced regions. The region-based memory handling approach presented by Tofte
et al. built the foundation for lots of research projects to come.

Cyclone [94] is a type-safe C dialect and support for semi-explicit regions has been
added by Grossman et al. [80]. Regions are explicitly annotated by the programmer
through special pointer types that associate the pointer with the respective region.
An example for a string library prototype is defined as follows:

char?p strcpy<p, p2>(char?p d, const char?p2 s);

where the strcpy() function copies a string from a location in region p2 (pointed
to by char?p2 s) into region p (pointed to by char?p d) and returns a pointer of
the respective type. To keep the annotation overhead low6, the authors use a local
inference algorithm. In the simple case, dangling pointers are identified by searching
for the use of region variables that are dereferenced outside their scope. Employ-
ing polymorphism in the context of region pointers complicates the procedure. To
guarantee the soundness of Cyclone’s type system, Grossman et al. implemented a
local inference algorithm, which memorizes the set of live regions at each control-flow
point within a function. Signatures for function prototypes are not inferred and
have to be declared explicitly. The execution time overhead imposed by Cyclone
combined with regions is 2-127%. Numbers regarding memory usage are not given,
but the authors mention that for some programs, the regions grow very large be-
fore deallocation and they advise to use garbage collection for these special candidates.

Gay and Aiken [68, 69] implement language support for programmer-controlled
regions for C in their RC compiler. Their system also provides assistance for reference
counting to find out if there are any remaining pointers to a dynamic region to be
deallocated: Dynamic regions are lexically scoped according to their lifetimes but
allow an infinite number of allocations. Consequently, there are no compile-time
restrictions on the lifetimes of regions and the location a pointer refers to is arbitrary.
Thus, reference counting enables sophisticated allocation patterns for dynamic regions.
A developer can use pointer annotations similar to the ones suggested by Cyclone
to reduce the overhead imposed by regions as the annotations naturally lower or
eradicate the necessity for reference counting. However, static regions that do not
use reference counting enable dangling pointers into the stack and heap and these
safety issues are not prevented by RC. The system also exhibits several typing errors:
Grossman et al. [80] identified a considerable number of array-bounds bugs when they

610-20% of the source code had to be adapted in the application examples selected by the authors
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compared Cyclone to RC.

Dhurjati et al. [52] developed memory pools for C. Memory pools resemble Cyclone’s
regions and RTSJ’s scoped memory. In contrast, the heap data is partitioned into
type-homogeneous pools and only objects with the same type can be allocated from
the pool matching the type. Moreover, a pool’s memory can be reused during its
lifetime. Pools do not rely on programmer annotations or new language features.
Moreover, using pools allows explicit deallocations, which voids the need for runtime
garbage collection. The authors employ a conservative escape analysis to impede
dangling pointers to the stack memory. A static analysis identifies instances of data
structures and puts them into distinct pools. Their compiler applies an automatic pool
allocation transformation, that is explicit allocations (e.g., malloc()) and deallocation
(e.g., free()) operations are altered to perform allocations and deallocations from the
memory pools. The permission of explicit deallocation can lead to dangling pointers,
but both a newly allocated data structure and the dangling pointer referring to it
have the same type. The approach is memory safe.

In addition to manual storage control, Ada provides storage pools to administrate
the heap. The developer associates one or several types with a pool and whenever
an instance of a type tied to that pool is created via new, the object is allocated
from the pool. Unchecked_Deallocation() operations are transformed by the Ada
compiler into pool deallocations. Type-homogeneity of pools as used by Dhurjati
et al. is not necessary and a pool can contain objects of distinct types. However,
by following the policy to type-homogeneous pools, external fragmentation can be
minimized according to Barnes [23] as the objects share the same size. This is a
worthwhile consideration for a storage pool in Ada, since the developer defines how a
pool is managed by providing the appropriate code. By providing a pool strategy that
operates in a stack-oriented manner, type-homogeneous pools are not necessary to
mitigate fragmentation but strategies with elective deallocations benefit from this pool
property. Using pools accommodating instances of distinct types requires additional
runtime checks to ensure memory safety. When the pool goes out of the associated
control flow’s scope the pool is discarded using compiler-generated code. With Ada
2012, subpools were introduced. A subpool is a part of a storage pool, which can be
reclaimed separately.
TinyOS [70] and Contiki OS [60] also implement a pool allocation strategy.

Cherem and Radu [39] implement region-based memory management for Java.
Their approach is two-fold: In the first step, a flow-insensitive and context-sensitive
points-to analysis is performed to determine the regions suitable for the analyzed
application and the relationships between the regions. That step is followed by a
flow-sensitive and interprocedural region liveness analysis to compute the objects’ life-
times. The calculated information is used to create annotations in the generated code.
Their compiler rewrites new statements by replacing them with region allocations and
emits code to create and destroy regions at appropriate program points. The authors
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also support stack allocation but the paper does not reveal much information about
the topic. Their implementation of regional memory does not use lexical scopes and
does not prevent dangling references from live to dead regions.

To conclude the presentation of existing region-based storage control, I quickly
broach further region-based approaches presented by other research groups. Salagnac
et al. [147, 148] addressed the problem of region explosion through programmer
assistance and review of the computed regions. Their algorithm uses an escape
analysis based on the one presented by Gay and Steensgard [72] and is flow-insensitive.
Some suppositions made by their compiler have to be verified through runtime checks.
In contrast to Hallenberg et al. [81] who provide regions for the Standard ML language
and use garbage collection in combination with regions, Salagnac et al. completely
exclude it since the authors are of opinion that runtime garbage collection cannot
be used real-time systems though implementations for real-time GCs do exist as
is presented in Section 2.2.4.3. Using garbage collection to complement regions is
also useful to get region explosion under control by managing problematic objects
in a separate memory area. Chin et al. [41] support region inference for a Java-like,
region-annotated language. Their Java subset is termed Core-Java that features
region types and region constraints for each class and methods. In addition, local
regions with lexical scopes can be used. The authors evaluated their approach an
exemplary application code (around 170 lines of code). CACAO JVM [120] provides
small regions by extending the scope of objects. CACAO uses a flow-insensitive escape
analysis based on the work of Gay and Steensgard [72]. Their analysis is integrated
into a just-in-time compiler and escape analysis is performed at runtime. The escape
analysis’s results are employed to find a subset of thread-local objects on the call
stack. Arrays cannot be allocated on the stack.

2.2.4.3 Runtime Garbage Collection

Runtime garbage collection is an automated approach to memory reclamation and
was contrived by McCarthy for the Lisp programming language [117] in 1959. A
garbage collector (GC) is part of a runtime system and finds memory blocks that are
not used by the application (also called mutator) any more. Such memory can be
reclaimed and reused.
Techniques can be classified as conservative and precise approaches. Conservative

solutions do not reliably distinguish references from non-reference values. By way of
example, the C dialect Cyclone [94] optionally provides conservative garbage collection
as proposed by Boehm et al. [31, 30] for applications that want to make use of it. To
use Cyclone in a real-time setup, the authors advise to use regional memory.
For precise garbage collection, a strict distinction between primitive values and

references is necessary to be able to track the references of all objects. Type-safe pro-
gramming languages such as Java and Standard ML and other programming systems
that satisfy this precondition are the foundation for such techniques. Preciseness
is a prerequisite to facilitate the deployment of a GC in a real-time environment.
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Definition: Garbage Collection
The term garbage collection is often used as a synonym for tracing garbage collec-
tors. However, also reference counting algorithms belong to this category. Other
parts of the development community use the term as a synonym for automated
memory management in general: Escape analysis and regional memory manage-
ment assisted by an inference algorithm, for instance, belong to the compile-time
garbage collection techniques in which the compiler computes the lifetime of
objects and generates the necessary instructions to manage their memory. The
term has been evolving historically over the last decades. A garbage collection
algorithm often used to be a dedicated piece of code whose execution resulted
in the implicit reclamation of unreachable data’s memory. With the immense
research on how to safely shift some runtime memory management effort to
compile time, the information on an object’s lifetime and its placement can
influence how the memory block is reclaimed after the object becomes gratuitous.
Runtime garbage collection code can also be assisted by static analyses to adapt
the algorithm to the nature of an application managed by a GC, which is an
interesting proceeding in embedded real-time systems.
For the remainder of this thesis, I use the term garbage collection to denote
implicit automated runtime memory management for heap memory, that is,
all objects that are not managed by any other aforementioned compiler-level
technique. I call objects managed by a GC GC objects.

Additional design decisions are necessary to provide predictable space and time
bounds.

Reference Counting To implement reference counting, each object keeps track of
the number of references to it. Each object is associated to a reference counter, and
the counter is increased whenever a reference to an object is created. The counter is
decreased when a reference is destroyed, respectively. Some implementations reclaim
the memory of unreferenced objects immediately, others defer the deallocation.
Though being attractive due to its simplicity, using reference counting requires
particular attention: Objects can reference each other and hence may produce a cycle.
As a consequence, the reference counter never drops to zero and the memory of the
objects that are part of the cycle cannot be reclaimed when the cycle is not referenced
by the application program anymore. It is possible to address this issue by using
compile-time algorithms to find cyclic data structures such as shape analysis [145,
146]. Shape analysis can reliably identify acyclic data structures. Additional measures
at runtime can also be used to break cycles but are often expensive. Programmer-
controlled annotations are also conceivable. Alternatively, weak references can be
used to set out cycles: Such references are tagged and the reference counter is not
manipulated, accordingly.
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The Perl, Delphi and Objective-C programming languages use reference counting.
Perl does not support weak references, so memory leaks as a result of circular data
structures is an open issue, whereas Object-C features weak references to cope with
the problem. Java and C# also feature weak references to address several topics
beyond reference counting such as canonicalizing mappings. The languages mostly
rely on tracing garbage collection, however, it is possible to emulate reference counting
by using weak references. The downside of using weak references can be a decreasing
in performance.
Several projects researched reference counting such as the work of [45, 25, 182,

20, 127, 26, 109, 157]. Assuming that the problem of reclaiming the memory of
cyclic data structures is taken care of, reference counting GCs can be interesting
for the deployment in hard real-time systems. Ritzau and Fritzson [139] provide
an exemplary implementation for timely reference counting in the context of Java.
Reference counting potentially induces external fragmentation as objects are kept
at fixed memory locations. To address this problem, the authors divide objects
to equally sized blocks, which possibly entails (predictable) internal fragmentation.
Object blocks are connected via a linked list. Incrementing the reference counter is
an operation of constant complexity. In contrast, the decrement operation has to be
implemented with precaution. Immediate deallocation of an object whose reference
counter drops to zero can result in recursive freeing, that is all objects referenced by
the unreachable object also become unreachable. The authors solve this issue by using
deferred reference counting which causes a constant-time overhead for the decrement
operation: An unreachable object is inserted into a to-be-free list and the children’s
reference counters are not updated. When the allocator requests memory, the objects
are removed from the list while updating the reference counters of child references.
The authors point out that it must be possible to retrieve a single memory block from
the to-be-free list since the execution time is unbounded otherwise. If only blocks
occupied by the newly allocated objects are used the execution time is proportional to
the size of that object. Cyclic data structures are reclaimed by a mark-and-sweep GC.
The paper does not explain how the GC meets the hard real-time requirements. I
state that the amount of cyclic garbage has to be bounded, which could be computed
via a special pointer analysis.

Tracing Garbage Collection Tracing collectors construct the graph of reachable
objects by traversing the application’s pointer graph to identify live objects. Unvisited
objects are marked as garbage and the memory space occupied by them can be
reclaimed. This task can be achieved in various ways: Copying GCs move or evacuate
reachable objects to a special memory area called the semi-space. Objects not present
in this new semi-space are not needed by the application anymore. Mark-and-sweep
algorithms consist of two phases: In the scan-and- mark phase, the live set of objects
is determined by scanning all the reference values present in the application, and
the parts of the heap occupied by these live objects are marked. Marking can be
performed, for instance, by using the tricolor scheme [54]: In the beginning of the scan
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phase, all objects are white. When the GC discovers an object reference reachable
from the root set of the application, the memory occupied by the object is marked as
being used and the object becomes gray. After having scanned all references within
the object (and having colored all referenced objects gray), the object becomes black.
Upon completion of the scan-and-mark phase, all objects on the heap are either white
or black. In the subsequent sweep phase, the memory of all still-white objects is
reclaimed.

A GC cycle starts whenever the graph traversal is finished and reclaimed memory
can be reused for new allocations. Stop-the-world GCs halt the entire application
until the GC work is finished. This class of GCs does not need to synchronize with
the application and exhibits good through-put, however, this maxim may also result
in high pause and response times, which might impose a problem in real-time systems.
To use garbage collection in embedded systems, the algorithms have to respect

the nature of this domain. Embedded systems usually receive external events (e.g.,
measurements from sensors connected to bus systems) and compute — in reaction to
these events — results to drive actors (e.g., an engine). Thus, an important aspect in
such systems is a low latency on external events.
Incremental and concurrent techniques intend to reduce the pause and response

times of the application, that is, the time by which the application is deferred due
to the memory reclamation procedure is considerably lower for incremental and
concurrent GCs than for stop-the-world collectors.
Incremental algorithms perform garbage collection in completed units, that is,

phases and the mutator may continue to execute in between and during these
phases. The application may perform work on behalf of the collector as applied in
JamaicaVM [158] or the GC work is assigned to one or several threads as done in
concurrent solutions.

Concurrent approaches do not stop program execution and allow the collector and
the mutator to simultaneously operate on data. Typically, the garbage collector
algorithm is assigned a separate thread or several separate threads and the collection
work is not carried out by the application on behalf of the collector.

Real-time garbage collectors satisfy the requirement to meet determined upper space
and time bounds. Both stop-the-world and incremental and concurrent collectors can
be used in real-time systems given that all upper bounds can be derived from the
application and given that these bounds fit to the specified real-time behavior. In
general, however, concurrent, incremental collectors are less intrusive and tend to
provide lower worst-case time bounds.

Real-time GCs can further be classified by the nature of the real-time requirements
(see Section 2.2.1) associated with the application managed by the GC into soft and
hard real-time collectors. Majoritarian, the research community dealing with garbage
collection does not treat firm real-time GCs as an own category.

External fragmentation has to be dealt with to provide predictable storage control
and to keep both space and time bounds acceptable. Commercial and academic solu-
tions exist that address the real-time capability, thereunder Aicas’s JamaicaVM [158],
Atego’s aonixPerc [153], IMB’s Websphere Real-Time [10], Sun’s Java Real-Time
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System [32], OVM [21] and FijiVM [131]. From these JVMs, JamaicaVM, FijiVM and
the Pico and Raven variants of aonixPerc also target resource-constrained embedded
systems. Implementations of precise garbage collection suitable for real-time systems
has been the subject of many research activities [8, 158, 132, 129, 38, 130, 17, 19, 36,
95, 141]. In the following, I will wrap up a subset of important projects related to
soft and hard real-time garbage collection.
Robertz et al. [141, 140] suggest incremental, concurrent and time-triggered (TT)

garbage collection, that is, the GC is triggered by a periodic timing event. This
approach is opposed to allocation-triggered, that is, work-based, collection pursued by
lots of the projects that are part of the real-time GC community. Allocation-triggered
algorithms can be problematic in hard real-time systems as the GC work interferes
with the mutator, entail higher blocking times for the application and solutions often
end up in more complex designs. It should be noted, that Robertz et al. base their
work on top of priority-based scheduling, hence their approach has been used in
the context of event-triggered real-time systems rather than precalculated schedule
tables used in time-triggered real-time systems [112]. To avoid confusion, I will use
the term time-based garbage collection. The authors do not focus on a specific GC
algorithm but investigate how information from the application’s worst-case allocation
behavior can be utilized to calculate a deadline for the GC thread. The information
of the computed deadline can be used in the context of static- and dynamic-priority
scheduling solutions which are provided by an existent real-time scheduler. This
proceeding is different from a variety of previous techniques as the GC algorithm
itself is not partitioned by the GC developer to construct a valid real-time system
but uses scheduling established by an operating system. A time-based GC has to
ensure that the garbage collection cycle is complete before the application runs out
of memory. For this, Robertz et al. calculate an appropriate cycle time for the GC
by taking into account the heap size, allocated memory, free memory, number of live
objects, the set of threads and the thread allocation rate. The deadline for the GC is
determined and can be employed in the context of rate monotonic (RM) schedulers
and earliest-deadline-first (EDF) schedulers. In addition to the suggested analyses,
the selected memory manager itself still has to be scrutinized in terms of predictability.

Bacon et al. [15] examined time-based garbage collection at the same time as
Robertz and colleagues. Their work differs from the one of Robertz et al. in the
level at which GC scheduling is regarded. Robertz et al. use the GC cycle as period
for time-based collection, while Bacon et al. employ the quantum level. Quantum
levels explicitly state how the GC work should be scheduled whereas the time-based
approach specifies a deadline and the scheduling decisions are made by the thread
scheduler.

The Metronome GC [16, 17] is an incremental GC and decouples the collection work
from the application threads. The application does not have to incur work portions
from the collector such as replicating objects, but the GC runs asynchronously with the
user program. In contrast to work-based approaches, Metronome’s practice improves
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the predictability of the application as the progress of the threads associated with
the application is no longer charged with heap management anymore. Metronome
uses time-based scheduling for the collection. In order to deploy the GC in a hard
real-time context, the programmer has to procure the amount of live memory and
the allocation rate of the application. The allocation rate can be determined by a
compiler through a static program analysis as proposed by Mann et al. [116], for
example. Metronome addresses the fragmentation issue by triggering defragmentation
for pages at a certain fragmentation level and by using arraylets for large arrays, that
is fixed-sized chunks of memory to bound the work for scanning and copying and
to bound fragmentation induced by extensive objects. Metronome is designed for
uniprocessor systems and is part of JikesRVM [7].

Auerbach et al. [10] evolved the original Metronome GC of Bacon et al. [16] in 2007
and extended it for multi-processor environments in a real-time Linux implementation.
They integrated the extended version of Metronome in IBM’s J9 virtual machine.
The GC is enhanced in several ways: First of all, incremental stack scanning is put
into effect through a conservative approximation technique called fuzzy snapshot. To
synchronize, applications realized through a low amount of threads use Yuasa write
barriers [187] to remember overwritten object references during the entire tracing
phase. In case there are more threads and the GC is not able to complete stack
scanning in a predefined span of time, another write barrier is employed. This barrier
tracks all references that are stored and is deactivated for each individual thread as
soon as its roots are scanned. This approach is termed double barrier as it records both
overwritten and newly stored references for unscanned threads. The double barrier
prevents unscanned roots being passed into scanned threads. Metronome’s root scan-
ning also supports global JNI references as well as soft and weak references. The GC
algorithm is distributed over several worker threads and they are scheduled using the
priority-based protocol provided by real-time Linux. The GC threads run at a priority
that is as least at the same level as any heap-allocating thread. Auerbach et al. state
that their work is usable as an implementation for RTSJ’s dynamic heap management.

The KESO JVM [169] features an incremental garbage collector termed IdleR-
oundRobin (IRR) [167] that was designed to restrict all critical sections to constant
complexity. The worst case reaction time to interrupts is therefore low and predictable.
The GC is time-based and, in particular, slack-based in its default operating mode.
Thus, the interference between the application and the collector is low. To support
applications that do not have enough slack available, the IRR can be configured to
operate in allocation-triggered mode to avoid starvation of the collector7. IRR is
a precise, tracing, non-moving mark-and-sweep GC and its working principle is as
follows: Garbage collection is executed by a dedicated control flow (called GCTask).

7The downside is, in turn, the higher interference of with the application and the real-time scheduler.
Neither scheme is the better solution considering the amount of various application types, but
slack-based garbage collection is a good approach for cyclic embedded real-time applications.
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This single task is responsible for the garbage collection in all protection domains
that use the particular heap management strategy, but only processes the heap of
one domain at a time. In slack-based mode, the GCTask is assigned the lowest priority
in the system, thus the slack time of the system is used to perform garbage collection
runs. This is a good moment to perform a garbage collection, since most tasks will
be suspended and only the stacks of blocked tasks need to be scanned. IRR can
be interrupted during a GC run and needs to synchronize with the application. All
critical sections within the incremental GC where interrupt handling needs to be
suspended are of constant complexity, hence the worst-case interrupt handling latency
can easily be predicted. The root set comprises the static reference fields and local
reference variables on the stacks of blocked tasks.

IRR uses write barriers as proposed by Yuasa [187] during the mark-and-scan phase
to allow incremental scanning of the object graph, except for local reference variables
on the stack. Whenever a reference to a white object is overwritten, the object is
colored gray by the barrier which prevents that a white object can become invisible
to the GC after the start of the mark-and-scan phase. Stack scanning of a task is not
incremental and of complexity linear to the size of the stack: The stack is only scanned
when a task is waiting for an event, which is only the case in few well-known places
where AUTOSAR OS’s blocking system call WaitEvent() is invoked. (Unbounded)
recursive invocation of blocking methods may, however, complicate the prediction of
the stack size. The stack size can be computed by the compiler ahead of time and
recursive calls can statically be detected.
AUTOSAR OS resources [13] are employed, that is, immediate priority ceiling,

when scanning the stack of a task. This delays the task whose stack is being scanned
until the entire stack has been scanned, but allows higher priority tasks and ISRs to
interrupt the stack scan operations. In addition, the priority ceiling prevents tasks
with a priority lower to that of the task whose stack is being scanned to interrupt
the scan, which prevents unbounded priority inversion. The IRR does not deal with
heap fragmentation and is therefore not suitable for the deployment in hard real-time
systems without further assumptions.

Pizlo et al. developed the Stopless [129] GC that is a concurrent soft real-time
collector viable for the deployment in a multiprocessor environment running multi-
threaded applications. Stopless has been implemented in the Bartok compiler and
runtime system for the Common Intermediate Language (CIL). To address the frag-
mentation problem, Stopless uses a compaction algorithm that is able to relocate
objects of a multithreaded and concurrent application. The challenge of a compacting
collector is to maintain the correct program semantics while the moving objects are
simultaneously being accessed by the application: At a certain point in time, two
object copies exist and the program has to switch from the old to the new version.
Stopping the entire application is not a viable solution in a multiprocessor environ-
ment as all threads of control enter the blocking state, which entails unacceptably
high pause times. Stopless addresses the problem of high pause times by fine-grained
non-blocking synchronization of the allocation, memory reclamation and compaction
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phase.
The allocator manages pages and each page contains a linked list of free memory

blocks. The linked list is acquired atomically by each accessing thread and the list
becomes thread-local. The application allocates memory by unlinking a block from a
list. If the list of free blocks depletes, a new list is retrieved from another page in
likewise manner.

The GC uses the tricolor scheme and each thread holds its own list of (gray) objects,
which are visible to the collector but have not been scanned. Compare-and-swap
(CAS) operations are used to mark an object by atomically coloring the object and
introducing a link to that object into a virtual mark-stack. After the GC has traced all
objects reachable from the root set, the mark-stack is processed by multiple collector
threads to balance the work load. The mark-and-sweep collector updates pointers
to reachable, relocated objects and the pointers have to be tagged particularly. For
this, a bit in the object header is set, the object is copied and inserted into a list that
can be accessed by the compaction algorithm. The entire procedure is lock-free, the
mutator will never block, when accessing the heap. However, the copy procedure does
not have a progress guarantee.

In addition to Stopless, Pizlo et al. [130] developed two GC variations called Clover
and Chicken. The three algorithms basically differ in their timeliness and their
progress guarantees. Chicken provides wait-free heap accesses for mutators except for
lock-free compare-and-swap operations on object fields, while Clover and Stopless
offer lock-free write accesses. All three variants feature lock-free object allocation.
The Schism/CMR collector implemented in FijiVM [132, 131] is set on top of

a concurrent mark-region (CMR) GC. It applies fragmented allocation to objects
and arrays if necessary: Objects are allocated in fixed-size non-moving fragments
(which is similar to Ritzau et al. [139]) and larger objects span a set of possibly
non-contiguous fragments. Array meta-data is handled by a replicated semi-space.
Schism achieves heap operations to be of constant-time complexity by using arraylets
that were previously employed in the Metronome GC [16]: Arrays consist of a con-
tiguous meta-array called spine, which holds array meta-information, that is, pointers
to the array fragments carrying the actual array data. Contiguous array allocation
is possible, which is beneficial for throughput aspects. Objects are represented as
a linked list of fragments as proposed by the JamaicaVM [158]. Hence, the object
field access is easily predictable. In Schism, external fragmentation is not an issue
and fragmentation is bounded due to small fixed-sized non-moving fragments. Frag-
ments are managed by a CMR GC. Spines may dynamically adjust their size, thus
causing fragmentation, which is why they are handled by a replicating semi-space
GC. Schism’s use of replication is adopted from the Cheng-Blelloch GC [38]. Since
spine pointers refer to non-moving fragments, their information does not need to
be updated during the GC execution. Wait-free barriers for spine access can be
used. Thus, spines can be copied concurrently without influencing the application’s
performance. The GC is set on top of time-based scheduling and can be configured to
run in slack-based mode, that is the collector runs at a priority lower than the ones oc-
cupied by critical real-time mutator threads. On uniprocessor systems Schism/CMR’s
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Reference to Heap Reference to Immortal Reference to Scoped
Heap Yes Yes No
Immortal Yes Yes No
Scoped Yes Yes Yes, if same, outer, or

shared scope
Local Var Yes Yes Yes, if same, outer, or

shared scope

Table 2.1: Rules for memory areas as stated in the RTSJ

scheduling is identical to the slack-based Minuteman GC proposed by Kalibera et
al. [98]. The Schism/CMR GC is suitable for the deployment in hard real-time systems.

2.2.4.4 The Real-Time Specification for Java (RTSJ)

The RTSJ is one example for a specification that promotes hybrid memory man-
agement. The static and dynamic memory management strategies discussed in this
chapter work well for a defined memory region, but may perform badly under cer-
tain circumstances. Compiler-assisted techniques are only suitable for managing
objects whose characteristics can statically be derived. Purely region-based memory
management features constant allocation and deallocation times but defers memory
reclamation and may entail increased memory usage depending on the application’s
memory usage patterns. Conservative garbage collectors do not guarantee that the
memory of unreachable objects is reclaimed, which makes them unsuitable for the
deployment in real-time and safety-critical systems. Precise collectors solve this issue,
but may impose higher runtime overheads.

The RTSJ respects the distinct nature of applications by providing several memory
partitions called MemoryAreas that can be handled by choice of proper candidates
out of the pool of discussed storage control strategies. The specified MemoryAreas

constitute RTSJ’s memory model and are defined as follows:

ScopedMemory defines a region that exists for a certain time span, that is as long
as there are threads that access objects residing in ScopedMemory. Lifetimes
are determined by lexical scoping. LTMemory and VTMemory are specialized vari-
ants, where LTMemory guarantees linear allocation times and VTMemory variable
allocation times, respectively.

HeapMemory is used for objects with an undefined lifetime. Only one single instance
of HeapMemory can exist.

ImmortalMemory is alive for the duration of the program’s lifetime. This memory
area is similar to static memory reserved ahead-of-runtime.

An implementation of ScopedMemory provides semi-explicit memory management,
as the allocation and deallocation as well as the selection of the memory areas’ sizes
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and the placement of the data is performed manually by the application programmer.
Special API methods to handle the regions are defined by RTSJ. ScopedMemory is
used by setting its total size and by associating one or several real-time threads
for its instantiation. The application programmer activates the region by invoking
its enter() method, which runs the desired thread. A reference counter is used to
keep track of active threads. When the last thread leaves the context of the enter()

method, the reference counter drops to zero. As a consequence, all objects in the
region are finalized and their memory is reclaimed, no matter if any references to
these objects still exist. To avoid the forging of dangling references and to ensure
the program’s type safety, RTSJ defines rules as shown in Table 2.1 for handling
the memory areas. These restrictions are similar to the ones made in Cyclone. An
implementation of the RTSJ has to check for the compliance of these rules (at compile
time or runtime): RTSJ states that the checks must be performed on each assignment
before the statement is executed. In particular, the specification suggests that static
analyses could be used for that purpose. However, which analyses should be used
and how these analyses operate is not described any further. ImmortalMemory is also
handled manually by reserving space for a number of instances of a particular type in
that region.
The dedicated area HeapMemory can be maintained by a precise garbage collector.

As discussed before, collectors exist that are suited for the deployment in real-time
systems. The Mackinac JVM [32], which is the real-time version of the Hotspot JVM
and OVM are examples for JVMs that implement the memory model specified by
RTSJ.

2.3 Discussion and Proposal

Using explicit memory management, the developer has full control over the data
placement, its allocation and deallocation time and this approach can result in very
efficient approaches. Some developers also argue that manual management should be
the preferred choice in the context of safety-critical real-time systems since a program
path to every allocation and memory reclamation instruction could be seen and this
approach contributed to better analysis facilities offered by established analyses tools.
However, manual management is error-prone even for experienced programmers,
tool-based identification of dangling pointers is difficult and the rising complexity of
software itself and the changing nature of memory properties in hardware architectures
aggravate the problem. On the opposite side, there is implicit automated memory
management and it can be a proper way for taming this complexity. Time-based hard
real-time GCs have been developed and the research groups proved to satisfy the
timing requirements for several application scenarios. By incorporating knowledge
about scheduling in the code analysis tools, automated verification approaches are
also facilitated which refutes the argument for explicit approaches.
In general, however, the most viable storage handling technique is dependent on

the application’s memory usage behavior and the sole use of a single technique may
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not always be a suitable choice. Therefore, a combination of several techniques seems
to be promising. Summarized, an embedded, safety-critical application, which has to
make use of memory management, benefits from storage control strategies considering
the following properties:

1. The actual memory usage properties of the considered application

2. Memory-safe storage control

3. Non-functional requirements of the application, for instance, real-time capability,
memory requirements

4. The characteristics of a particular hardware device, for instance, transient fault
rate, types/properties of available memory.

Type-safe languages such as Standard ML, C#, Java and Ada Ravenscar facilitate
automated, memory-safe compile-time and runtime memory management. Only
precise GCs have the potential to be used in a hard real-time environment. In
contrast to programs written in unsafe languages, static pointer analyses on type-safe
code deliver more accurate lifetime information for objects. Moreover, the knowledge
that a successfully compiled, type-safe program will not cause memory access violations
is beneficial for efficiently applying protection means against transient hardware faults.
With the release of the RTSJ and SCJ, Java has become more popular in the real-time
systems community [122]. Michael Stilkerich [168] showed in his thesis, that the costs
imposed by Java in the context of embedded systems is reasonably low and that a
step-wise migration from an unsafe to a safe language is possible.

The RTSJ addresses the first three of the listed properties. However, the developer
still has to deal with the proper placement of data and the determination of the
memory areas’ sizes. Additional analyses (not described in the specification) are
necessary to ensure correct memory management. Moreover, traditional explicit and
automated memory management as well as the RTSJ is unaware of the characteristics
of physical memory such as the types of memory provided or their proneness to
transient hardware faults. Manual code annotation techniques could be used to tweak
an application for a particular hardware device, but this solution comes along with
immense efforts and the aforementioned disadvantages. I am also not aware of any
related work in the context of automated memory management and transient faults.

To provide a suitable memory management for an application situated on a partic-
ular embedded microcontroller, I propose a hybrid storage control approach termed
cooperative memory management (CMM). I implemented CMM in the context of
KESO [169] that is a JVM for embedded systems and one candidate in the conglomer-
ate of existing embedded Java implementations. KESO provides the preconditions to
implement protected, memory-safe and automated real-time memory management. In
Chapter 3, I explicate the properties of KESO that are advantageous for my memory
management framework. CMM adopts the concept of memory areas specified by the
RTSJ as the foundation for building an application- and hardware-tailored memory
management in embedded systems. The approach is based on two building blocks:
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1. Static whole-program analyses on strongly typed programs are used to provide
compiler-assisted management. I chose an escape analysis based on the work of
Choi et al. [43] that is suitable for Java to compute several object properties
interesting for storage control such as their lifetime. The lifetime of objects
and their contents’ mutability can be used to determine suitable logical and
physical memory regions. The analyses furthermore consider non-functional
properties of the system specification provided by the system developer. To
demonstrate the feasibility of the approach, I selected the real-time capability
of memory management as well its ability to protect itself against transient
faults, that is to provide memory safety in the context of this type of errors
through a combination of error avoidance and mitigation techniques. The main
intention is to keep the overhead of memory management at runtime as low as
reasonably possible.

2. In addition, special runtime-system and memory-management support complete
the CMM approach. For heap management, a tracing garbage collector inspired
by FijiVM’s Schism/CMR GC [132] and KESO’s IRR GC [167] has been
implemented. The developed GC can be used for hard real-time applications.
Moreover, the GC has also been protected against transient hardware faults.

The detailed reasons why I based my memory management on the escape analysis
of Choi et al. [43], and Schism/CMR [132] and IRR [169] collectors are discussed
in Chapter 3, which also includes a presentation of the problems imposed by the
approaches and which parts need to be evolved. In Chapter 4, I show how my
new analyses and the new GC algorithm address the problem of application- and
hardware-tailored memory management.
CMM does not completely take over the developer’s responsibility for memory

management in safety-critical systems, but provides assistance, mechanisms and
type-safe services to construct safety-critical storage control. It offers an automated
solution to RTSJ’s regions.
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3
Problem Analysis

Co-Design of Memory Management

I present the preconditions needed for application- and hardware-specific memory
management in this chapter. First of all, I explicate the problem of varying hardware
and software properties in Section 3.1. To discuss the challenge of automated storage
control in the context of hardware properties, I chose reliability and, in particular,
transient hardware faults (also termed soft errors). As examples for software quality
attributes, I selected efficiency and predictability and in Section 3.2, I describe how
memory management can be tailored towards these properties. My cooperative
memory management is realized through a generative technique. In Section 2.3, I
decided to base my approach on the type-safe language Java and a runtime system
and I selected the KESO JVM [169] for my research. In Section 3.3, I discuss the
reasons for choosing KESO and present the properties that are beneficial for CMM. To
support the memory model of RTSJ, I opt for an escape analysis (Section 3.2.2.2) and
tracing garbage collection (Section 3.2.2.3). I conclude the chapter with an analysis
of KESO’s critical type system information that could be affected by transient faults
(Section 3.4).

3.1 Analyzing Hardware and Software Properties
In the following, I select candidates for hardware and software properties, respectively.
Furthermore, I discuss these properties in the context of memory management.
Reliability, predictability and efficiency are non-functional properties (also termed
quality attributes) of an implementation. A combination of quality attributes can
have a positive or a negative influence on each other as stated in the quality standard
ISO 9126 [93]: As an example, runtime fault tolerance techniques may enhance the
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reliability of a system but also decrease its efficiency. Fault avoidance techniques
may amend both the system’s reliability and its efficiency. A general statement
about the tradeoffs resulting from the need to address several quality attributes at
the same time is often not possible. Consequently, the non-functional properties
cannot strictly be separated from each other and cannot be investigated in an isolated
context. Therefore, I will scrutinize the design decisions I made for CMM in terms of
reliability, predictability and efficiency in and this chapter.

3.1.1 Example for a Hardware Property: Reliability

Embedded microcontrollers show a huge set of variability points or features that can
either be used or not used by software deployed on that microcontrollers depending
on the hardware configuration that was selected by a systems engineer. Besides
desired features, there are undesired traits that are immanent to the chosen platform
as, for instance, transient hardware faults. I refer to both the desired features,
absent features and undesired traits as the set of hardware-specific properties or short
hardware specifics. Hardware specifics interesting for memory management can be, for
example, the address space, the type and size of available memories, the existence of
a memory protection unit or the soft error rate. I selected transient hardware faults
as a hardware-specific property to demonstrate how such errors can be considered in
memory management. Other hardware properties can also be taken into account as
described in Section 4.4.3 and in Chapter 7.

Transient Hardware Faults Safety-critical embedded systems have specific require-
ments regarding hardware and software components to avoid or mitigate malign
errors. Functional safety standards such as the IEC 61508 [90] and ISO 26262 [92]
address this issue and distinguish between systematic and random errors. Systematic
errors can occur in hardware and software components and are the result of design
and implementation defects. Incorrect memory management by using free() though
the object is still being referenced after the operation is an example for a systematic
error. Engineering processes and methods exist to avoid and mitigate systematic
defects. In order to fight typical implementation errors in software (bugs) that often
occur when using the programming language C — which is wide-spread in embedded
systems engineering — programming standards such as MISRA-C [118] have been
released. Such rules and standards restrict unsafe programming languages to get a
safer language subset. Dynamic heap memory management or the use of function
pointers, for example, are prohibited in systems conformant to MISRA-C as they are
the source of many programming mistakes and often unpredictable runtime behavior.
Alternatively, type-safe programming languages can be employed to address the
problem of systematic errors such as memory-safety bugs.
On the contrary, random errors do not reside in the system in the first place and

only occur in hardware. They are referred to as permanent (hard) and soft errors,
where soft errors have — in contrast to hard errors — only a temporary effect on
the logical circuits or memory. Soft errors become noticeable as bit flips and are
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Dependability Terms
Fault tolerance is the ability of a system to execute its specified function in
the presence of a limited number of faulty subsystems [9]. The property can
be achieved through the application of beneficial redundancy techniques. In
addition, measures to avoid errors reduce the attack surface of the program
and contribute to the robustness of the system. Hence, techniques for fault
avoidance and fault tolerancea complement each other in their task to amend
the robustness of the system. Fault detection is the foundation to achieve
fault tolerance. When the erratic system behavior is detected, the error has
to be localized and subsequently, it has to be handled by an error processing
technique. A system is fail-safe, if an error causes the system to switch to a
specified safe state and to remain in that state. The safe state is defined as
fail-silent if outgoing actions that are normally associated with an error-free
execution are prevented. A system can further be categorized as fail-stop if
this state can be retrieved from the system’s exterior. A system that does not
switch to a particular error state and continues to operate as specified is called
fail-operational.
I use the terms fault, error and failure in their traditional meaning [14]: A service
is executed correctly if the service implements the system function as specified.
A failure causes the service to deviate from its specified behavior (i.e. faulty
output values). The failure can be caused by an error, that is a discrepancy in
the system’s internal state and an error (i.e. a corrupted memory address) is
caused by a fault (i.e. bit flip in memory). The terms transient (hardware) fault
and soft error can be used as synonyms for historical reasons.

aStrictly speaking, the correct terming would be error avoidance and error tolerance as only
those hardware faults that become visible as bit flips can be handled. Historically, however,
the terms fault avoidance and tolerance are used.

a result of hardware faults (defects) that are becoming more likely to happen as a
consequence of shrinking structure sizes [34], extreme environmental conditions such
as radiation [172], or voltage-supply problems. Soft errors can lead to system failures,
that is, the system is not able to continue working in the specified way.
Usually, functional-safety standards outline hardware-based replication and the

employment of specialized error-correcting hardware components — such as ECC for
memory devices or hardware watchdogs to recognize bogus behavior of components —
as a possible solution. As these solutions entail additional or more expensive hardware
components, this approach is often not feasible for cost reasons. The tolerance towards
added cost is particularly limited when caused by features that do not directly pose
an added value visible to the customer, which is the case for robustness regarding
soft errors. Besides the cost factor, hardware replication is often impractical due to
physical size, weight and power constraints, which are an essential requirement in
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embedded systems.
Software-based fault-tolerance techniques such as spatially and temporally repli-

cated execution of code or monitoring software components do not require additional
hardware and pose a cheaper alternative for increasing system dependability1. Tem-
poral and spatial isolation are the prerequisites to build dependable systems based
on replication. In the absence of transient hardware faults, a type-safe software
system, for instance, could already provide constructively ensured spatial isolation
of software components. However, soft errors can break the soundness of the type
system and thus an integral part of software-based replication. For this reason, a
memory-protection unit (MPU) (or memory management unit (MMU)) was nec-
essary in the past to maintain spatial isolation and to avoid error spreading [135,
174]. In contrast to software-based approaches, hardware-based memory protection
is inherently more robust against electromagnetic interference. Without additional
runtime-system support, software-based replication techniques can usually not be
applied at all to embedded systems where hardware-based memory protection does
not exist. If an MPU/MMU is present, only those soft errors are recognized that
cause an address to be out of preconfigured memory bounds.

Being able to preserve the memory-safety property of a type-safe language in the
context of soft errors has therefore interesting advantages over purely hardware-
based memory protection. The errors can be detected at the granularity of objects.
Consequently, the error-detection time is lower and effects of errors can be localized
more accurately, thus allowing for fine-grained reliability measures that scale with the
imposed costs and which are not confined by the limited number of address regions
provided by hardware-based protection. If available, the protection unit could still be
used as an additional safety net to additionally harden the system, or some runtime
memory-safety checks could be executed by the MPU/MMU to ameliorate the system’s
performance. Such techniques have already been studied in the context of KESO’s
memory-protection framework [168]. Therefore, hardware-based memory-protection
measures are not in the focus of my work.

Type Safety and Soft Errors
Soft errors can destroy the type-safety trait of a program. By applying protection
means to the neuralgic spots of the type and runtime system, the compile-time
contract to provide memory safety can be fulfilled at runtime. In this way, the
safeguarded application can benefit from the isolation properties and reliable,
automated memory management in the presence of soft errors.

Automated, safe memory management can be based on type safety, that is, on the
validity of references and other runtime system information such as the integrity of

1A combination of both hardware and software approaches may also be worthwhile in certain
scenarios. They do not exclude each other.
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Figure 3.1: Quality attributes as stated in the ISO 9126

memory services. Therefore, particular care must be taken in systems prone to soft
errors that could affect sensitive system information. In the context of this thesis, I
show how memory safety building on the type safety of a programming language can
be preserved in the presence of soft errors, which supports automated storage control
mechanisms in reliably handling memory. My approach provides an early detection
of bit flips and also further facilitates software-based replication of application code
without the need for hardware-based protection.

Software-based fault tolerance does not come for free in terms of runtime overhead
and different microcontrollers also vary in their failure rates. Hence, it is desirable
to tune the fault-tolerance technique towards the safety requirements and also the
hardware features. A separation of the functional code and the non-functional property
reliability is a promising approach and can it be realized through a generative approach
in which the fault-avoidance and fault-tolerance measures are applied by a compiler.

Peter Ulbrich [177] and Martin Hoffmann [86] engage with existing software-based
redundancy measures in their theses. Therefore, I will not recap the related work
regarding the research on dealing with transient hardware faults. My focus is on
identifying susceptible and essential parts of memory management and consequently,
the type system and to protect those parts by efficient checks. To protect application
data, the CoRed approach [177], for instance, can be employed to replicate applications
and it includes the conceptual design of an encoded voter to eliminate the single-point
of failure that is normally associated with majority voting. CoRed presumes system
software that procures temporal and spatial isolation. Both these properties can be
provided combining my framework with an appropriate operating system as described
in Section 7.3.3.

3.1.2 Example for Software Properties: Efficiency and Predictability

Memory management for real-time systems has to be predictable in terms of its upper
time and memory space bounds. The term predictability can be used for other kinds
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of quality attributes, such as energy consumption. For timeliness and memory usage
behavior, I will use the terms time-predictable and space-predictable, respectively. The
quality standard ISO 9126 [93] defines timing behavior and resource utilization as
subclass of efficiency as can be seen in Figure 3.1. For real-time systems, it is sensible
to distinguish between efficiency and predictability as an efficient solution does not
necessarily have to be predictable and vice versa. Therefore, an additional category
predictability having the same subcategories as efficiency in ISO 9126 should be taken
into consideration for real-time systems.

The intention of my CMM framework is to work reliably in the presence of transient
hardware faults and to provide efficient, time- and space-predictable storage control.
It is therefore suitable for embedded systems. In Section 2.2.1, I introduced the
terminology for memory-management requirements in real-time systems and presented
the fragmentation problem that can be caused by storage control techniques: Memory
control must either be designed in a way so that fragmentation does not occur
by concept or fragmentation has to be accepted and handled in a predictable way,
accordingly. One way to provide an efficient and predictable solution is to exploit
static application knowledge and to combine compiler-guided region control with
fragmentation-tolerant runtime support.

3.1.3 Combining Reliability, Efficiency and Predictability
Providing a proper solution for memory management entails the consideration of all
quality attributes relevant for an application scenario, which are in my case reliability,
efficiency and predictability. As described in Section 3.1.1, soft errors can affect the
storage control integrity. Therefore, means to protect this integrity are inevitable.
I address the problem of combining the three quality attributes by applying two
concepts that I detail in Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2: Firstly, I implemented
compiler techniques to reduce the attack surface of the application and runtime
system. A positive side effect of the optimizations is that they make the program
efficient and improve the upper time and space bounds for memory management.
Secondly, the optimized code base has to be enriched with runtime checks to preserve
the language’s isolating character in the face of soft errors. I designed the runtime
measures in an efficient and predictable way (in both space and time), so that they
have the potential to be actually used in embedded real-time systems. I describe the
conceptual design of the tailoring approach in the next section.

3.2 Tailoring Memory Management Towards Properties
Summarized, to adapt the storage control mechanism to the hardware and software
properties, it is sensible to follow a co-design of memory management and to collect as
much static ahead-of-time knowledge about these properties as possible, analyze the
information at hand and to generate a memory management that is particularly suited
to the application and hardware on which the application shall be executed. The
(functional) memory management behavior of an application can partly be derived
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from the application code itself and the collected information can be employed to
provide compiler-level management. Additional (non-functional) requirements such
as predictability in terms of space and time as well as hardware-level knowledge
such as the soft error rate can also be incorporated in such a generative approach.
Subsequently, the collected information can also be used to assist the runtime system
in managing objects that cannot be handled by means of compiler-generated code.
To realize the co-design approach, I selected KESO [169] to implement my coopera-
tive memory management framework and to evaluate it terms soft error resilience,
predictability and efficiency. KESO is a JVM for statically configured embedded
systems and it supports the generative approach by means of its high-level analyses on
type-safe code. The type-safety predicate of KESO is the base to build memory-safe
automated storage control due the possibility to reliably identify references. More-
over, the strong type system and the design of KESO facilitates to efficiently apply
protection means against soft errors. Section 3.3 discusses the JVM’s properties that
suit my purposes: An appreciated side effect of such a static design is its inherent
robustness against soft errors due to attack surface reduction. Hoffmann et al. [87]
evaluated the effects of soft errors on static and dynamic systems and confirmed my
experience that a static system design contributes to error avoidance.

3.2.1 Tackling Soft Errors

To enhance the system behavior in the presence oft soft errors, the surrounding
conditions of the software parts being protected have to be defined. The system
properties as well as the kind and amount of soft errors to be dealt with are considered
as surrounding conditions. In addition, the share of the system’s components that
can be assumed to function correctly in the presence of soft errors have to defined.
Echtle [61] calls these reliable parts hardcore and Engel [63] uses the term reliable
computing base (RCB). Such conditions have to be pre-defined in a fault hypothesis
to enable a systematic approach to provide software-based fault tolerance. To deal
with soft errors, I apply a combination of error avoidance and mitigation techniques.

3.2.1.1 Avoiding the Effects of Transient Faults

To enhance the robustness of the runtime system and application2, negative effects of
transient hardware faults and consequently, failures can constructively be avoided.
Since my approach targets embedded systems, it is also crucial to consider factors such
as memory consumption, footprint and performance of the application while providing
suitable protection for the application and runtime system. Compiler optimizations
facilitate creating a tailored runtime environment that suits the safety requirements
to balance protection and cost. Less code and less memory usage also leads to a
lower susceptibility to soft errors, since the probability for a transient hardware fault
affecting the application decreases with the memory usage. Static type-safe programs

2Note that a strict separation of the application code and the runtime system is not possible as the
type system is embedded into the objects created and accessed by the application.
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expose a very good analyzability that allows for optimizations that are not possible
if the type information is missing. KESO uses this information for its analyses and
optimizations. Therefore, this JVM is a very good candidate to implement CMM. I
recap the relevant analyses and transformations provided by KESO in Section 3.3.6.
To make the code more robust, I added escape analysis to KESO, which also

amends the program’s efficiency and predictability (see Section 3.2.2.2): For instance,
escape analysis enables automated stack allocation. It reduces the heap space and
fragmentation, enables short-lived objects that are less susceptible to soft errors [166,
150] and last but not least, stack allocation is time-predictable and is very efficient.
However, there are also optimizations that make the program, for example, less
susceptible to soft errors but may have a negative influence on space and time bounds
and vice versa: Compiler optimizations for efficiency and predictability and error
avoidance techniques are closely intertwined. As mentioned earlier in Section 3.1, the
tradeoffs have to be evaluated on a particular application. I will discuss challenges of
optimizations and runtime system support that address efficiency, predictability and
reliability and I also present the solutions that I implemented for CMM in Chapter 4.

3.2.1.2 Mitigating the Effects of Transient Faults

Further improvements of the system’s robustness can be achieved through the appli-
cation of runtime techniques. As mentioned during the introduction of dependability
terms, fault tolerance implies that an error is handled in a controlled way to impede
erratic system behavior. Thus, a fail-stop behavior, in which the error is reliably
recognized and triggers a specified exception and possibly, error processing technique,
suffices to achieve fault tolerance. This mechanism could initiate a sophisticated error
processing function to mask the error and thus, implement fail-operational behavior.
For this work, I focus on the implementation of the fail-stop semantics. The semantic
content of the exception handler is application-specific and has to be provided by the
application developer with respect to the safety requirements.
Depending on the effects of soft errors, errors can be classified as control-flow

errors and data errors. By processing a determined set of input values, program
execution results in a distinct instruction sequence. A soft error causing the processor
to deviate from this instruction sequence results in a control-flow error. In contrast,
a data error is existent if the application’s processed data is affected. The two error
classes, however, cannot be strictly separated from each other and the categorization
is actually rather faineant: Corrupted data can affect the control flow and control
flow errors can influence the runtime system and the application’s data, respectively.

Protection of the Type and Runtime System Through Runtime Checks A sound
type system is the foundation to provide software-based isolation and automated
memory management. An employed runtime system has to be investigated for critical
code spots and in Section 3.4, I will examine these neuralgic points of the type and
runtime system in the context of KESO. To protect the type system and memory
management against soft errors, I designed low-cost error detection through runtime
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checks that I present in Section 4.4.1. Basically, the runtime checks inhibit the forge
of wild references and other memory-safety issues within the runtime system. If
the safety requirements alter, the error-detection facility could easily be exchanged
with another technique as I implemented the mechanism in the KESO compiler in a
modular way. For this thesis, I concentrate on 1-bit error detection and signaling the
problem to the application as soon as the error is recognized. Besides runtime system
protection, the runtime checks have the potential to detect a share of both data and
control-flow errors as the runtime system — in particular, the part of the type system
that is embedded into the application’s objects and the compiler-assisted memory
management instructions compiled into the application code — and the application
are interwoven.

The runtime checks are inserted by the KESO compiler, when optimization passes
have already been run. I used and extended several analyses to gather the information
necessary to eliminate, to simplify or to emit runtime integrity checks. Characteristics
of the hardware platform, e.g. if read-only memory (ROM) is available, are also
included in my analyses as presented in Section 4.4.3.

The applied protection mechanisms allow to build a safe, automated storage control
based on the validated integrity of the runtime system. Consequently, established
software-based isolation can be provided for replication services. A positive side effect
of the logical separation3 of runtime-system and application data is that homogeneous
replication techniques can be executed more efficiently: Runtime-system data such as
the replication instances’ references naturally differ in their addressing information,
whereas application data unaffected by a soft error is the same in all replicas. Hence,
the replication sphere is more compact and more interestingly, majority voting over
the replicas’ state can be achieved by computing a checksum over their state. This
is more efficient than traversing all replicas’ internal states in each voting round. I
describe the replication approach I implemented on top of CMM in Chapter 5.

Excursion Control-Flow Monitoring: Considered Harmful Another possibility to
deal with transient hardware faults is to apply control-flow monitoring (CFM) [78].
According to several research projects [181, 155, 124], 33-77% of all affecting soft
errors result in control-flow errors. Thus, CFM seems to be a promising candidate to
enhance the robustness of the system.

To investigate the effectiveness of CFM, colleagues and I performed a case study to
automatically monitor applications and system services in the context of KESO [156].
A set of established variations has been implemented in the KESO compiler:

• Plain Inter-Block Error Detection [77, 40]

• Control-Flow Checking by Software Signatures (CFCSS) [123]

• Yet Another Control-Flow Checking Approach (YACCA) [79]

• Dominator-Based Control-Flow Checking [53]
3Naturally, the compiler is aware of all runtime-system and application data.
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Most authors dealing with CFM techniques (besides, for instance, Dietrich et
al. [53]) examined their implementation by means of the fault coverage metrics.
However, Schirmeier et al. [150] have shown that the fault coverage metrics is unsound
for comparing programs that incorporate mitigation techniques and the baseline
variants that do no have these techniques as they differ in their execution times. In
turn, the execution times influence the fault probability. To address this problem,
the authors use all programs’ absolute error numbers derived from fault injection
experiments. Thus, varying execution times that influence the fault probability are
respected during the experiments. Schirmeier et al. implemented their new metric in
their fault injection framework FAIL* [151].

During the evaluation4 of the implemented CFM methods, it became clear that all
approaches suffer from drawbacks in both execution time and effectiveness regarding
the system’s robustness against soft errors: Execution time overheads of 120-2000%
could be observed whereas a system compiled without CFM executes at 100% and it
should be noted that a complete replication of the application results in only 100%
overhead per instance and is far more effective in terms of handling soft errors.
Fault injection was performed by means of Schirmeier’s FAIL* tool. For the

examined applications, only a slight improvement regarding control-flow errors could
be observed. It became also clear, that the best method does not exist as depending
on the application, one or another technique delivered the better results though the
authors of YACCA claim to always be more effective than CFCSS, which is mostly
attributed to the erratic fault coverage metrics. However, also some enhancements
regarding the detection of data errors were noticed (8-30%). In contrast, plain
inter-block error detection even deteriorated the system’s robustness.

Summarized, the CFM techniques increase the attack surface of the program in both
space and time and only minor improvements regarding the system’s robustness were
achieved opposed to the induced overheads. CFM approaches are application-specific
and programs could exist that benefit from them but a general recommendation
cannot be given. Moreover, the runtime overheads are immense, so that the efficiency
property and the upper bounds for space- and time-predictability are simply too high
for my CMM framework. Hence, I will not use CFM techniques to safeguard the
runtime system and application, respectively.

Conclusion Due to the experienced drawbacks of CFM, I decided to implement
compiler optimizations to avoid errors and to insert runtime integrity checks to
safeguard the type-safe runtime system. In the following, I introduce my fault
hypothesis.

3.2.1.3 Fault Hypothesis

Firstly, I only consider soft errors that become visible at the programming interface
of the processor as I propose a software-based solution. This comprises bit flips in

4As KESO programs, a matrix multiplication, a sorting algorithm and a TCP state machine were
evaluated.
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arbitrary memory locations and registers. It does not matter in which part of the
processor these bit flips actually occur — in the memory or the register itself or while
data is transferred from memory to a register on the bus — but it is important that
software-based checks covering such errors are possible. Thus, I cannot detect errors
when data is corrupted after I have checked for its integrity while it is copied from
e.g. a register to memory or an output location.

Secondly, I strive for the protection of the storage control services and consequently,
the type system but not the application itself. That is, I only protect those items
that are necessary to preserve spatial isolation provided by a type-safe programming
language. Mainly, such items comprise object references, pointers to virtual function
tables, type information in object headers or memory management data structures.
I will explain how an unsound type and memory system could affect isolation and
the measures to harden the runtime system later on in Section 3.4 and Section 4.4.1.
My intention is to ameliorate the robustness of these elements in the presence of one
soft error at a time so I can provide a reliable foundation to implement automated
memory management and software-based spatial isolation. Thus, I do not guard
application-specific data like computation results. This has to be accomplished on a
higher level by means of, for instance, replication as I present in Chapter 5. If the
soft error is detected, CMM signals this instance by means of an exception. This
proceeding corresponds to a fail-stop behavior. The application developer has to
handle the exception by providing a sensible software routine to reach the safe state
of their application. The approach is easily extendible to detect or tolerate more
faults as the neuralgic spots of the runtime system have already been identified and
marked. I detail this design in Section 4.4.1.
Thirdly, there are some elements that have the potential to compromise spatial

isolation when affected by transient hardware faults that are not safeguarded by
my approach. In particular, these are the program-counter register (PC) and the
operating system (OS)5. Additional measures are necessary to take care of these weak
spots. A possible solution to detect the corruption of the PC is e.g. control-flow
monitoring [78], to which I also had given consideration. Section 3.2.1.2 debated
the reasons I abstained from CFM techniques. The OS on the other hand, can be
hardened by additional algorithmic measures such as done by Hoffmann et al. [88]
in their dOSEK system. dOSEK is an OSEK OS [125] variant written in C++
that is particularly safeguarded against soft errors and the dOSEK kernel is isolated
by means of hardware-based memory protection. An encoded scheduler provides
temporal isolation. dOSEK does not cover automated memory management and does
not provide memory safety for applications directly using dOSEK. Application faults
that cause to pointers to point to kernel space are trapped by the MPU. Section 7.3.3
illustrates how dOSEK and CMM can be combined with each other.

Alternatively to such an algorithmic approach as applied by dOSEK, the OS could
also be implemented in the same type-safe programming language6 that is used to

5The OS services I refer to are the ones that are not provided by the type-safe runtime system.
6As done, for example, by the JX OS [76].
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achieve spatial isolation among different replicated components. In Section 4.6, I
discuss the implications imposed by type-safe system services.
Fourthly, I define the hardcore: I assume that program code and data that is

located in non-volatile read-only memory such as flash memory does not suffer from
transient hardware faults since these memory areas normally are more robust than
e.g. SRAM or registers [6, 91]. So, I do not make any effort to protect executable
code and constant data stored there.
Fifthly, I leverage the instance, that short-lived objects are less susceptible to soft

errors. Intuitively, a soft error affects long-lived data in a memory cell more likely than
short-lived data. I encouraged this notion during my evaluation [166] and Schirmeier
et al. [150] confirmed it during their reasoning about fault-injection experiments.
In summary, my CMM framework certainly cannot tolerate arbitrary transient

hardware faults affecting the type system and memory management. But I try to
reduce the probability that an unsound runtime system breaks the isolating property
of a type-safe programming language as far as reasonably possible.

3.2.2 Consideration of Efficiency and Predictability
I intend to implement a supportive, efficient and predictable memory management
framework following the design decisions of the RTSJ. The tool chain should provide
the developer with type-safe memory services and means to safely influence them in
a user-friendly way to maintain the productivity properties of Java [128, 137].

3.2.2.1 An Automated Approach to RTSJ’s Memory Model

The RTSJ specifies a suitable memory model for predictable storage control that
respects the allocation and deallocation properties of an individual application as
described earlier in Section 2.2.4.4. Recall, that the RTSJ features explicit regional
memory and allows garbage collection but gives no instructions of how the algorithms
should be implemented.
To provide an automated solution for RTSJ’s ImmortalMemory and ScopedMemory

in the context of CMM, I propose an escape-analysis-based approach that modifies
an existing algorithm. For HeapMemory, I design predictable and efficient garbage
collection.

3.2.2.2 Selection of an Escape Analysis

The decision to use a type-safe programming language for my cooperative memory
management safety-critical systems involves the choice of an escape analysis to
promote safer memory management. In Section 2.2.4.2, I scrutinized several methods
to deal with compiler-manageable memory over the last decades for several types
of programming languages and compilation types. Recall that the escape analysis
of Choi et al. [43] is on the one hand suitable for modern, managed and imperative
programming languages and other hand it computes escape information that is more
accurate than other solutions for Java at the expense of slower compilation times. As
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KESO was designed for static embedded (real-time) systems and features an ahead-
of-time Java compiler that is based on the closed-world assumption, the preciseness
of escape analysis is more important than compilation times. Hence, I decided to
evolve the method of Choi et al. for my CMM framework.
Due to the insight that every memory area is basically a region with a certain

lifetime, it is plausible that escape analysis embedded in AOT compilation is not only
suitable to promote stack allocation but to gain information about the lifetimes of all
program’s variables. Though, to the best of my knowledge, escape analysis has not
been used to implement generic-lifetime regions yet.
Choi et al. use a data structure termed connection graph to represent alias

information. Connection graphs become extremely large during control-flow-sensitive
ahead-of time escape analysis and a graph compression algorithm is necessary to
keep the development times reasonably low. In Section 4.2, I elaborate on the escape
analysis of Choi et al. and the changes that have to be made to employ their method
in the context of whole-program, ahead-of-time compilation and region inference.
Moreover, I describe how the analysis is modified to deliver more accurate aliasing
relationships and lifetime information for objects.

3.2.2.3 Selection of a Garbage Collection Strategy

To complete the memory model, a runtime garbage collection technique is necessary
to handle all objects whose lifetime properties could not be restricted to a certain
scope. Section 2.2.4.3 presented the state of the art in garbage collection. I decided
to implement a tracing garbage collector, though the use of a reference counting
collector is also conceivable in case the problem of cyclic data structures is taken
care of. I leave the task of implementing safe and predictable reference counting to
future work. Section 7.3.2 describes the idea of compiler-assisted reference counting
by providing a global points-to analysis using the design decision of CMM’s escape
analysis to identify cyclic data structures.

An incremental, concurrent and time- and slack-based GC is suitable to address the
properties efficiency and predictability. I choose a design that is inspired by KESO’s
IRR GC [167] and FijiVM’s Schism GC [132] proposed by Pizlo and colleagues. IRR
GC has short and predictable critical sections and is efficient but it does not handle the
fragmentation issue. Schism applies the concept of object fragmentation to embrace
the problem rather than to avoid it and combines its approach with non-moving
fix-size fragments that carry the data payload and replicating garbage collection of
memory-management meta-data. Object access operations are bounded, however,
due to object fragmentation, the access time to such uncontiguous objects is slower
than to contiguous objects. Internal fragmentation caused by a certain cutoff has
to be respected in the space bound computation. Pizlo et al. reported that Schism
is one of the most efficient real-time GCs: In the context of the Collision Detector
benchmark [97], which is available in a Java version (CDj

7) and a C Version (CDc),

7Depending on the configuration, CDj has up to 29000 lines of code.
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Figure 3.2: KESO’s architecture

Schism combined with CDj exposed an execution time overhead of 40% opposed to
the baseline CDc variant.

I propose a collector that combines the benefits from IRR and Schism and I call it
Latency-Aware Garbage Collection for Real-Time Systems (RT-LAGC). RT-LAGC is
assisted by static analysis, that is escape analysis to determine object lifetimes and a
control-flow-sensitive program analysis to compute the collection and allocation rate.
In this way, efficient and predictable heap management is achieved. To complete a
systems engineering approach, a schedulability test is necessary to find a scheduling
configuration that handles both the GC and the application in a non-intrusive way,
that is enough slack-time has to be provided during system integration. This last
analysis step in combination with worst-case execution time analysis in the context
of KESO is discussed in the future work Section 7.3.3. For this work, the Collision
Detector benchmark was ported to KESO [169] to be able to compare KESO’s
optimizations to the ones provided by other real-time JVMs. In Chapter 6, I show
that the RT-LAGC combined with CDj has a very low overhead (for instance, 8% in
the median execution time without runtime integrity checks that mitigate soft errors)
in contrast to the CDc version using purely manual memory management.

3.3 The KESO Compiler and Runtime Environment

KESO is a JVM that has been developed in academia and is designed for statically
configured embedded systems. In the following section, I introduce the key features
of KESO as far as they are relevant for my work.
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3.3.1 Maxim and Concept

In statically configured embedded systems, all relevant entities of the application
itself and the underlying system software are known at compile time. These entities
comprise the complete code of the application and also operating-system-level objects
(i.e. threads, interrupt service routines, synchronization locks, etc.) influencing
the runtime behavior of the system. This type of application covers many, if not
most, traditional embedded applications, from control units providing safety-critical
functions such as a car’s electronic stability program (ESP) and many other electronic
functions found in nowaday’s railway systems, airplanes or medical devices.

This scheme imposes some restrictions on applications building on top of KESO: It
is not possible to dynamically load new code or create new threads at runtime. On
the other hand, it allows to create a comprehensively tailored and efficient runtime
environment for Java applications – even for small, deeply embedded systems.

3.3.2 The KESO Architecture

The architecture of the KESO Java runtime environment is depicted in Figure 3.2.
KESO provides the control-flow abstractions typical for this domain (i.e. threads
called Tasks and interrupt service routines (ISRs)) and means to activate (e.g. alarms)
and synchronize them properly (e.g. via synchronization locks called Resources).
Furthermore, KESO applications benefit from Java features such as type safety or
optionally a GC. KESO even allows access to raw memory through Java objects.
Thus, it is possible to implement complete embedded applications including device
drivers (as long as these devices are interfaced via memory-mapped registers) in Java.

The ahead-of-time compiler jino, which is an integral part of the KESO tool chain,
generates ANSI C code from the application’s Java bytecode. During code generation
jino also generates a runtime environment specific for that application. While most of
the code directly translates to plain C code, the Java thread API is mapped onto the
thread abstraction layer of an underlying OS. In the case of KESO, that abstraction
layer is normally provided by AUTOSAR OS [13], however, KESO’s concepts can also
be applied to any other static OS. KESO optionally provides garbage collection for
applications that want to use it. KESO features two time-based GCs [167, 183]: The
CoffeeBreak GC is throughput-optimized collector and the IRR GC is an incremental
collector (presented prior in Section 2.2.4.3). The GCs are slack-based, that is they are
scheduled whenever a task blocks, i.e. at well-known invocations of AUTOSAR OS’s
system call waitEvent(). Due to the knowledge of schedulability points for the GC it
is possible to collect interesting information about heap management. Section 4.5
engages with this topic.
Like KESO, AUTOSAR OS is configured completely statically, i.e. all relevant

system objects (threads, ISRs, locks, etc.) and their properties (task and interrupt
entries, runtime priority, interrupt source, etc.) have to be determined ahead of
runtime and cannot be altered while the system is running. Thus, an application
could not create threads dynamically or attach a different ISR to an interrupt source.
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Besides the application code itself, an AUTOSAR application needs to provide
a system-description file that defines the instances of these OS objects and their
attributes. The system-description file is used by the AUTOSAR OS implementation
to create an OS variant containing statically allocated instances of the defined OS
objects. In the context of KESO, this file is provided by jino. Furthermore, many
AUTOSAR OS implementations ship with a code generator that outputs an OS
implementation that is specifically tailored for the application in order to avoid
unnecessary overhead.

3.3.3 Tailoring KESO

The KESO JVM adopts the idea of creating a tailored version of the infrastructure
software that provides only the features required by the application. KESO’s compiler
jino uses a system-configuration file and the entire source code of the (type-safe)
application as input to determine these features.

The system-configuration file contains all the information that is needed to generate
an instance of AUTOSAR OS plus some KESO-specific extensions such as the
definition of protection domains. The configuration file also explicitly controls coarse-
grained features such as the existence of a GC.
The JVM features demanded by the application are implicitly extracted from the

application code via static analyses. Features such as floating-point support, 64-bit
integers or virtual methods are detected by the post-reachability analysis. Some of
those are not mere boolean features but are tuned on a more fine-grained level. For
example, the dispatch tables needed for virtual method binding are only generated if
jino failed to provide a full static binding.

3.3.4 Memory Protection in KESO

Being a Multi-JVM, KESO allows tasks to be spatially isolated in different protection
domains each of which appears as a JVM of its own from the application’s point of
view. If soft errors are not present, Java’s type safety guarantees that an application
can only access memory to which it has been given an explicit reference, and the type
of the reference determines how an application can access the memory area pointed to
by the reference. Type-safe programs are therefore also memory-safe [5] as discussed
prior in Section 2.2.2. In order to enforce type safety, the compiler inserts runtime
checks into the code location where it could not statically evaluate that the access
will succeed:

• For all invocations of non-static methods and accesses to object fields and arrays,
the associated object reference must be valid, that is, non-null. A null-check
is inserted before these operations.

• All array accesses must be within the array’s bounds, so the index of the accessed
element is checked against the array size.
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Since the entire application is known ahead of time, jino can perform whole-program
analyses and aggressively eliminate unnecessary checks by statically proving accesses
to a reference or array to be correct.

Spatial isolation is constructively established by means of the type-safe programming
language and the logical separation of all global data, that is separate object heaps
and by maintaining a separate set of the static fields in each domain. Each control flow
(i.e. task or ISR) and all other system objects are statically assigned to a domain. A
system object can only be accessed from other domains if explicitly permitted by the
KESO system configuration. To maintain isolation, all inter-domain communication
(IDC) mechanisms (i.e. portals and shared memory) must ensure that no reference
values can be propagated to another domain.

In addition to the software-based spatial isolation, KESO can actively support an
OS to provide hardware-based memory protection using an MPU/MMU by means
of its control-flow-sensitive reachability analysis [168, 65], which physically groups
the domain data (i.e., the physically separated heaps and static fields) in separate
memory regions to recognize addressing errors and so to additionally harden the
system. When using weakly typed languages, this is usually performed manually by
the programmer as applied by Daniel Danner et al. [48]. In KESO, it is also possible
to offload runtime checks to an unutilized MPU [168].

public void runDetectorInScope(final DetectorScopeEntry d) {

// ...

FService srv =

(FService) PortalService.lookup("FrameService");

srv.setFrame(f);

// ...

}

Listing 3.1: Example of how to use KESO’s portal service. The example is taken
from my port of the multi-domain CDj benchmark.

Inter-domain Communication In order to allow control flows from different domains
to exchange data with each other, domains may export a functional interface, a so-
called Service, that can be invoked from other domains by using a proxy object, a
so-called Portal, that represents the service in the foreign domain. A service definition
consists of a name that the client domains will use to refer to that service, a Java
interface and an implementation of that interface. The relationships between client
and service domains are statically configured in the configuration file. Only domains
that explicitly import the service in the configuration file are able to use the service
at runtime. For each service, jino statically allocates a service object in the service
domain, which is an instance of the service’s implementation class. For the client
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domains, jino creates a portal (commonly also known as proxy object). The type of
the portal is an automatically generated class that implements the service interface
with stub functions that perform the appropriate changes of the protection context.

Service protection inhibits the invocation of services by unexpected client domains
at runtime. A name service is used in the client domain for retrieving the portal
object and it return a null reference in domains that did not import the service (i.e.,
ahead of time by static configuration). In the service domain the name service will
directly return the actual service object. Listing 3.1 gives an example for acquiring
the portal for the FrameService. The lookup method needs to be provided with a
String constant and this string does not exist at runtime. The actual lookup is
compiled into an array lookup.
In Java, primitive parameters of a method invocation are passed by-value, while

objects are passed by-reference. Applying the by-reference invocation semantic for
portal calls would violate domain isolation, since references must not cross domain
boundaries. To avoid this issue, a copy of the referenced object along with its transitive
closure is created on the heap of the service domain and used in the execution. KESO
provides a special marker interface NonCopyable to mark classes whose instances should
not be copied during a portal call. For these objects, the reference is instead replaced
by a null reference. The classes of all system objects implement this interface, since
system objects must not be copied to other domains to retain service protection. The
duplication of objects leads to a higher resource consumption, makes the portal call
potentially costly, increases the attack surface of the program and normally introduces
the need for a garbage collector in the service domain to get rid of the copies once the
communication is finished. Moreover, changes to the copied object are not propagated
back to the client domain, which is not compliant with the by-reference invocation
semantics and may cause unexpected behavior for the programmer. The developer
must be aware of these issues when using the portal mechanism. A simple solution is
the exclusive usage of primitive data types when invoking portal services.
In many communication scenarios, only read access to the data is needed. To

benefit from the properties of portal services while still being efficient in such use
cases, I developed a modified version of the portal service that performs the deep copy
of the parameters under certain circumstances. I leverage escape-analysis information
to determine the criteria for copy removal and so to keep memory-management effort
associated with portals low. The implementation is described in Section 4.3.1.

3.3.5 KESO’s Beneficial Infrastructure for Dependable Systems

Spatial isolation is one of the main prerequisite to build dependable systems based
on replication. KESO supports both hardware-based and software-based isolation
supposed that soft errors do not affect the type system. However, jino’s compile-time
contract to provide a memory-safe program allows me to specifically protect those
code spots essential to maintain software-based memory protection in the presence of
transient hardware faults. The facility to group domain data via reachability analysis
is also helpful for fault injection experiments described later in Section 6.5 since the
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information is passed to the injection tool. In this way, the tool can find out which
errors were reliably detected through runtime checks and which ones still caused
accesses outside the domains’ protection bounds.

3.3.6 High-Level Analyses and Optimizations Promoting Error Avoidance

KESO’s static programming and system model enables the compiler to perform
aggressive whole-program optimizations that would be far less effective without
a closed-world assumption. The optimizations are not only able to increase the
application’s runtime performance and reduce its memory footprint in general, but
also have two additional effects that suit my purposes:

1. They reduce the attack surface for soft errors by decreasing the number of po-
tentially error-prone operations such as memory accesses. The more information
can be computed statically ahead of time by the compiler, the fewer operations
have to be executed at runtime on the target system.

2. They mitigate the overhead induced by the runtime integrity checks sketched in
Section 3.2.1.2. The integrity checks I implemented are described in Section 4.4.1.

In the following, I present the existing compiler optimizations implemented in jino
that serve these purposes. Although modern C/C++ compilers offer comparable
optimizations and I rely on such a C compiler as the final stage of my tool chain,
the optimizations in jino make specific use of the high-level application knowledge
available at the early compilation stages – for example, information about the system’s
designated entry points, about the assignment of tasks to protection domains, or
about the target platform. Moreover, most of these whole-program transformations
influence each other. Hence, the implemented high-level transformations in jino
benefit from the C compiler’s low-level optimizations at the same time.

Constant Propagation: The constant-propagation algorithm in the KESO compiler
is based on Wegman and Zadeck’s interprocedural Sparse Conditional Constant
Propagation [184]. Uses of variables which would normally reside in registers or
on the stack are replaced with immediate values that are embedded directly in the
code, reducing the number of potentially error-prone variable accesses. In addition,
the register pressure is lowered, thereby reducing the need to spill registers to the
(vulnerable) stack.

Copy Propagation and Variable Coalescing: Converting the intermediate represen-
tation back from static single assignment (SSA) form is done using the algorithm
proposed by Sreedhar [161], which coalesces variables and eliminates redundant copy
instructions in the process. This, too, reduces register pressure and stack usage.
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Dead-Code Elimination: Among other things, the Sparse Conditional Constant
Propagation algorithm can fold conditional branches into unconditional jumps, and
it can be used as a reachability analysis: Any basic block or entire method that
was never visited is dead and can be safely eliminated. While this optimization
itself does not directly contribute to better code performance, the other analyses and
optimizations — for instance, method inlining or the rapid type analysis described
below — benefit from its results.

Method Devirtualization: The principle of polymorphism in Java requires dynamic
dispatch – that is, a method invocation whose target is not known at compile
time is dispatched at runtime. This involves a lookup in the global dispatch table
and respective object header can be corrupted in the face of soft errors. When
translating the source code into bytecode, the Java compiler by default generates
such invokevirtual instructions for all calls to an instance method of an object. The
programmer could avoid this performance bottleneck by abstaining from the features
of polymorphism, writing only static class methods. However, this would not suit the
Java programming model very well.

To overcome this, jino performs devirtualizations [3, 171, 65] where possible. Since
no additional classes can be loaded at runtime, the complete set of callee candidates
for each call site is known ahead of time. Invocations whose candidate set contains
a single element are converted into invokespecial instructions, which are bound
statically and do not require dispatch-table lookup and memory safety cannot be
harmed by broken object information since it has been optimized out.

Whole-program analyses allow to further shrink the candidate sets, possibly yielding
more single-element sets and thus increasing the effectiveness of the devirtualization
optimization. In KESO, a combination of class-hierarchy analysis (CHA) [49] and
rapid type analysis (RTA) [18] is applied. CHA analyzes the data flow of reference
variables and tries to determine the dynamic types of the referenced objects at call sites
as specifically as possible, whereas RTA purges all candidate sets of methods whose
class is never instantiated – benefiting from the elimination of dead object-allocation
sites.

Method Inlining: The attack surface is further reduced by method inlining. For
method invocations that can be bound statically, the compiler can choose to embed
the body of the callee at the call site, eliminating the overhead of the function call.
After inlining, it is worthwhile to re-run the constant-folding and -propagation pass
because it is now possible to specialize the embedded method body according to the
concrete arguments passed at the original call. At the same time, the arguments
passed by that call no longer have to be considered when re-analyzing the callee
method, which may in turn be further optimized.

Linked Stack Frame Elimination: To enable a GC to search the tasks stacks for
references, KESO employs linked stack frames. Listing 3.2 shows how the linked
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void foo(obj_t **llref, obj_t *this) {

// Three references and the frame link pointer

obj_t *references[4] = { NULL, NULL, NULL };

// establish link to previous frame

*llref = references;

bar(&references[3], thisp);

}

void foo(obj_t **llref, obj_t *this) {

// Finalize linked stack frame list

*llref = KESO_EOLLREF;

// Invoke a blocking system service

WaitEvent(EventID);

}

Listing 3.2: KESO’s linked stack frames implementation [65, 166]

stack frames (referred to as llrefs in the code example) are realized in the C code
generated by the KESO compiler. A function’s local references are stored in an
array references (rather than distinct variables) to make sure that the references are
physically collocated in memory. This approach to track stack references is similar to
the one proposed by Henderson8 [84] but had evolved separately. In addition to the
application’s stack references, the array’s last element maintains a link pointer that
connects to the next frame’s references. Alternatively, the last element contains the
special marker value KESO_EOLLREF so that the GC is able to detect the end of the
linked stack frame list. The function interface holds an additional parameter llref

to handle the list. This parameter refers to the previous link pointer and is updated
in an invoked function’s prologue. Initially, the head pointer location which is known
to the GC is passed. Before calling a blocking function such as AUTOSAR OS’s
waitEvent(), the list is finalized with the special marker value.
Linked frames cause considerable overhead in the function prologues and calls

for maintenance work on the linked list of references. Moreover, the list increases
the program’s attack surface: The execution time is increased9 which makes the

8Henderson’s implementation uses a C struct instead of an array. The KESO team tested this
variant as well, which shows slightly worse execution time with identical memory representation.
This may depend on the used C compiler.

9I measured the time overhead for an IRR GC variant combined with CDj [166] using linked stack
frames in all methods and a variant that makes use of linked stack frame elimination. The
deactivation of the elimination optimization causes an execution time overhead of approximately
23%.
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entire application data more likely to be affected by soft errors. In addition to
that, the references in the linked stack frames could be corrupted by soft errors and
consequently, induce memory-safety issues. Also, the reference values have to be
initialized with null in case the GC scans the list before the program has assigned a
value to the variable.

The effect on the C compiler’s optimizations aggravates the overhead imposed by
linked stack frames: Alias analysis is more complicated when multiple variables are
stored as a compound rather than individually. To mitigate the overhead imposed
by linked stack frames, jino generates the frames only for functions that could be
active while the GC is running. In the AUTOSAR OS programming model, the use
of linked stack frames can be restricted for the following reasons:

• KESO uses slack-based garbage collection and its implication is two-fold: Ap-
plication tasks are either suspended and their stacks are empty or the tasks are
blocked at that time.

• Garbage collection is time-/slack-based and not allocation-triggered. Thus,
an exhaustion of the heap space will never cause a task to block during an
allocation. In case the allocation request cannot be sufficed, an exception is
thrown.

• Functions reachable only from tasks with run-to-completion semantics (called
basic tasks in AUTOSAR OS) will never be active during a GC run.

• Functions reachable from extended tasks (i.e. they can block) can be active
during a GC run if they (transitively) call a blocking system service.

• The KESO compiler is aware of all blocking system services. In AUTOSAR
OS, only one blocking service exists (waitEvent()).

A call graph analysis determines the functions using the blocking system service
and consequently, jino only generates linked stack frames for functions that have a
path to waitEvent(). If a non-blocking function is called from a blocking function,
the linked frames list is not maintained in this sub-graph of the call graph.

3.4 Identification of Critical Runtime-System Information
With regard to the fault hypothesis stated in Section 3.2.1.3, I identified the following
critical spots that influence the integrity of the runtime system in the context of
KESO and soft errors:

• The type system ensuring memory safety. Here, e.g. references, class identi-
fiers and virtual method tables could be corrupted.

• Per-protection-domain data mainly comprising static fields and heaps for
each domain. Regarding the memory-management system, data elements
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Figure 3.3: Relations between domain descriptor and object references: The domain descrip-
tor is used by the application through the domain-descriptor pointer. A static
reference (accessed through a constant offset) is employed to access an array
object that contains references to plain objects. A virtual method is invoked on
the first element in the array after type-checking that object. The method table
located in the text segment is accessed at a constant offset.

used by memory allocators and the garbage collection for book-keeping
purposes could be corrupted, compromising the software-based spatial isolation.

In this section, I focus on neuralgic spots of the type system, the protection-domain
data and pseudo-static bump-pointer allocation. Garbage collection by means of
RT-LAGC and its protection is described in Section 4.5 and Section 4.6. It should
be noted that many embedded applications do not need garbage collection [169,
179]. However, more sophisticated programs should be able to select dynamic heap
memory management. Some applications may also expose a memory usage behavior
which benefits from garbage collection in soft-error-prone and/or resource-constraint
systems as the GC objects are not tied to a certain control flow and can therefore
be shared across threads. Garbage collection has the potential to reduce both
the application replication sphere and the attack surface for scenarios in which an
application’s memory usage patterns combined with purely regional memory could
actually increase the memory consumption.
In Java, type safety ensures that programs can only access memory regions to

which they were given an explicit reference; the type of the reference also determines
in which way a program can access the memory region pointed to by the reference.
This is utilized by KESO to establish spatial isolation by preventing any shared data
between protection domains. For this purpose, heap objects and static class fields
of the different protection domains are logically separated as mentioned earlier in
Section 3.3.
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Preserving software-based memory protection in the presence of soft errors is
two-fold: Firstly, global book-keeping information of the type system must not be
corrupted. Secondly, protection-domain data has to be handled in a correct way, so
that each domain only gets access to its private data. Thirdly, it has to be ensured that
wild references and erratic type-system information caused by bit flips are recognized
in order to maintain type safety and thus, preventing invalid accesses to other memory
locations.

In the following, I give an overview of how bit flips in book-keeping information of
the runtime system and in references can influence the runtime environment. The
relationships between the data structures and references are illustrated in Figure 3.3.

3.4.1 Global Information of the Type System

KESO incorporates a set of runtime-system-internal data structures relevant to
enforce the type system. The method table is used in conjunction with virtual method
invocations, whereas the class storage holds essential data about the individual classes
such as the size of an object instantiated from a class. Bit flips in the class storage
would invalidate static assumptions on the object’s type and dynamic type checks.

The virtual method table as well as the class storage are computed statically and
are constant, allowing for locating these data structures in robust ROM. Accesses to
the structures are performed with constant indices, which is the reason why those
accesses can be regarded to be safe as stated in the fault hypothesis in Section 3.2.1.3.
The remaining part of type-system information is incorporated in each object (in

plain objects and the derived array objects).

3.4.2 Global Information of each Protection Domain

For every domain, there exists a descriptor which holds the static class fields (con-
taining both primitive data and references) and a pointer to the domain’s heap. Both
the descriptor and the heap are non-constant and therefore reside in RAM, which is
subject to soft errors. While primitive data is considered as part of the application, a
static reference must be secured just like any other reference.
In addition, there is one global pointer which references the descriptor of the

protection domain in whose context the current thread of control is running. Context
changes are performed by setting the pointer to another domain descriptor. This
global pointer is of particular interest and must be explicitly secured. As the static
fields and the heap of a protection domain are accessed by dereferencing this global
pointer, its corruption could have severe consequences. A domain could get access to
the static fields and the heap of another domain and thereby break spatial isolation.
Heaps and management strategies are available on a per-domain basis. In the

context of KESO, pseudo-static allocation can be affected by a soft error, where
the heap can instantly be corrupted due to a bogus bump pointer. This pointer is
part of the domain descriptor. In case of garbage collection, bit flips in references in
the scan-and-mark phase as well as in the sweep phase cause inconsistencies in the
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object graph, leading to wild references. Another integral part of garbage collection
is the linked stack frames list necessary to scan stack references. Section 4.6 describes
RT-LAGC’s important parts that need to be protected through runtime checks.

3.4.3 Local Information inside Objects and Arrays

The remaining part of the type system is directly embedded into the objects created
and manipulated by the application. Although this information is local to these
objects, it has the potential to compromise the complete type system if it is corrupt.
In any of the cases explained below, spatial isolation provided through the type
system could not be guaranteed any more.

Object and Array References: Bit flips in object references may produce wild object
references with devastating impact. Primitive values could be read and interpreted
as a reference values, for example. Also, data could be stored to illegal locations so
that runtime information of other objects is corrupted. Existing null-checks inserted
by the runtime system are invalidated — as they are checking a corrupted reference —
and thus faulty dereferencing is not detected any more.

Object-Header Information: In KESO, each object has a header block holding
meta-information such as the type of the object, which is represented by a class
identifier (ID), and thus determines in which way the memory the reference points
to can be used. The class ID is used as an index for lookups in the method table
and the class storage. Using a wrong type — because the class ID is affected by a
transient hardware fault — breaks the soundness of the type system. If a method not
suiting the type of the object is invoked, this may entail memory accesses outside the
scope of the particular object and also outside of the protection domain.

Array Header Information: In case of the specialized object variant array, there is
an additional size parameter that defines the length of an array, and it has to be
ensured that any array access is within bounds. The size parameter can be affected
by soft errors: In the best case, it has changed to a smaller value. This may cause
additional array-bounds exceptions in some cases. If the flipped array size is greater
than the actual one, an array bounds check is not able to detect an illegal array access
any more. At array locations where the index and array size are both known to be
constant, bit flips in the array size information do not affect type safety.

3.4.4 Conclusion

To allow reliable, automated memory management and software-based replication
in the face of soft errors, the aforementioned critical locations have to be protected
through runtime checks. Section 4.4.1 presents the design and implementation of
these runtime checks.
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3.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I discussed the non-functional properties that are respected during
CMM’s approach and I presented the co-design of automated memory management
from a conceptual point of view. The design respects the soft error property of
the underlying hardware while providing efficient and time- and space- predictable
memory services. To address reliability, I introduced my fault hypothesis and the
error avoidance and mitigation techniques necessary to ensure a type-safe language’s
compile-time contract to provide memory safety. To provide an automated solution
for RTSJ’s ImmortalMemory and ScopedMemory, I decided to apply escape-analysis-
based region inference in the context of a type-safe language. To implement RTSJ’s
HeapMemory, I combine region inference with the tracing RT-LAGC (see Section 4.5.1).
Furthermore, I presented existing features of KESO that make the JVM attractive
for the implementation of the CMM framework. I concluded the chapter with an
analysis of KESO’s crucial runtime system information that has to be safeguarded
to provide memory safety in the face of soft errors. The implementation details of
CMM can be found in the next chapter.
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In this chapter, I describe my cooperative memory management framework. First
of all, I give an overview over the implications derived from the system model used
in KESO. That followed, I present CMM’s building blocks: To pursue the approach
of a co-design of memory management discussed back in Chapter 3, the runtime
memory management is supported by escape analysis. I present the original and
modified escape algorithm as well as my new back ends that support CMM’s design
goals. Furthermore, I explain, how integrity runtime checks are applied to provide
memory safety in the face of transient faults. To complete CMM’s memory model, I
designed fragmentation-tolerant garbage collection through RT-LAGC. In addition, I
explain how RT-LAGC handles soft errors. I conclude the chapter by a discussion
how CMM’s building blocks address the design goals efficiency, predictability and
reliability.

4.1 Structure of the Memory Management Framework

I integrated CMM into the KESO compiler and runtime and I illustrate CMM’s
workflow in Figure 4.1. KESO’s compiler jino processes several sources of knowledge:

Operating-system model: The operating-system model1 is closely intertwined with
the compiler and the compiler’s proceeding is based on this meta-information.
The analyses and optimizations take a variety of OS-specifics into consideration,
such as the knowledge of blocking system calls or the priority-based thread
scheduling.

1In case of KESO the underlying operating system is AUTOSAR OS.
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Figure 4.1: CMM’s Design: CMM is partly implemented in KESO’s compiler jino. jino
processes static information to assist memory managers such as RT-LAGC.

Hardware specifics: The second part of valuable information is formed by the
hardware-specific properties. Hardware specifics can comprise information
about an existing memory protection unit or the microcontroller’s memory
layout as implemented by KESO [168]. I extended the hardware-specific infor-
mation used by KESO by respecting information on flash memory and transient
faults. Moreover, I make use of a microcontroller’s memory alignment, address
layout and processor instruction set to provide an efficient implementation of
integrity checks.

Application configuration: The configuration provides the KESO compiler with in-
formation about a particular setup of the application world and the determines
a distinct program variant. Exemplarily, the protection domains are declared
here as well as the entry points at which the control flow begins. My new
configuration options for CMM comprise the desired soft errors’ detection rate,
the selection of escape analysis, its compiler back ends and the optional use
of real-time garbage collection. In addition to that, replication spheres that
can be built on top of CMM are declared in this place. All this information is
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essential for jino’s analyses.

Type-safe application: The program bytecode and the application is analyzed and
transformed by jino. The system’s static setup allows to gain information about,
for instance, the entire class hierarchy, the program call graph (PCG) or its
memory usage behavior.

The four information blocks are used by the KESO compiler to emit C code
including memory management that is highly adapted to an application deployed
on a microcontroller. The existing optimizations applied by jino were presented
back in Section 3.3.6. I extended jino by escape and replication analyses as well as
integrity check insertion. In addition, I implemented heap managers to complete
CMM. Moreover, I developed additional integrity check extensions for existing C/C++
code parts within the KESO runtime environment, which are not processed by jino.
These extensions are employed to protect those C/C++ code parts against soft errors.

In the following sections, I describe the compile-time analyses and the runtime
support that is needed to implement CMM and to provide the memory model
inspired by the RTSJ. Compiler-assisted, memory-safe storage control is realized
through escape analysis (Section 4.2) and actualizes, for instance, ImmortalMemory
and ScopedMemory (Section 4.3). To retain memory safety in the face of soft errors,
integrity checks are inserted (Section 4.4). Real-time garbage collection implemented
through RT-LAGC is presented in Section 4.5 and its protection against transient
faults is described in Section 4.6.

4.2 Compiler-Guided Storage Control Using Escape Analysis
From a conceptual point of view, all Java objects are allocated in heap memory.
There is no dedicated language support for the application developer to manually
mark objects for allocation on the stack, because this would have the potential to
break the soundness of the type system. As an example, allocating an object that
lives longer than its method of creation on the stack of that method will lead to
dangling references. However, due the language’s strong type system, it is possible
for the JVM’s compiler to automatically categorize objects in terms of their lifetime:
The information collected by alias analysis and the computation of the references’
reachability can be leveraged to determine if an object escapes a method, that is, if its
lifetime exceeds that of the scope it was created in. As a consequence, non-escaping
objects can be allocated on the stack and are not subject to the overhead entailed
by heap management. Stack allocation implicates a series of advantages as has been
presented by prior work [27, 29, 43, 44, 75, 126]:

• Allocation and deallocation are performed by moving the stack pointer. These
are low-cost and time-predictable operations on a CPU register.

• Due to a reduction of the number of heap objects, the overhead of the heap-
management strategy, such as a garbage collector (GC), is reduced. Incremental
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Figure 4.2: Example for a simple connection graph as used by Choi et al. [43]: Object nodes
are denoted by boxes, whereas reference nodes are illustrated through circles.
A box can be referred to by a points-to (P) edge (solid arrow). Dashed arrows
indicate deferred (D) edges and solid errors from boxes to circles denote field (F)
edges.

collectors do not need to synchronize with the mutator, that is, the application,
whenever a local stack object is allocated or deallocated.

• Programs do not need to synchronize on objects known to be thread-local, which
contributes to lock elision.

Especially in the context of deeply embedded and safety-critical embedded systems,
the information collected by escape analysis offers a lot more interesting optimization
opportunities and I leverage in the context of CMM. I will present my new back ends
for escape analysis in Section 4.3. In addition, an amended whole-program, AOT
version of Choi’s (control-)flow-sensitive algorithm [43, 44] has been implemented to
pursue cooperative memory management. In the following, I will explain the algorithm
CMM’s escape analysis is based upon from a practical point of view. Afterwards, I
will describe the changes necessary to use this escape analysis in the context of CMM
and KESO.

4.2.1 The Escape Analysis of Choi et al. in the Context of CMM
In the following, I present the conceptual design and basic idea of Choi’s escape analysis
since the actual implementation is rather complex. Detailed explanations and a
formally correct description of the algorithm can be found in separate publications [43,
104]. In a nutshell, alias information is gathered from the application. The alias
algorithm is divided into a method-local, intraprocedural and a global, interprocedural
analysis. A dedicated data structure called connection graph (CG) is built up to hold
alias information. Figure 4.2 shows a straightforward example for a CG. A connection
graph consists of vertices and edges. A vertex is termed node and represents either an
object or a reference. Nodes are interconnected via edges and a points-to edge from
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a reference node to an object node illustrates a possible aliasing relationship that
might occur at some point in the program. Deferred edges are employed whenever a
reference node points to another reference node. Deferred edges have the potential
to enhance the analysis’s efficiency through delayed evaluation since only a smaller
share of references has to be updated. Deferred edges are removed by applying
a by-pass function called ByPass(p), where p represents a reference node, and the
function causes p’s incoming edges to point to its successor nodes. Delayed graph
updates have to be handled with precaution as they influence the precision of escape
information: The decision when to apply ByPass(p) poses a tradeoff between efficiency
and precision.

Connection graphs contain representations of local variables, static class members,
dynamic instance variables (represented by local reference nodes, global reference nodes
and field reference nodes in a CG, respectively), array indices (represented by field
reference nodes) and objects (represented as object nodes) for each processed method.
Non-reference variables are discarded since they do not influence alias information.
CGs are similar to points-to graphs employed in pointer alias analysis and are basically
static abstractions of dynamic data structures referred to by pointers/references.
However, points-to graphs are primarily used to compute if a set of references can
point to the same memory location at runtime. Two references pointing to the same
memory location result in the same node within a points-to graph. In contrast, a
connection graph can have different nodes for two references that possibly point to
the same memory location while still remaining correct. Simply put, CGs do not have
the uniqueness property of points-to graphs since dynamic objects can be mapped to
multiple static objects. Therefore, connection graphs can be constructed independent
of their calling context, which is impossible for points-to graphs as indicated prior in
Section 2.2.4.2.

Escape States. Three different object escape states exist within CGs and they are
totally ordered: If it the object does not escape its thread of creation, its state is local
and in case the object escapes the method scope, that is, it is returned or assigned to
a reference being passed as a method argument, but not its thread of creation, its
state changes to method. If an object leaves the scope reachable by the control flow
in which it became existent, it is assigned the global escape state. The escape state is
determined through reachability analysis on the connection graph. Accordingly, local
objects2 can be allocated on the stack and method-escaping objects do not need to
by guarded by synchronization locks.

Flow Sensitivity. Choi et al. present a flow-insensitive and a flow-sensitive analysis,
whereat the flow-sensitive variant is able to compute more accurate aliasing relation-
ships. Aho et al. [2] elaborate on this difference in their book’s Flow Insensitivity
section. In flow-insensitive analysis, the control flow is ignored completely so that

2I do not allocate local objects with overlapping liveness regions on the stack to keep the stack
usage bounded.
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statements are effectively processed as they were executed in any order. Consequently,
the algorithm computes all possible target locations for pointers. On the contrary,
flow-sensitive analysis naturally takes a program’s statement order into account and
traces which statements kill points-to relations by making new assignments. As
a result, the escape state information is more precise but the algorithm converges
slower. For the sake of precision, CMM provides flow-sensitive escape analysis. The
flow-insensitive algorithm applies weak updates whereas strong updates are necessary
to achieve flow sensitivity (explained in the next sections).

4.2.1.1 Connection-Graph Construction

The connection graphs are created for each individual method by traversing instruc-
tions in jino’s intermediate code representation in static single assignment (SSA)
form. SSA causes each variable to be assigned exactly once and eases connection-
graph construction by avoiding complex graph modifications imposed by multiple
reassignments at, for instance, control-flow join points. Two analysis steps, that is,
method-local and global analyses, are performed to determine the objects’ escape
states. I shortly describe them in the following.

Method-Local Analysis. This analysis step computes the intraprocedural connection
graph by processing the program call graph’s methods. The algorithm starts at the
method’s formal reference parameters by adding a actual local reference node for each
formal reference parameter and connects them via deferred edges. In case a method
returns a reference, an actual reference node is added to the CG and it is marked
method-escaping.

Connection-graph construction proceeds by identifying four basic statements in
each method, which are assignments to either local or global (reference) variables:

1. Plain assignments: p = q;

2. Allocations: p = new Object();

3. Write access to a field: p.f = q;

4. Read access to a field: p = q.f;

Any Java-source-to-bytecode compiler ensures that the relevant statements are
compiled to this desired shape. Regular objects and array objects are handled in
a likewise manner. For assignments to local variables (1), local reference nodes are
created and added to the connection graph. Assignments to global variables (1)
are handled by adding global reference nodes, accordingly. The true nature of the
statement’s right-hand side (q) is not relevant at this point and has to be handled
individually. The algorithm makes sure, that only one connection-graph representation
for each variable exists in the CG. Assignments of the form (1) result in deferred edges
for flow-insensitive analysis (weak updates) during the construction of the connection
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graph. Strong updates are performed by applying ByPass(p) before adding the edge
between the two nodes.

For each allocation (2), a new object node is created if not yet existent, ByPass(p) is
executed to enforce strong updates and a points-to edge between p and the allocated
object is added. The assignment between object node and reference node is handled
analogously to (1).
Statements of the form (3) and (4) contain field accesses. Field reference nodes3

for p and all (reference) descendants of p (reachable via deferred edges) as well as
the respective edges are added to the CG if the field reference nodes are not yet part
of the CG. Assignments to static fields have to be considered separately. Objects
pointed to by static fields are marked global-escaping. For both cases (3) and (4),
there are situations in which a proper points-to relation cannot be identified for p: the
reference p can be invalid, that is, null, or the object p refers to was created outside
the method’s scope. Such objects with an unknown allocation site have to be handled,
accordingly. For the representation of such objects which may have been passed as
arguments, for instance, special nodes termed phantom nodes are created within a CG.
Creating phantom nodes for null references does not affect the connection graph’s
correctness which is why a phantom node is created for this case, too. Field reference
nodes attached to objects nodes reachable from p via points-to and deferred edges
have to be present in the connection graph for each field that is accessed. In case
a field is written (3), q is attached to the field reference node while read access (4)
causes the field reference node to be attached to q.
Method calls and return statements have to be respected during the CG creation,

as well. Method calls (such as p = method(x)) are processed by creating actual
reference nodes for each formal reference parameter (including the this reference of
the method) at the caller side. These nodes are connected to the actual parameters at
the invocation site. If a reference is returned, an actual reference node is created and
p and this node are connected via an edge. Return statements containing references
(e.g., return p) are processed by connecting the node representing the return value
and p via a deferred edge.
During the construction of the connection graph, reachability analysis is applied

incrementally to find out if an object can be allocated on the stack: Nodes reachable
by a node marked global are also global. Nodes marked method and local a handled
in the same manner.

Global Analysis. Intraprocedural analysis is not sufficient to calculate an object’s
escape state. Objects could exist that currently have the local escape state but in fact
escape the method context4 making the analysis unsound and inducing memory-safety
issues. A subsequent, global analysis is needed to determine this. Another use case of
global analysis poses the computation of thread-local objects.

CG information computed in intraprocedural analysis is propagated into the callers’
3The variables’ scope determines whether local or global reference nodes are added.
4Exemplarily, members of a linked list are marked local by intraprocedural analysis.
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connection graphs in the interprocedural analysis step. The call graph is processed in
reversed typological order to avoid unnecessary computations. Recursion has to be
handled separately to ensure the algorithm’s halting. CMM achieves this through
Tarjan’s solution [173] to find strongly connected components (SCC) and an iteration
over the call graph’s SCC until the data-flow solution converges.
Equivalence pairs of object nodes in callees’ and callers’ connection graphs are

determined via a mapsToObj relation. Further nodes are found by means of these
pairs using a work list algorithm. Additional details on the algorithm can be found
in [43, 104, 105]. Nodes marked as local after the completion of global analysis can be
allocated on the stack. Objects tagged method-escaping but not global are determined
to be thread-local. Local and thread-local objects can benefit from compiler-assisted
lock elision.

4.2.2 Evolving Choi’s Escape Analysis for CMM

Compile times for ahead-of-time, whole-program alias and escape analyses following
the proposed method are unacceptably high for larger applications5 and are caused
by the interprocedural part of alias analysis. To solve this issue, the interprocedural
algorithm is optimized in various ways: The compile time is reduced down to few
seconds and the runtime behavior is revised. In the following, I describe the modified
interprocedural part of CMM’s escape analysis from a conceptual point of view.

Handling of Read Operations. Virtual methods containing calls to the same set of
virtual methods cause connection graphs to grow very large during interprocedural
analysis. Methods exist that do not add new aliases to the connection graph since
they do not impose modifications due to write operations. Therefore, CMM’s escape
analysis only pursues a connection graph’s edges that were added due to write accesses
during intraprocedural analysis. The connection graphs’ nodes are enriched with an
additional property that indicates if a node is accessed by a write operation or if it is
the operand of a write operation. This analysis step is followed by applying a modified
version of Tarjan’s algorithm [173] to identify SCC and it computes cycle-free paths
from a method’s formal parameters to relevant edges added due to write operations.
All other edges are ignored6.

Connection-Graph Compression. For the CDj benchmark, connection graphs con-
structed according to the method of Choi et al. have thousands of nodes which
considerably affects the duration of the analysis. An extensive amount of vertices
originates from global analysis in which they were added to the connection graphs

5Processing the multi-domain CDj variant that I created to benchmark application replication
based on software-based isolation (around 29000 lines of code) takes several minutes.

6It should be noted that in Java, it is not possible to mark a method constant. Constant methods
such as offered, for instance, by C++, do not allow the modification the value of member variables.
The alias analysis part of the escape algorithm could be simplified if Java had constant methods.
Consequently, CMM’s escape-analysis results could be more accurate for such tagged methods.
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as phantom nodes. Recall that phantom nodes stand for objects with an unknown
allocation site which is the case for objects allocated in callees of the current function.
These phantom nodes often have siblings that represent the same objects. To decrease
the number of nodes in connection graphs, CMM implements a graph compression
algorithm imbued by Steensgard’s points-to analysis [162] which ameliorates the
application of escape analysis within my framework.
The algorithm processes each reference node in a connection graph. It collects

information about nodes pointed to by each individual reference node and stores
them in lists partitioned according to their escape states. Merging only those nodes
with the same escape state prevents the deterioration of analysis results. Lists having
more than one member and a least one phantom node are condensed by removing all
phantom nodes. Edges to these nodes are turned to the phantom nodes’ object nodes.
Field reference nodes referenced by phantom nodes are put below the object nodes in
the compression set and the relocated nodes’ outgoing edges are moved, accordingly.
This procedure improves the compile time considerably.

In Section 6.2, I evaluate CMM’s escape analysis and I present the positive effects
of the new interprocedural optimizations.

4.3 Leveraging Escape Analysis in CMM
Besides normal stack allocation, my implementation of escape analysis features a set of
worthwhile optimization back ends for the realization of CMM targeting safety-critical
embedded systems:

1. Extended remote-procedure-call support for software-isolated applications

2. Automatic object categorization and survivability: Support for the machine-
independent space and time bounds analyses of memory management

3. Stack scope extension

4. Thread-local heaps and regional memory

5. Resource-efficient mitigation of soft errors

6. Automated inference of immutable data

Escape analysis is one building block of my framework: CMM provides the founda-
tion to experiment with particular system configurations to generate system code that
particularly fits to an application. I believe that in this way embedded developers can
benefit from the use of a modern high-level language, automated memory management
and memory protection while still being able to directly influence system traits. The
application developer is assisted by the type-safe middleware — comprising compiler
analyses and runtime support — while constructing safety-critical embedded systems.
It is still up to the developer and the system integrator to decide which compiler back
ends are most suitable under certain system requirements. Hence, there is no internal
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compiler heuristic that decides whether to activate an optimization back end. In the
following, I will elaborate on the use of escape-analysis results for various purposes.

4.3.1 Extended Remote-Procedure-Call Support
Applications co-located on a single microcontroller often do not execute completely
independently from each other and need a way to communicate. As described back
in Section 3.3.4, KESO offers an RPC-like mechanism referred to as portals, which
provides service protection and maintains spatial isolation.

The portal service has to be employed carefully: To maintain domain isolation ob-
jects, cannot simply be passed by-reference. Instead, KESO’s original implementation
ensures that objects are deep-copied into the service domain. This not only leads to
duplication of data and a performance penalty, but it also may necessitate the use of
a garbage collector in the service domain.

To mitigate the problems imposed by the special parameter passing in case portal
services are employed, I propose to harness the information computed by escape and
alias analyses. The results can help to find out if the deep copy of passed parameter
objects is actually needed, which is true for the following two situations:

1. The object itself or any member of its transitive closure, that is, all objects
transitively reachable from an object’s fields, escape the portal call. In this case,
they have a global escape state in the callee’s connection graph.

2. The object or members of its transitive closure are modified by the portal call.

To check for the first condition and to destine the method parameters’ escape states,
information from the connection graph is leveraged. Each parameter passed to the
portal has a correspondent one in the callee’s protection realm. The correspondent
object and its transitive closure must have an escape state lower than global to be
able to legally omit the copy. This condition is determined by employing a work-list
approach.
To check for the second condition, the mapping between the objects’ connection-

graph representation and the index of the portal-call argument that brought the
objects into the portal handler’s domain is built. Operands of write operations located
in code that is reachable from the portal handler are searched for the aforementioned
mapping. In case an object was created in the service domain, a mapping is not present
and the object can be manipulated. If a mapping exists and the currently processed
instruction modifies an object that was brought into the service domain through a
portal, the parameter has to be duplicated. If the code processing identifies method
invocations that point to any of the portal parameters, the mapping is extended
and the method’s code is visited recursively. Once the traversal is finished and
further modifications are not detected, the copy of the portal parameters can safely
be omitted. CMM’s algorithm does not create partial copies of portal arguments.
In case only a subset of the portal parameter’s transitive closure witnesses one or
both of the above stated conditions, the entire object is copied. Otherwise, the
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regarded object is not duplicated at all. Technically, CMM’s analysis can determine
which individual parts of an object’s transitive closure are modified and which escape
the portal. However, this would necessitate additional runtime-system support and
deteriorate the performance gained by this optimization. Hence, I did not implement
support for partial portal copies.

CMM’s extended remote-procedure-call support is a variation of the copy-on-write
technique. In addition to the copy-on-write property, my technique adds the copy-on-
escape semantics and it is performed ahead-of-time. Given that portal parameters are
not modified or escape a portal service, garbage collection of portal parameters is
not necessary anymore. In this way, I minimize storage control efforts and I support
CMM’s design goals efficiency, predictability, that is, lower space and time bounds, and
reliability due to attack surface reduction. My lightweight communication mechanism
based on escape analysis is not only interesting in the context of CMM but also for
the Exotask model implemented by Auerbach et al. [11]: Exotasks can exchange data
through strongly typed data connections, which are defined in the form of an Exotask
graph. Data passed through such a connection is always deep copied to the receiving
Exotask.

4.3.2 Automatic Object Categorization and Survivability
In real-time systems, the memory consumption and runtime has to be predictable.
Usually, the worst-case memory consumption and execution time analyses consist of
a machine-dependent and a machine-independent part. In the machine-dependent
part7, hardware-specific information such as the execution times of basic blocks
containing the processor’s instructions, caching and pipelining effects are respected.
The machine-independent part is performed by static program analysis.

Escape analysis is a static analysis that supports the machine-independent part
by providing information about object lifetimes. In addition, fragmentation-tolerant
garbage collection as proposed by, for instance, Pizlo et al. [132] and my implementa-
tion of RT-LAGC (see Section 4.5) can efficiently be employed when supported by
escape analysis. Besides the overall better throughput of garbage collection, escape
analysis helps to amend the predicted upper space and time bounds for real-time
garbage collection as I will show in my evaluation in Section 6.3.2. This is attributed
to the fact that the overhead imposed by a GC depends on the number of surviving
objects: In CMM, my analysis puts objects into categorization classes with respect to
their survivability, that is, if they are able or unable to outlive a GC run. As jino
performs whole-program analyses on type-safe code, those categories and the objects
belonging to them can automatically be determined: On the one hand, objects may
completely be extracted from garbage collection according to their categorization and
will never contribute to the fragmentation issue. On the other hand, due to the liveli-
ness criterion and the knowledge of the points in time the GC is scheduled, I derive
the objects’ survivability by means of a combination of escape analysis and call graph

7Tools exist (such as the Absint’s aiT tool [1]) that perform the machine-dependent analysis for a
particular hardware.
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analysis to WaitEvent(), that is, is the incorporation of operating-system knowledge.
Furthermore, the derived information could be used to assist machine-dependent
analysis tools that determine the time bounds for a particular microcontroller. I leave
this step to future work. In the following, I explain the survivability criterion and
the object categorizations in the context of an optionally used garbage collector to
improve the predictions on the GC behavior. Note that while a GC does not have
to be used in CMM, the categorization is still helpful to provide information on the
space and time bounds of memory management in general.

Survivability. A program’s objects can be categorized into the following lifetime
classes and be evaluated in terms of their ability to survive a GC run.

1. Method-Local Objects: Method-local objects are existent for the duration of
the method they belong to and references to them do not leave the method
scope. Method-local objects not residing in a potentially blocking method do
not survive a GC run. Only the stacks of potentially blocking threads need
to be scanned by the GC and this reference search is of complexity linear to
the stack’s depth. The stack depth is known at compile time by computing
the call level of AUTOSAR OS’s system call WaitEvent(). However, blocking
threads must never be invoked in unbounded recursion to ensure predictability.
Recursive calls can be identified in CMM.

2. Region-Local Objects: Region-local objects escape the method they were created
in, but they are thread-local as they are not accessible by other threads. These
objects can be allocated using region-based memory management as implemented
by my escape analysis (explained in Section 4.3.3 and Section 4.3.4) or the
techniques described back in Section 2.2.4.1 and Section 2.2.4.2. A region may
span multiple method frames and in turn, a method frame may contain multiple
regions, that is, regions can be nested. Region-local objects can have references
into their own and into surrounding regions; however, none of their references
must refer to an object of a subregion. Like method-local objects, region-local
objects in a blocking method can survive a GC execution. I further categorize
region-local results into region-local objects of fixed size and the ones of variable
size. Depending on the configured stack scope expansion, fixed-size objects can
be allocated on the stack or in a separate region, while variable-size objects are
put into a separate region, which allows to insert runtime checks only for this
particular region to prevent region overflow. Other regions are not affected by
runtime penalties for these additional checks.

3. Thread-Escaping Objects: Objects in this subclass can further be accessed
by multiple control flows and further be categorized into consumable, non-
consumable and diagnostic objects. Consumable objects can be released as soon
as they are expended. In case the thread blocks between the creation and the
time of consumption, the objects will die in the next GC execution. Otherwise,
the consumable objects survive. A use case is, for example, a higher-priority
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Figure 4.3: Value fields and reference fields: An example inspired by the collision detector
benchmark [97] illustrates value fields (a) and reference fields (b).

thread sending work assignments to a lower-priority thread. For the definition
of proper upper space and time bounds, the minimum inter-arrival time [112]
of consumable objects should be determined during system design, as the lower-
priority thread has to have enough time to process incoming objects. The
number of all possibly surviving objects can be estimated in the same way. Non-
consumable objects are rarely or never released and fixed-sized objects of their
kind can be allocated statically (in case they are never meant to be deallocated).
One straightforward application scenario for this category is a shared-memory
object expressing an application’s state. Revisiting the above example, the
work assignments could be put as reusable objects into an non-consumable
queue. Diagnostic objects allow the application to store information about
the past. As these objects survive several GC runs, an upper bound of such
objects has to be determined and they might also be allocated in a specific heap
part to encourage contiguous allocation. As an example, automotive real-time
applications employ AUTOSAR diagnostic system modules implementing the
UDS (unified diagnostic services) protocol according to ISO 14229 by using
diagnostic memory. Also, the CDj benchmark uses diagnostic objects by storing
byte arrays in a bounded buffer for informative purposes.

By means of the aforementioned categories, it is possible to construct type-safe
real-time applications. An upper bound to the number of objects surviving GC runs
is possible. The survivability of other uncategorized objects should be predictable.
Moreover, undead objects, that is, objects which are referenced but not used by the
application, should be avoided. They are created when references to unneeded objects
are not reset to null. Static analysis can identify problematic spots and generate code
that avoids such constellations.

Object Sizes. In Java, memory requests can clearly be assigned to either regular
objects or arrays. Arrays allow random access to their contents by index while the
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position of an object field is known at compile-time. In contrast to C++, Java
does usually not use composition objects: When a composition objects is destroyed,
so are the contained/embedded objects. For this reason, regular Java objects are
comparatively smaller than arrays. Figure 4.3 shows an example inspired by the
CDj benchmark [97] that explains the difference between composition and regular
objects: (a) illustrates the objects (Vector3d position, Vector3d velocity) that are
embedded in Aircraft. C++ stores object fields that way if not requested otherwise by
the developer; (b) depicts the regular Java approach in which position and velocity

are put into two separate objects that are referenced by Aircraft.
Among other things, the size of objects is relevant for the space-bounds determi-

nation and affects the configuration of the fragmentation-tolerant RT-LAGC (see
Section 4.5.1 and Section 6.3).

4.3.3 Stack Allocation and Scope Extension

In C/C++, temporary computation values can conveniently be handled by passing a
pointer to a method-local buffer and its size to a function that puts its calculation
results into that buffer. In Java, the callee method would allocate the memory for
the buffer in the heap since the buffer will be marked as method-escaping by existing
escape analyses. Therefore, I designed CMM’s escape analysis in a way so that it
finds objects, which do no escape any further than the scope of the calling method.
This makes it possible to automatically allocate such objects, for instance, in the
caller’s stack or in a separate region. I call this optimization scope extension because
a variable’s scope is widened. Objects in extended scopes can be managed using
compiler-generated code and can be excluded from garbage collection. In the following,
I describe scope extension in the context of stack allocation.
Method-escaping objects are interesting candidates for the scope extension opti-

mization. To determine if such an object can be allocated in the caller’s stack, the
caller methods’ connection graphs have to be inspected. These CGs contain object
representations for the possible candidates and their escape states decide whether the
caller should allocate the callee’s object. It should be noted, that several cases exist
that are respected individually in CMM’s implementation:

1. Objects eligible for stack allocation must not have overlapping liveness regions,
which CMM prevents through liveness analysis.

2. A candidate object might escape in some of the callers but not all of them.

3. Virtual methods are excluded from scope extension.

In a non-virtual call, an identified object’s allocation instruction is relocated to
all callers. A reference to the allocated object is passed to the callee, which in
turn requires to update the callee’s method signature. The callee uses the passed
reference instead of the one returned by its original allocation instruction. In the
current implementation, each allocation is copied into all caller methods and is always
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executed. Future work could determine if the allocation sites are in mutually exclusive
control flows and can therefore not be used at the same time. Memory areas in these
control-flow paths could be consolidated by using interference analysis [161], but this
has not been implemented in CMM.
KESO supports scope extension by performing method devirtualization through

class hierarchy analysis and rapid type analysis as I described back in Section 3.3.6.
In the context of scope extension, the handling of remaining virtual methods that
cannot be bound statically is particularly complicated as all candidates of a virtual
method call have to be assigned the same signature. In the worst case, an object
might be eligible for scope extension for an individual method only but would have
to be propagated into all other candidate methods and force the adaption of their
signatures causing unnecessary overhead. Therefore, I deliberately do not apply scope
extension to virtual calls.

It has to be evaluated on per case base if this back end affects a program’s quality
attributes in a positive way. Based on the aforementioned issues, I do not give
a general recommendation for using scope extension. In case the optimization is
requested by the developer, the scope extension pass is applied once and propagates
the identified allocations one level up in call hierarchy. Multiple execution of this
compiler pass increases the scope extension level and is not activated by default as
it might lead to more undesired side effects such as a deteriorated memory usage
behavior.
Instead of applying scope extension under all possible circumstances, I use the

modified escape analysis to infer information about memory regions rather than
enforce stack allocation as I present in Section 4.3.4. Regional memory used carefully
reduces the garbage-collection efforts and has the potential to improve a GC’s time
and space bounds. Depending on an application’s nature, it may possibly also enhance
the time bounds of the system as they do not have to be managed by means of tracing
garbage collection.

4.3.4 Inference of Thread-Local Heaps and Regional Memory

To provide an automated solution for RTSJ’s regions described back in Section 2.2.4.4,
I modified Choi’s escape analysis to compute lifetime information about object
lifetimes. Turning stack allocation into heap allocations is not always an appropriate
solution for the reasons discussed in Section 4.3.3. Depending on an application’s
memory-usage behavior, a memory-management strategy completely avoiding heap
allocations can result in a system with higher memory consumption in contrast to
a setup that incorporates a heap. A program’s efficiency can be ameliorated by
allocating objects, which are not shared across threads in a heap not handled by a
tracing GC. Hence, CMM puts objects determined to be thread-local by my escape
analysis in a separate heap on request and this special heap region can co-exist
with garbage collection. To enhance the runtime behavior of an optionally employed
GC-managed heap, it is important that the thread-local objects are located in a
distinct memory area so that the GC does not have to mark and sweep those objects.
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I provide a logical region for each method8 and consequently, upon a method’s end
its region can be reclaimed at once. The regions are implemented in a stack-oriented
manner to keep the semantics of stack allocations. A particular implementation
satisfying these criterions are thread-local heaps that have been proposed by prior
work by Domani et al. and Lee et al. [59, 108]. In contrast to my approach, these
solutions make use of profiling techniques rather than fully compiler-assisted region
control and my implementation of thread-local heaps can be used to provide an
automated solution to RTSJ’s ScopedMemory. CMM implements thread-local heaps
similar to a stack or regional memory: Each heap has a region pointer and a maximum
fill level. The region pointer is saved at upon method beginning and thread-local
objects are allocated by moving the region pointer. Respectively, upon method exit
the region pointer is reset to its earlier value. Saving the region pointer to stack
memory can be optimized out given that the memory needed within a function and
all alignment cutoffs can be derived at compile time.
It should be noted that only allocations reachable from a thread’s constructor or

entry function can use thread-local heaps and CMM ensures this thereby preventing
runtime errors. In the current implementation, interrupt handlers do not use thread-
local heaps but they could employ their own heap or the local heap of the thread that
they preempt. For both approaches, the minimum inter-arrival time of interrupts
could be respected to keep the memory usage bounded.

4.3.5 Resource-Efficient Mitigation of Soft Errors

Regarding protection against soft errors, escape-analysis results are useful in various
ways:

Efficient Isolated Replication. As will be described in Chapter 5, I extended KESO
to provide automated homogeneous redundancy for applications that need it. Triple-
modular redundancy (TMR) of critical software parts is a common software-based
technique, where three instances of that software are executed with identical input
data and a majority voter detects sane and faulty replicas. While this technique
has been subject to numerous research projects, the KESO’s multi-JVM architecture
provides the infrastructure to deal with a replication in a fully automated way: The
isolated protection domain with fully separated data, the portal mechanism and
clearly defined external interfaces forge a suitable unit for replication and recovery
which is facilitated by Java: The type-safe programming language simplifies the
inspection of runtime structural information. However, replication is costly in space
and time. A scrutinizing compile-time inspection of the application helps to keep the
overhead reasonably low. The size of a domain is partly attributed to the size of the
heap and escape analysis can significantly lower heap pressure. The extent of this
decrease depends on the application. As an example, escape analysis with the sole use
of the stack allocation back end diminishes the heap usage of the CDj benchmark by

8Empty regions without local objects can be discarded.
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around 50%, which contributes to a considerable reduction of the replication domain’s
heap size.
Furthermore, I modified KESO’s portal mechanism to act as a transition point

between the single and replicated execution. Usually, the object including its transitive
closure passed into the portal is copied for each portal handler, which happens three
times assuming TMR, for instance. With the special remote-procedure-call support
provided by my implementation of escape analysis, the third copy can be omitted if
required by the system configuration.

Improved Reference Checking. Closely related to the aforementioned topic is the
revised support of reference validation by means of load-reference checks (LRC) and
dereference checks (DRC), which I will describe in Section 4.4. In a nutshell, these
checks are employed to confine the forging of wild references anticipating soft errors,
that is, the reference integrity can be verified, whenever it is either loaded from
memory (LRC) or on dereference operations (DRC). In this way, software-based
isolation is retained in the presence of soft errors. The overhead of protecting garbage
collection against those errors is reduced significantly as — in addition to heap
references — only the local references present in the stacks of blocked threads need
to be safeguarded during the GC execution.

Short-Lived Objects. The short-lived objects computed by escape analysis, that is
objects with a very limited lifetime improve a system’s robustness while keeping the
overhead to protect those objects low. The longer data resides in a memory cell, the
more likely it will be affected by a soft error [150, 166].

4.3.6 Handling Immutable Data
Static memory can comprise mutable and immutable data. As discussed back in
Section 2.2.3, the handling of immutable data depends on the programming language
being used and can be complicated. For CMM, colleagues and I [64] developed
an automated solution by leveraging alias information collected in the connection-
graph representation to compute compile-time-constant and runtime-constant, that
is, immutable, data. Recall that I employ escape analysis to determine the share of
immortal, mutable objects (see Section 4.3.4 that described escape-analysis-based
regional memory). Hence, handling immutable data completes the realization of
RTSJ’s ImmortalMemory. However, the CMM’s version of it differs from RTSJ’s
proposal by intention: ImmortalMemory handles both mutable and immutable data but
does not distinguish between compile-time-constant and runtime-constant data, thus
it does not take the possible use of read-only memories (ROM) into consideration.
In contrast, CMM’s handling of immutable data is two-fold: The share of static
memory occupied by truly constant data, that is data computable at compile time,
can be placed in read-only memory. Runtime-constant data can be allocated by
means of pseudo-static allocation (during program initialization) or at any time
during the program’s execution and is stored in RAM. Thus, the semantics of CMM’s
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implementation do not directly map to RTSJ’s ImmortalMemory, however, I believe
that this solution respects the microcontroller’s memory characteristics in a better
way.

The knowledge of compile-time-constant data is very precious as this data can be
placed in ROM such as flash memories: A ROM unit is significantly cheaper than
RAM that is a scarce resource in embedded systems. More importantly, flash memories
are much less susceptible to soft errors [6]. Stored flash data does usually not need to
be protected against transient faults and I make use of this observation as described
in my fault hypothesis stated back in Section 3.2.1.3. Other advantages are similar to
the ones mentioned with escape analysis such as a reduced overhead during garbage
collection. Korsholm [102] also saw potential in a particular handling of compile-
time-constant data in the context of HVM and proposed a manual annotation-based
solution whereas CMM derives both types of immutable data through a compiler-
based approach. A developer can make use of the final keyword to tag compile-time
constant data, but it is not required.

In addition to the benefits stated so far, the knowledge of runtime-constant fields is
also useful since jino can employ the information to optimize the program in a better
way: As the compiler knows that the field is initialized, that is, the field is not null,
it does not need to emit null checks for accesses to this field. Moreover, since the
field is written exactly once, the initialization value can be propagated to all reads of
this field. This may in turn encourage folding and other optimizations that benefit
from folding such as turning conditional branches into unconditional ones, further
supporting dead code elimination.
In the following, I briefly present CMM’s procedure of how to identify immutable

data. A detailed explanation of the algorithm and static allocation in the context of
the Von Neumann and the Havard architectures9 is given in a separate paper [64].

Finding Immutable Data. The analysis is termed effectively-final analysis and oper-
ates on SSA and makes use of aliasing relationships maintained by connection graphs
computed during escape analysis. It processes further information computed by jino’s
data-flow analysis that is based on Wegman-Zadeck’s Sparse Conditional Constant
Propagation [184] that I described in Section 3.3.6. Moreover, results computed by
jino’s dominator analysis are needed to derive immutable data. Dominator analysis
calculates the dominance relationships for each basic block10: A control-flow graph
consists of basic blocks. A basic block B1 dominates another basic block B2 if
every path from the starting node in a control-flow graph to B2 goes through B1.
Consequently, a statement S1 dominates another statement S2 if the basic block to
which S1 belongs dominates the basic block containing S2 or in case S1 and S2 are
part of the same basic block, S1 is situated before S2.

9The Von Neumann architecture has a unified address space whereas the Harvard architecture
has multiple address spaces. Some low-end microcontrollers use multiple address spaces. The
peculiarities of the respective platforms have to be respected during code generation in jino.

10A basic block contains neither jumps nor labels.
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To declare a field final, three conditions must be derived: First of all, the field is
written once its class’s constructor. Secondly, the write statement associated with
that field must dominate the constructor’s exit. Thirdly, any read statements on that
field within the constructor must be dominated by the write statement. To make sure,
that the determination of these three conditions is sufficient to find static final fields,
the KESO runtime system has to invoke each protection domains’ class constructors
one after another before program execution so that no class is used before it has been
initialized. In addition, constructors containing potential final fields must never block,
that is they do not contain any WaitEvent() system calls or methods that invoke this
system call.
Finding constant arrays is similar to finding effectively final fields, that is, the

analysis has to identify arrays whose members are constant. In addition, the members
have to be initialized with compile-time constants.

Note that this procedure works for static fields. Future work can evolve the presented
analysis by handling non-static fields. The idea is described in Section 7.3.4.

4.4 Protection of Type Safety in the Face of Soft Errors

In Section 3.2.1, I proposed to tackle transient faults by a combination of avoidance
(Section 3.2.1.1) and mitigation techniques (Section 3.2.1.2). Up to now, I presented
how escape analysis and related code transformations were applied to address CMM’s
efficiency and predictability goals. In addition, the analyses contributed to attack-
surface reduction and consequently, they can amend a program’s reliability by soft
error avoidance. As I explained back in Section 3.1.1, the type system can become
unsound through transient faults and additional runtime checks are required to ensure
that the compile-time contract to provide memory safety can be fulfilled at runtime.

The scope of this section is to describe a reliable type-safe middleware for embedded
applications that retains memory safety in the presence of soft errors by means of
runtime check insertion and covers compiler-assisted memory handling techniques.
Safe heap management achieved through tracing garbage collection is discussed in
Section 4.6.4. The overall approach enables reliable automated storage control in
systems susceptible to transient hardware faults.

4.4.1 Runtime Check Insertion for Soft Error Mitigation

In Section 3.4, I identified KESO’s critical runtime-system information. In the
following, I take a closer look into how isolation and type safety can be preserved
in the presence of soft errors. First of all, the protection-domain descriptor and
references to it have to be correct. Secondly, an object reference has to refer to the
correct memory location and an object which is placed at that location must only be
accessed by operations that suit the type of that object to preserve memory and type
safety. Both properties are needed to establish software-based isolation and reference
checks verify their integrity.
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Checking References. A reference check can be performed in various ways such as
by replication and voting or by using a parity. Due to the modular design of integrity
checks within CMM, there is no focus on a particular technique and it is adjustable
by providing a checking plugin for CMM. The checking mechanism has to be designed
with regards to runtime overhead, memory consumption and safety requirements.
Due to the static nature of the system, all reference accesses can be determined ahead
of time and reference checks can be automatically inserted by jino. At runtime, these
checks ensure the integrity of the respective memory accesses. I instrumented jino to
enrich references with parity information. This technique has some advantages over
reference replication as it does not inflate the reference size and consequently, the
program’s attack surface.
I briefly describe three variants of reference checking that I developed for CMM

and they differ by the time they are applied:

Dereference Check (DRC): In this variant, references stay encoded all the time.
They are tested and decoded every time they are dereferenced, thus the
probability of detecting an illegal reference is very high. Dereferencing takes
place when one of the following bytecode instructions is executed: putfield,
getfield, *aload, *astore, arraylength, instanceof, checkcast, invokevirtual,
invokeinterface, and invokespecial.
A drawback is the possibility that the check will be executed more often than
actually necessary, for instance, if the reference in question is used several times
in succession but is kept within a processor register between the uses, the first
check would suffice11. Also, corruption of a reference will not be detected until
the reference is actually used. Reference comparisons in the application code
may result in a wrong branch being taken.

Load Reference Check (LRC): In this variant, references are checked as soon as
they are loaded from memory, that is, from a static field (bytecode instruction
getstatic), an object field (getfield) or an object array (aaload). They are
encoded when being stored and decoded upon being loaded.
This approach offers an early error detection and needs fewer checks than the
DRC variant. The disadvantage is that it has a higher false-negative probability,
since local variables may be spilled to the stack in case of high register pressure
or across the boundaries of method invocations. KESO’s analyses such as
constant propagation, copy propagation and variable coalescing that I presented
in Section 3.3.6 support the application of LRC by reducing register pressure
and stack spilling.

Header-Only Check (HOC): The third approach is an indirect reference check as it
does not check the reference itself, but instead only tests upon dereferencing if
the reference points to a valid object header containing a certain bit pattern. For

11Of course, the register may be temporarily spilled to the stack at any point in time by an interrupt
service routine. Even so, it will stay in memory only for a very short time.
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efficiency, it can be combined with the class-ID check described in Section 4.4.1.3.
In case of a corrupted reference, it is likely that the target is not an object
header but a random piece of data, given that object headers are relatively
small (usually four bytes).
This approach is less safe than the LRC and DRC variants. Firstly, the check
can result in false negatives if the data pointed to by the faulty reference happens
to look like a legal object header. Secondly, the reference may be corrupted in
a way that it points to another valid object, which may have a different type
than the intended object. In both cases, type and memory safety can no longer
be maintained. It is even possible that the reference points into the memory
belonging to a different protection domain. To prevent breaching the isolation,
the runtime system has to catch such cases by checking the reference against
the domain’s memory bounds or by using an MPU as a safety net. As will
be described in Section 4.6, the chance of false negatives can be reduced by
arranging the heap layout in a way that all valid references have a Hamming
distance of at least two from each other. This approach causes a higher memory
clipping and raises the need to adapt garbage collection techniques, where sparse
or fragmented allocation are a possible solution.

To protect the runtime system, I decided to include the LRC and DRC checking
technique. I also implemented HOC combined with sparse allocation within CMM
to find out if plain header checks could pose an alternative to reference checking.
Section 4.6 discusses why I abstained from that technique.
Choosing a reference check variant for a concrete application scenario involves a

tradeoff between protection level and costs. Various combinations of DRC and LRC
are thinkable – among others:

1. Both DRC and LRC (slowest, but highest level of protection and early error
detection)

2. DRC only (faster, but no early error detection)

3. LRC within leaf methods, DRC within other methods (even faster and only
slightly less protection)

4. LRC only (fastest, but lowest protection)

The reference checks are performed before any existing null- and array bounds
checks so that the latter are executed on valid references.

Implementation Details. For LRC, I extended jino to emit checks at appropriate
code locations described later in this section. DRC is realized using the same
mechanism. In addition, I decided for another implementation variant of DRC using
what I call an overlay mechanism realized in C++ in which all operations on references
are overloaded to execute the check as soon as they are dereferenced.
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// ...

#define OBJECT_POINTER_ENCODE(p) ((obj_p)((objptr_int_t)p | 2))

struct object_pointer {

//Types

typedef object_t *obj_p, &obj_r;

//Fields

obj_p p;

//Operators

object_pointer() /*: p(0)*/ {

}

object_pointer(void *p_)

// encode

: p(OBJECT_POINTER_DEBUG_ENCODE(i)) {

}

// ...

obj_p nat_() const {

// decode

return (obj_p)((objptr_int_t)p & ~2);

}

};

// ...

Listing 4.1: Pseudo code example for the application of DRC to object references by
means of the overlay mechanism. Note that depending on the element being protected, the
implementation of DRC looks different from the code example.
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Listing 4.1 illustrates a simplified representation of the DRC’s implementation to
conciliate the concept of CMM’s overlay mechanism for reference protection. The
advantage of overlays are that they can easily be applied to new, manually composed
C++ system services/plugins (such as a garbage collector) within KESO. Overlays
are generated by jino to adapt to the respective code base. This is possible since
jino’s generated, memory-safe C/C++ code still includes all information about an
application’s references. Overlays for runtime system data structures work in a similar
way, but the checking code has to be adapted to the data to be safeguarded. As
KESO plugins written in C/C++ are not processed by jino, the overlays for runtime-
system services have to be created by hand for every new (critical) data structure12.
Once created, the overlays are reusable. Concluding from my experience gained from
implementing DRC via overlays, I can recommend them for runtime-system extensions
since its code base is limited and manageable. For applications, I prefer the emission
of runtime checks directly through jino as the code is easier to understand, debug
and analyze through additional tools.

LRC could be implemented via the overlay mechanism as well as DRC by compiling
tags indicating information about load and store instructions from the Java byte code
level into the C/C++ code. However, I did not do this in the context of my work
and I do not expect any benefits from it.
In the following, I describe how KESO’s critical code spots described Section 3.4

and illustrated in Figure 3.3 are safeguarded through runtime checks in CMM.

4.4.1.1 Protecting the Current-Domain Pointer

The protection domain in which the current control flow is running is determined
by a global pointer that points to the descriptor of the domain. To maintain type
safety, that pointer must be checked whenever it is dereferenced, that is, its address
is checked. Such events include accesses to static fields and memory-management
operations.

4.4.1.2 Memory Management

Memory management by means of pseudo-static allocation is safeguarded by protecting
the bump-pointer on access. Compiler-assisted storage control via thread-local heaps
(described in Section 4.3.4) is protected analogously. In case, a GC is used, additional
means are required to enhance system reliability. I describe the implementation of
the safeguarded RT-LAGC in Section 4.6.3.

4.4.1.3 Object-Header Protection

By encoding and checking object references, I am able to test the correctness of the
memory pointers and to preserve the validity of null-pointer checks. In case of bump-
pointer allocation, references to deallocated memory are also prevented. However,
12This step could be automated by an additional generator framework, but this has not been done

in the context of CMM.
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memory safety is still not attained: Some operations which rely on meta-information
stored within the object header definition affect type safety if that information is
incorrect. For instance, they may cause writes beyond the object’s boundaries. With
the employment of a garbage collector such as the one described in Section 4.5, bogus
object information may cause dangling references. Consequently, the integrity of the
object headers must also be encoded and checked.
Each object header contains a class ID. In addition, array objects hold a field

containing the array length. Optionally, management data used by the garbage
collection is also present. During application execution, a header check is required in
the following scenarios:

Access to Type Information. The class ID in the object header is used by instanceof

and checkcast bytecodes to determine if a given object is of a particular type. Illegally
downcasting an object to a more extensive subtype and then writing to one of the
instance fields added by the subclass enables access beyond an object’s boundaries.
Under normal conditions, such behavior is the result of a programming error, but it
can also occur if a soft error affects the control flow. Consequently, to preserve type
safety, such illegal downcasts have to be caught reliably. This requires checking the
class ID before performing the actual type check.

Virtual Method Invocations. The target for virtual method invocations is deter-
mined by performing a lookup in the global method table. While the table’s content
is immutable and I maintain this table in robust flash memory, the index for the
lookup is computed using the class ID of the this-object. In case the class ID in
the object header is affected by a transient fault, the CPU will jump to an arbitrary
address. To prevent this, the runtime system must again make sure that the class ID
is not affected. Devirtualization, as described in Section 3.3.6, helps to mitigate the
costs imposed by these checks.

Array Accesses. An access to an array element always has to be within the array’s
bounds to guarantee memory safety. If soft errors are not an issue, this property
can be deduced by jino, if all accesses are statically proved to be within boundaries.
Otherwise, it emits a runtime check. By taking bit flips into consideration, two error
scenarios are conceivable:

1. A soft error can affect the index and cause it to become too large or negative.
This can be caught by a regular bounds check.

2. The length information of the array can be corrupted, which invalidates any
conventional array bounds check.

In order to handle the second scenario, I extended the existing array bounds check
to verify the validity of the array size before determining if a given index is within
the array’s bounds. Thus, this check incorporates an array-header check and I term
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this check extended array bounds check. As a consequence, the compiler must be
especially careful when deciding whether an array access can be left unchecked or
not. The criteria for this optimization were presented in Section 3.3.6.

Additional header checks are necessary if tracing garbage collection is employed.

4.4.2 Adapting jino’s Runtime-Check Elision
As the consistency checks are often coupled with regular runtime checks, the efficiency
of the compiled code benefits from the regular check-elision optimizations performed
by the compiler. checkcast instructions are eliminated if the data-flow and type
analysis proves the respective reference to always be of the correct type – for example,
if it follows an instanceof case differentiation. In this case, the object-header check
preceding the checkcast is unnecessary as well. For array accesses, the following cases
have to be distinguished:

1. Both the index and the array size are constant (possibly due to constant
propagation) and the index is within bounds. Consequently, no bounds check is
required.

2. The array size is constant, but the index is variable. A simple bounds check is
sufficient since the size is not read from the array header.

3. The data-flow analysis proves that the access will always be within bounds,
but one of the two values is not constant. This can be the case when iterating
over an array in a canonical for-loop, for instance. In a scenario without fault-
detection/tolerance requirements, the bounds check could be elided. In the face
of transient faults, however, the access index may have been corrupted or the
array may have been created with a wrong, possibly too small size. Hence, an
extended array bounds check must be emitted.

4. None of the above conditions is met. An extended array bounds check has to
be inserted.

If it is sufficient to maintain spatial isolation, the restrictions can be somewhat
loosened: It can be argued that extended array bounds checking is not necessarily
required if reading from an array that contains primitive data. Reading a wrong value
would lead to wrong application data, but such data errors could be caught using
additional application-specific safety measures. Other protection domains would not
be affected. However, if the array contains object references, read access to it must
be protected with an extended bounds check, since reading from an invalid position
might return a reference pointing into the heap of another protection domain.

4.4.3 Incorporation of Hardware-Specific Properties
Tailoring the KESO runtime environment including its memory management to a
concrete application scenario also involves awareness of the underlying hardware
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platform. Thus, it is possible to adapt the runtime system to the conditions of the
target platform and to make use of specific hardware features where available thereby
reducing the costs imposed by measures against the effects of transient faults.

Alignment and Address Layout. For 1-bit error detection using parity information,
one additional bit is needed for every word that is to be protected. Since every object
on the heap is aligned at a minimum of four bytes, each valid pointer always has its
two least-significant bits set to zero. In KESO, if a garbage collector is present, it
reserves the lowest address bit for its purposes, leaving the second-lowest bit free for
storing the parity information. This allows parity-encoded references to be represented
as regular pointer variables that can be loaded and stored with a single memory
access.

Given certain platform characteristics, the implementation of other, more complex
fault-tolerance mechanisms such as ECC (which uses more than one redundancy bit)
would not necessarily require inflating the reference size either. For example, the
TriCore TC1796 platform has a 32-bit address space but only 1 MiB of physical RAM.
Depending on the concrete memory mapping, this would allow additional, unused
bits in each 32-bit pointer variable to be used by the runtime system.
For the headers of regular objects and of arrays, the parity information is stored

in unused bits of the header as depicted in Figure 4.4. Consequently, enabling
parity-based error detection in CMM does neither increase the application’s memory
footprint nor its attack surface.
On a 32-bit platform, the parity information for the class id and the array size is

stored in a bitfield called bitfld that is a separate part of the object header. The
bitfield does not contain any other information. It should be noted that additional
parity information could be stored in an object’s color byte that is used for the appli-
cation of Dijkstra’s tricolor scheme [54] during tracing garbage collection (described
back in Section 2.2.4.3). However, this will deteriorate the GC’s performance as the
coloring optimization used in IRR GC [167] and RT-LAGC cannot be applied: The
optimization saves the instruction needed to get the color bit from a byte for checking
an object’s color. In addition, the instructions required to set a bit in the color byte
can be omitted. Consequently, the comparison can be achieved through a direct
comparison of two byte values. Object coloring is realized by setting a value to the
object header, and this value is fix during a GC cycle. Hence, write barriers needed
for synchronization are executed significantly faster. Where to store extended parity
information, that is parity encodings that are required to detect and fix multiple
bit errors, has to be evaluated on per case base. For 1-bit error detection, using an
object’s bitfld preserves CMM’s efficiency goal.

Processor Instruction Set. Many processor architectures have special instructions
for efficiently computing the parity of a data word. If such instructions are available
on the target platform, CMM makes use of them by generating calls to the GCC
built-in function __builtin_parity(). For instance, on the TriCore platform the
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Figure 4.4: Encoding of parity information P(x) on a 32-bit platform

parity computation itself amounts to a mere four CPU instructions as can be seen in
Listing 4.2.

Memory-Protection Unit. If an MPU is available, KESO and the underlying AU-
TOSAR OS can be configured to use it as an additional safety net. If a severe error
were to cause the type system to become corrupted and memory safety could no longer
be guaranteed, the MPU could maintain the isolation of the protection domains. To
achieve this, KESO physically groups the memory portions belonging to a domain
(heap, stacks, etc.) in memory and provides the OS with the start and end addresses
of these regions. A detailed evaluation of memory protection mechanism can be found
in [168].

ROM Allocation. As described back in Section 4.3.6, deriving compile-time-constant
data and subsequently storing it in, for instance, flash memory enhances an applica-
tion’s robustness against transient faults:

1. The explicit initialization code (especially that for arrays) can be skipped and
does not inflate a program’s text segment anymore.

2. On small embedded devices, RAM is scarce. Placing constant data in the ROM
instead save precious memory and reduces a program’s attack surface.

3. According to my fault hypothesis (Section 3.2.1.3), integrity checks, that is,
object/array header checks, for ROM-allocated objects can be elided.

4. Replication measures for application data benefit from a shrunk replication set.
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keso_check_and_decode_reference:

mov.d %d4, %a4

mov.d %d15, %a4

parity %d2, %d4 ; Compute parity

bsplit %e2, %d2

bsplit %e2, %d2

parity %d2, %d2

jz %d2, .Lsuccess ; Catch parity error

nop

call keso_throw_error

.Lsuccess:

andn %d15, %d15, 2 ; Decode address

mov.a %a2, %d15 ; Return it

ret

Listing 4.2: Reference checking and decoding on the TriCore TC1796 MCU

5. Elision of null check contributes to attack surface reduction.

If read-only memory is available in soft-error-prone systems, I recommend to make
use of ROM allocation.

4.5 Runtime Heap Memory Management
Recall that automated storage control can be achieved through compiler-assisted
techniques and runtime support. By analyzing the type-safe code, allocation and
deallocation instructions for short-lived and region-local objects can be generated
by the compiler. For the dynamic handling of heap memory, I constructed two
management strategies that are suitable for the deployment in real-time systems. One
possible technique is thread-local heaps, which I described back in Section 4.3.4. The
second strategy is a fragmentation-tolerant heap strategy and I call it latency-aware
garbage collection for hard real-time systems (RT-LAGC). RT-LAGC is inspired by
Fiji VM’s Schism GC [132] and the IdleRoundRobin GC [167] available in KESO.
Thread-local heaps can complement RT-LAGC thereby reducing both the share
of object fragmentation and contributing to lock elision on thread-local, managed
objects. In the following, I briefly present the key elements of RT-LAGC. Details on
the implementation can be found in [165, 166, 132, 167, 170]

4.5.1 Predictable Garbage Collection with RT-LAGC
For all objects that are not managed by compiler-generated code, I provide a tracing
GC for managing them in a dedicated heap area. In particular, these are the thread-
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Figure 4.5: RT-LAGC’s fragmented and bidirectional object layout (FBOL)

escaping objects I described in Section 4.3.2. As for any of these four survivability
categories, the number of objects within these classes is computed by CMM’s sur-
vivability analysis. If thread-local heaps are not activated, the number of objects
belonging to the thread-local objects category have to be included in the GC’s space
and time bounds prediction. In the following, I describe RT-LAGC’s object layout,
latency-aware fragment memory and the management of array meta-data.

4.5.2 Object Layout
The object layout describes the arrangement of objects in memory, that is, the
position and sequence in which their instance fields are stored. Instance fields can be
subdivided into primitive-value fields and reference fields pointing to other objects.
Each object contains an object header that holds information such as the class ID
or a color bit used by the GC for marking objects. It also may contain parity
information to recognize transient hardware faults in references as I presented back in
Section 4.4.3. Arrays additionally hold information about their length and optional
parity information.

4.5.2.1 Fragmented Bidirectional Object Layout

The fragmented allocation of objects results in a redesign of KESO’s current object
layout and I call this new layout fragmented bidirectional object layout (FBOL). FBOL
is inspired by the non-fragmented bidirectional layout proposed by KESO [183] and
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Figure 4.6: An array and its sentinel

SableVM [67]. Figure 4.5 shows exemplary Java classes and the resulting fragmented
objects assuming a 16-byte fragment size on a 32-bit system.
The first example (Figure 4.5(a)) illustrates an object of class Aircraft with no

fragmentation since it fits entirely into a single fragment. All reference fields are
located above the object header, while primitive fields are put below. As class
Aircraft is marked final, no subclasses are possible. Due to the static system, the
final property of the class can also be determined by jino. In the second example
(Figure 4.5(b)), subclasses are derivable from class Aircraft, which necessitates
another fragment and a next pointer referring to it. It should be noted that next does
not point to the beginning of the fragment, but rather to the last reference field in
that fragment. This is the location of the object header in case of a non-fragmented
object. The last example (Figure 4.5(c)) shows a subclass F100, whose reference fields
are inserted into the fragment from above and the primitive ones from below, with
next pointing to the location behind the last reference. Since F100 has no further
subclasses, no third fragment is needed. The access to an instance field is of constant
complexity: The access to the Aircraft.velocity field resembles the non-fragmented
bidirectional layout, while field F100.d is located in the second fragment. To retrieve
F100.d, one indirection through the next pointer has to be taken and afterwards two
address slots have to be subtracted.

Since regular Java objects usually have a small size, they do not occupy more than
a couple of fragments, so the overhead imposed by indirections is acceptable. By
means of compile-time heuristics or runtime profiling, hot fields can be placed into
fast front fragments for longer chains to optimize the throughput.

4.5.2.2 Array Layout

The array layout uses spines to manage arrays as proposed by the Schism GC. To
avoid updating all references referring to a spine in case of moving a spine, an
unmovable sentinel element, which points to the spine is allocated in the fragment
memory. Moving a spine entails an update to the sentinel fragment only. Figure 4.6
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shows a fragmented array. Both the sentinel fragment and the spine contain a length
attribute as it is still possible to allocate contiguous arrays. A zero-length attribute
in the sentinel indicates a fragmented array and a non-zero value a contiguous array,
respectively.
Statically allocated fixed-size arrays can be stored contiguously and the spine can

be omitted. This procedure saves spine space and speeds up array accesses. The
average execution time and the saved space degrade with an increasing number of
fragmented arrays. The worst-case execution time is not affected by that.
In addition, it should be noted that fragmented arrays may have unfortunate

locality attributes hence, array accesses may not benefit from cache memories. This
has to be respected during machine-dependent time analysis.

4.5.3 Latency-Aware Fragment Memory

Fragments are handled by latency-aware garbage collection (LAGC) inspired by
KESO’s IRR GC that is a precise, non-moving mark-and-sweep collector. LAGC
proceeds incrementally so that it can be interrupted at any time except for short, pre-
dictable critical sections and stack scanning, which facilitates to keep the worst-case re-
action time to external events low. To ensure the consistency of memory-management
data structures, critical sections are protected by write barriers. Garbage collection
is slack-based, that is the system’s other threads are inactive or blocked which keeps
the overhead for stack scanning low as only the blocked threads’ stacks need to be
searched for references. The handling of fragment memory is performed in the two
traditional phases of mark-and-sweep GCs as I described back in Section 2.2.4.3.

Reference Scanning and Fragment Size. LAGC is able to easily discover references:
The root set is defined by static reference fields and local references on the stacks of
blocked threads. Static reference fields of a protection domain are managed by an
array and local references in stack frames are handled by linked stack frames (see
Section 3.3.6). FBOL is used to physically group references of fragmented objects.
To compute the beginning of the object from a reference pointing to that object, the
number of fragments and references has to be known. The fragment count is stored
in the runtime type information table. To save memory, each fragment’s reference
count is not stored in that table. Instead, the start address of fragment memory is
aligned to the fragment size to be divisible by the fragment size. Provided that the
fragment size is a power of two, the start address of a fragment referred to by the
next pointer can be easily computed: The least-significant bits of the pointer are
zeroed with respect to the fragment size.
The fragment size has to be chosen carefully: Oversized fragments will result in

large internal cutoffs, whereas too small fragments will inflate external fragmentation
and cause increased overhead for accesses. Thus, the average object size for the
individual real-time application has be determined by static analysis or runtime
profiling.
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Write Barriers and Atomic Scanning of Thread Stacks. LAGC’s proceeding to
keep the object graph consistent in face of intermittent executions is analogical to
IRR’s technique [167]: The LAGC uses write barriers [187], which cause an object
reference to be pushed onto the working stack, that is, the object is colored gray,
whenever a reference to it is overwritten. This approach keeps up the last discoverable
path to a living, white object. Write barriers are generated by the KESO compiler
solely for static references and reference fields in objects as they impose overhead to
write operations. Hence, write barriers are not active on local variables. Consequently,
the thread stacks have to be scanned atomically. Scanning the stack of a thread has a
complexity linear in its stack size. The stack size is predictable at the time the stack
is scanned by the GC, that is, the thread is in the waiting state, which is only the
case where AUTOSAR OS’s WaitEvent() function of the operation system is invoked.
Recursive calls complicate the prediction of the stack size. Hence, I extended jino
to identify them by using Tarjan’s algorithm [173] on the application’s call graph to
identify strongly connected components.
To keep the latency low, only the thread whose stack references are currently

scanned is postponed by interrupt disabling and discovered objects are merely pushed
onto a separated working stack. These gray objects are searched for references after
stack scanning. For synchronization, AUTOSAR OS resources are used. Instead of
disabling the scheduling similar to the non-preemptive critical section protocol [119]
— which may cause a high-priority thread to be delayed by garbage collection, even
though its stack is currently not being scanned — AUTOSAR OS resources are
employed in a fine-grained manner: The KESO compiler assigns a garbage collector
resource (GCR) to each blocking thread. The GCR is occupied during stack scanning
of such a thread and AUTOSAR OS’s priority ceiling protocol raises the priority of
the thread to which the GC is mapped to the ceiling priority of the GCR, which is the
priority of the blocked thread. Higher-priority threads and ISRs can still interrupt
the garbage collector at the time stack scanning is performed. Threads featuring
a lower priority than the GCR’s ceiling priority are delayed to prevent unbounded
priority inversion.

4.5.4 Management of Spines

Spines can be managed by replicating memory as proposed by Schism. In addition to
that, RT-LAGC offers a new variation I term generational spine memory: A huge
share of the GC effort is caused by long-living objects as they have to be marked and
searched for references. Programs that confirm the weak generational hypothesis [96]
can benefit from generational spine memory. In such programs, a considerable share
of objects exists for a short period of time only. Generational collectors address this
observation by reducing the work on long-living objects and focusing on young ones.
The heap is divided into multiple generations and these generations can be managed by
several memory strategies such as a replicating technique. The collection phase for the
young generation is triggered more often than that for the older generation. An object
surviving a determined number of GC runs is moved to the old generation. Allocation
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Figure 4.7: Replicating spine memory

and collection of the replicating and generational spine memory are described in the
following.

4.5.4.1 Allocation

Spines are placed contiguously by bump pointer allocation, which is guarded by a
lock, that is, disabling interrupts for uni-processors in my current implementation,
due to the possibility of overlapping allocations. Bump pointer allocation has a
constant, short and predictable allocation time and reaction time to external events.
Furthermore, fragmentation is not an issue. Depending on whether replicating
or generational spine memory is selected by the developer, spine allocation works
differently.

Replicating Spine Memory. Replicating collectors divide the heap into an active
and an inactive semi-space as depicted in Figure 4.7. Allocations are handled by the
active semi-space. A single index is shared between the semi-spaces, but it is only
accessed by the currently active area. The request for the currently active semi-space
does not face concurrency issues, as the lowest-priority GCTask will never interrupt an
allocation. All reachable (black) objects in Figure 4.7 are copied to the inactive area
and the semi-spaces change parts. As both semi-spaces cannot be used at the same
time, the mandatory heap space is doubled.

Generational Spine Memory. The RT-LAGC spine memory is divided into three
areas — young generation, active and inactive old generation as depicted in Figure 4.8
— which correspond to three managing indices. If the allocation does not interrupt the
GC run, the spines are placed in the young generation, which is similar to replicating
memory. In case the GC’s marking phase is interrupted, spines are allocated in
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Figure 4.8: Generational spine memory
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the inactive old generation and are moved to the young generation at time of the
completion of the GC run.

4.5.4.2 Collection

Spine memory is cleaned up by copying reachable spines from the sweep area to
the escape area, while unreachable ones are left behind. The pointers stored in the
spine remain constant after initialization, since the referenced fragments do not move.
Thus, the consistency of spines is automatically ensured during the copy process.
Allocations of higher-priority threads interrupting the GC execution are performed
in the allocation area. The location of the respective areas is dependent on the
implementation of the spine memory.
If an array is marked reachable, the GCTask allocates a new spine in the escape

area, in case the reachable array was located in the sweep area. The contents of the
old spine are copied to the new one and the spine pointer is redirected to the new
spine. Again, replicating and generational spine memory proceed differently.

Replicating Collection of Spines. To prepare the mark phase, the active semi-space
becomes the inactive semi-space and vice versa. The inactive area is the sweep
area and the currently active area is both escape and allocation area. Regardless of
whether the marking phase is currently in progress or not, spines are allocated in the
active semi-space, which is also true for the spines being copied from the sweep to
the escape space.

Generational Collection of Spines. Figure 4.8 illustrates the generational collection
of spine memory: During the collection of generational spine memory, surviving objects
from the young generation are moved to the old one, which turns the young generation
into the sweep area, while the escape area resides in the active old generation semi-
space. In contrast to the replicating collector, the generational GC has to treat spines
distinctly in the mark phase: The allocation in the young generation may lead to

• Lost spines as references may escape marking

• Instant spine aging, which can in turn result in a premature exhaustion of old
generation memory.

Thus, instead of allocating spines in the young generation, they are put into the
inactive semi-space of the old generation, which becomes the allocation area as can be
seen in Step 2 in Figure 4.8. Since the inactive old generation is used for allocation,
all spines allocated during the mark phase have to fit into this area. Therefore, the
slack time available must be chosen according to the allocation rate13 to complete the
mark phase. Otherwise, the space for the old generation has to be increased. This
13The allocation rate is composed of the minimum inter-arrival time of events and the size and

number of objects allocated in the wake of this event. The execution of a periodic task can also
be seen as an event.
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approach is compliant to my cooperative memory management approach, in which
storage control is assisted by the developer and vice versa. For the preparation of the
mark phase, the number of sweep phases is recorded. According to a configurable
number of sweep phases, the collection of the old generation is triggered: the meaning
of the color bit of the old generation is inverted and a reachable spine in the old
generation is colored, accordingly.
After the marking phase, the allocation area is assigned to the young generation

again. Spines allocated in the old inactive generation during the mark phase are
moved to the young semi-space and the spine reference of the respective arrays is
adjusted (Figure 4.8, Step 3). If necessary, the old generation is collected by traversing
spines of the old active generation. A reachable spine is moved to the other semi-space
(illustrated in Step 4), the spine reference is adjusted and the semi-spaces of the old
generation change parts (Steps 5 and 6).

4.6 Garbage Collection in the Face of Soft Errors

Soft errors occuring during GC execution can have a devastating effect on the integrity
of the runtime system. On the one hand, there are the application references, which
are accessed during the GC run and on the other hand, there are internal memory-
management structures used for book-keeping purposes. Corruptions in these spots
can forge wild references and thus violate the type-safety property of the programming
language and the assumptions made during the compilation process. Hence, I
performed several case studies to identify soft-error-resilient heap implementation
strategies for CMM:

No use of Garbage Collection: Lots of embedded applications do not require garbage
collection. Instead, regional memory [80] or bump pointer heap manage-
ment [169] can be employed as discussed in Section 2.2.4.2. The region/bump
pointer access has to be protected as otherwise type system information in the
objects located on the heap or elsewhere could be corrupted by a soft error. It
has to be combined with runtime checks in the application (see Section 4.4.1)
to ensure the isolation properties of the type-safe programming language.

Sparse Allocation and Head-only checks: To reduce the overhead of integrity checks,
application objects could be stored at specific addresses only. In this way, header-
only checks — which do not require address checks at all — would have to be
applied. To reduce the number of false positives, the object addresses must
have certain properties such as a particular Hamming distance, since a bit flip
in a reference must never cause this reference to point to another valid object
to prevent memory-safety errors. Sparse allocation can be combined with both
regional memory and garbage collection.

Implement GC in Type-Safe Language: The GC can be implemented in a type-
safe language and be treated like a KESO application. Reference checking will
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protect references. In addition, the integrity of the GC’s data structures used for
book-keeping purposes has to be validated. For this, the compiler and runtime
system has to be extended to be able to advise the compiler of critical system
data and to allow the GC application the modification of memory-management
data structures and application references. Due to Java’s strong type system,
an ordinary application cannot perform such actions.

Implement GC in Weakly Typed Language: The GC is part of the trusted code
base (TCB), that is, it is trusted not to compromise the type system, if soft
errors do not occur. When accounting for transient hardware faults, the
application’s references accessed during its execution, the GC’s pointers and
data structures have to be protected.

All proposed solutions can be complemented by thread-local heaps that are com-
puted by my escape analysis (see Section 4.3.4). In the following, I explain the reasons
for abstaining from sparse allocation and the implementation of RT-LAGC in Java.

4.6.1 Excursion: Sparse Allocation and Header-Only Checking

Sparse allocation combined with object header checking intends to distribute objects
in the memory space in a way so that wild references can implicitly be detected
without the need to check the reference itself. Unusable space between objects can
be filled with zeros and the trapping mechanism of an existing MPU, that is, trap
padding, can be combined with a check that verifies the integrity of the object header.
An additional value check for a certain bit pattern in the object header (termed
MAGIC in my implementation) aids to reduce false negatives when a bit flip causes an
address to point directly into the data payload of an object. This approach is faster
than reference checking, but unfortunately, it causes a major increase in memory
consumption as naturally, the space between objects cannot be used in any other
way: I implemented a prototype for sparse allocation using a Hamming distance of
2 for references which is sufficient to detect 1-bit errors. The algorithm to compute
the suitable addresses is similar to the Sieve of Eratosthenes and is of quadratic
complexity. Assuming a heap size of 500kB and a 4-byte alignment of objects14, 62500
addresses actually satisfy the precondition that a bit flip in a reference will not cause
the reference to point to a valid object header. As the computation is complex, the
address offsets are not computed on-the-fly at runtime but ahead of time. All address
offsets are stored in a large data structure that can be placed in robust read-only
memory. I performed an evaluation in the context of the CDj benchmark to determine
the costs imposed by this approach. All objects were allocated in the heap using
KESO’s RestrictedDomainScope heap, that is, pseudo-static allocation. The execution
time overhead of header checking is only 3% and additionally applying the MAGIC check
results in a 6% time overhead only. However, the heap usage is increased up to 50%
14Due to the alignment of the object header, the minimum size of an object in KESO is currently 4

bytes on architectures with an address capacity of at least 16 bits.
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due to unusable addresses. Another major drawback is that stack- and region-local
objects cannot be used without further runtime-system support. These objects would
have to apply sparse allocation as well or alternatively apply reference checking
instead: Sparse allocation for heap objects already increases the heap usage massively
and combining that approach with short-lived objects will further deteriorate the
worst-case stack usage. Using HOC combined with a MAGIC check for heap objects
and reference checking, that is, full LRC/DRC, for short-lived objects allows use of
the escape analysis for stack allocation which improves the runtime up to 19.5% as
evaluated in Chapter 6. Yet, the downside is the still high heap usage. Therefore, I
skip this approach in CMM.

4.6.2 Excursion: Implementation of a Garbage Collector in Java

As a part of this thesis, I investigated implications imposed by using Java to implement
runtime-system services such as garbage collection. Consequently, system services
written in a type-safe language could benefit from the advantages of a managed
language and CMM’s integrity checking mechanism to achieve protection for GCs
in the face of transient hardware faults: As a type-safe language, Java provides
comprehensive means for extensive program analyses techniques which I already
presented in this thesis. Precise region inference or automated stack allocation
are just a few examples for the use of these analyses results. In addition to the
knowledge acquired by a compiler, a managed runtime system has to offer additional
trusted15 system services that do not violate the type system’s integrity. An inherent
characteristic of many runtime-system services is the extensive use of operations that
manipulate pointers and system-relevant data structures: As an example, tracing
garbage collectors have to make use of unsafe operations to modify memory meta-data
and pointers. But managed languages restrict the extent to which sensitive data (such
as addresses and type information) can be modified by an application as they have
the potential to break the soundness of the type system. Hence, additional compiler-
and runtime-system support is required to allow type-safe runtime-system services
the safe modification of vital system information. Several research projects engaged
with the task of implementing services for a managed runtime system in the same
language that is employed for the application construction. In the context of Java
and C#, I scrutinized common issues found in JikesRVM [7], Squawk VM [159] and
Singularity OS [160, 5]. In particular, problems are imposed by low-level access to
memory, a restriction of object allocation and language discrepancies between C, C#
and Java.
After having identified these issues, KESO’s CoffeeBreak GC was implemented in

Java to find out if the approach can beneficially be combined with CMM’s integrity
15By trusted services, I refer to the ones that are implemented in a weakly typed language. They

are trusted to be memory safe. Additional means such as informal reviews or formal verification
are necessary to confirm this property. To keep the overhead of these means low, the trusted
code base should be restricted. Proving the correctness of the CMM framework is not part of this
thesis. Informal reviews and a representative set of test cases reflect CMM’s feasibility.
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runtime checks and if this approach was suitable for RT-LAGC’s realization. Recall
that a Java implementation of a GC needs to modify memory and runtime system
data structures and KESO offers low-level access through weavelets provided by the
KESO native interface (KNI) [175, 169]. The KNI can further be used to access the
AUTOSAR OS services, shared memory or peripheral devices and hence, the Java
CoffeeBreak GC makes use of the KNI’s services.
The KNI adopts concepts from aspect-oriented programming [100] (AOP). AOP

allows transforming a code base by applying advice at certain joinpoints in the control
flow. These joinpoints are most commonly sites of method calls or the bodies of
methods. Joinpoints are specified by pointcut expressions, which in simple terms
are wildcard patterns that match on the function signatures of the methods to be
advised. The advice code can then add or replace the original code at the joinpoint.
This code transformation can be performed statically or at runtime by a tool that is
referred to as a weaver. In the static case, the weaver performs a source-to-source
transformation in the original programming language. The compound of pointcut
expressions and advice code to give at the resulting joinpoints is called aspect.
The KNI does not use an external weaver tool and its functionality is limited

compared to real aspect weavers. Aspects are plugged into the compiler. The KNI
provides functionality for affecting method calls and the generated code for method
bodies as well as slicing classes, that is, adding fields to Java classes. For method
invocation joinpoints, the advice code is provided with the context of the call, for
example, it can directly access immediate values passed to the method at the specific
call. Weavelets can be compared to magic methods as used, for instance, in JikesRVM.
Advice given via the KNI can directly affect the emitted C code for the joinpoint.
Additionally, since the aspects are directly plugged into the compiler, the advice code
is exposed the full internal API and state of the compiler, which makes the KNI a
very powerful mechanism.

An initial implementation of the Java CoffeeBreak GC uses KNI weavelets to access
system information and to store the GC’s data structures. The advantage of this
procedure is that the constructed weavelets can be reused to implement recurring
operations on runtime-system structures. The downside of this solution is that the
code is not analyzed by jino and the KNI has to be used with care as it also weakens
the protection concept. Code provided by the KNI must be considered part of the
trusted code base. Thus, a KNI invocation complies with switching to privileged
mode due to a system call in an operating system kernel with hardware-based memory
protection. In this mode, memory protection is deactivated and so only few code
fragments should be implemented in the native section of the GC. Unfortunately,
large parts of the Java GC had to be composed via weavelets and this solution does
not pose a real alternative to a native GC directly written in C/C++. Therefore, I
developed an alternative approach.
A second implementation of the Java CoffeeBreak GC makes only very limited

use of weavelets for accessing the system interface but not for the modification of
GC data structures. Instead, the data structures are allocated from a special heap
region belonging to a Java DomainZero, that is a Java domain for the trusted code
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base and can co-exist with native C domains. To establish the Java DomainZero,
I extended KESO’s DomainZero16 by introducing a Java domain for trusted code.
The Java domain’s heap is managed via bump-pointer allocation and bump-pointer
reset. Instances of the GC can be created on this heap along with its temporary and
permanent objects. The KESO compiler’s reachability analysis on GC tasks has to
be disabled since the GC domain runs outside regular domains.
The evaluation of the two techniques in the context of the CDj benchmark using

the system setup described in Section 6.1.1 revealed that the weavelet-based GC
exalts the application’s execution time by 36% and the Java-domain-based GC by
11%, respectively, in contrast to the existing native CoffeeBreak GC. Details on the
approaches can be found in a case study [89].

Conclusion. The idea of choosing Java as an implementation language for runtime
system services is tempting since all protection mechanisms integrated into the
compiler could be applied to the entire code base without the need for additional
means. Technically, I have shown that it is possible to use Java for the implementation
of garbage collection. However, the weavelet-based technique is cumbersome, needs
additional adjustments for reference checks and deteriorates the system’s performance
significantly. Moreover, due to the extensive but required use of weavelets, the
implementation does not meet CMM’s design goals. Compared to a GC implemented
in a weakly typed language, its benefit is that the weavelets are constructed in a
reusable way and that these aspects can be employed to implement other runtime-
system services.
The Java-domain-based GC is safer, more convenient to use, faster than the fully

weavelet-based implementation and reference checks can automatically be applied by
jino. Additional work is necessary to amend its performance.

For CMM, I decided against a Java implementation of RT-LAGC. As the runtime
system’s trusted computing base is rather small compared to an application that runs
on top of it, I opt for the application of protection mechanisms for garbage collection
on the C/C++ language level. Besides protection for KESO’s existing heap strategies,
which I will not describe in this thesis, I developed measures to protect RT-LAGC
that is implemented in C/C++.

4.6.3 Runtime Check Insertion for Heap Strategies

Heap strategies in KESO that are not implemented in a type-safe language cannot
be protected by CMM’s compiler-based approach. While regional memory such as
thread-local heaps provided by my escape analysis is safeguarded the same way as any
other KESO application, KESO’s alternative, C-based techniques to handle dynamic
heap memory have to be analyzed and protected individually. I inserted means to
protect the existing RestrictedDomainScope bump-pointer allocator, the CoffeeBreak
GC and the IdleRoundRobinGC prior to my implementation of RT-LAGC to explore
16KESO adopts JX OS’s [76] DomainZero concept.
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the feasibility to deploy heap management strategies in general in soft-error-prone
systems. I will not describe those implementations in detail, but I applied the gained
experience to develop means to create a safe variant of RT-LAGC that can be employed
in the face of transient faults. The details can be found in Section 4.6.4. Naturally,
the efforts to mitigate soft errors at runtime rises with the heap strategy’s complexity.
Therefore, a system designer has to deliberate about which non-functional properties
have to be respected: Operations on regional memory can be protected at low cost,
however, possibly elevated memory consumption increases a program’s attack surface,
so that additional means are necessary to protect the data managed by regional
memory. Safeguarding a garbage collector and its complex data structures can be
expensive during the execution of the GC but may shift efforts from application
protection to the GC run which often occupies considerably smaller time budgets in
contrast to the application. Fault injection experiments on the entire code containing
the application and the system code are necessary to determine a proper configuration
for a given fault hypothesis. I discuss the overall evaluation of such a system in the
future work section of my thesis.

4.6.4 Protecting RT-LAGC Against Transient Faults

To keep the overhead of safe garbage collection reasonably low, I distinguish between
faults that cause instantaneous error spreading and the ones whose influence is
deferred. Spots in the first fault category have to checked as soon as they are accessed
through instant checks, that is, by means of DRC, while spots in the second category
can be verified through deferred checks when an error in that location could have
consequences on the system’s runtime integrity.
Recall that I applied DRC to the type-safe application and object references by a

compiler-based approach as presented in Section 4.4. To transfer the DRC concept
to the C/C++ language level and to memory-management elements (which can be
pointers or data items), the technical implementation of checking mechanism depends
on the intended use:

1. To protect object references of the application during the GC cycle, the
object pointer representing a Java reference has been instrumented, so that it is
automatically checked (address plus object header check) on every dereference
operation (e.g., when an object is scanned).

2. To protect pointers of the garbage collector, their type is instrumented to
perform an address check only on dereference operations.

3. To protect data of the garbage collector, its integrity is checked as soon as
its information is propagated to the application, that is, via deferred checks.

In the following, I briefly highlight essential RT-LAGC’s memory-management
elements used by fragment and spine memory and describe how bit flips can make the
type system unsound. Furthermore, I explain how these elements are protected against
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transient faults. I presented details on RT-LAGC’s algorithm back in Section 4.5.1. I
inserted integrity checks carefully in neuralgic code spots of the GC only to keep the
overhead and the increase of the attack surface of the program reasonably low. The
GC’s neuralgic spots are tagged. Memory-management elements that require instant
checks are protected via DRC’s overlay mechanism that I described in Section 4.4.
All other spots are validated via deferred checks, that is an additional check that is
inserted at appropriate code locations.

Managed Domains. The managed domains array has all information of the domain
identifiers of the domains managed by RT-LAGC. It is used to select a certain domain
for garbage collection by means of specific criteria, such as the filling state of the heap.
Having configured more than one domain, a soft error in the domain selection phase
may cause the wrong domain being collected. This error does not lead to corruptions
of the type system, but may result in a out-of-memory situation that is signaled as
exception and can be handled by KESO. Integrity checks are not required to achieve
fail-stop behavior (see Section 3.2.1.2).

GC Domain. Since RT-LAGC can be interrupted during a garbage collection cycle,
the mutator has to know, if the GC thread currently runs in this domain. Transient
faults in this identifier can lead to synchronization issues when using the RT-LAGC
or to slow down program execution as unnecessary synchronization code may be
processed. The access to the GC Domain is an immediate access and thus does not
need to be protected according to the fault hypothesis stated in Section 3.2.1.3.

Domain Descriptor. The domain descriptor contains the important information
such as the currently active semi-space or the spine memory’s start and end address.
It should be noted that the domain descriptor’s contents is depended on the system
configuration as it only maintains information that is explicitly required. Statically
known information is accessed via immediate accesses and does not need to be
protected. For all other data that is part of the domain descriptor, its parity is
computed and checked upon access.

Fragment Connections. RT-LAGC uses the fragmented and bidirectional object
layout. Naturally, the pointers linking the fragments of an object, that is, the next

pointers depicted in Figure 4.5 could be affected by transient hardware faults and
this case is handled via DRC.

Array Spines. Spines maintaining array meta data belong to the sensitive system
information. The pointers stored in the spine remain constant after initialization,
since the referenced fragments do not move. Also, the information in the sentinel
is not changed. Therefore, a parity over the entire data structure is computed and
stored during the initialization procedure when the spine is put into the allocation
area. Allocation of spines is performed by bump-pointer allocation and hence, the
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bump-pointer is checked upon access. During the collection of spines, the spine
integrity has to be verified before the associated memory is reclaimed.

Linked Stack Frames. To allow the garbage collector to scan the references on the
threads’ runtime stacks, RT-LAGC employs linked stack frames, which I presented
earlier in Section 3.3.6. The entry to the linked stack frames list as the object
references contained in it may be corrupted due to a bit flip. In addition, frame link
pointers may be affected. Instant checking through DRC is performed.

Free Memory List. The GC uses a linked list to keep track of the free memory of
a managed domain’s heap. This list is referred to the free memory list (FML). Its
elements contain book-keeping information on a block of continuous free memory
such as the 8-bit colorbit (for the tricolor scheme) and the 8-bit locking mode (for
synchronization purposes). Soft errors in the free-memory list may cause addressing
errors and I handle them by means of DRC.

Working Stack. The working stack is an array of references and is used by the
RT-LAGC during the scanning phase to keep track of references to objects that still
have to be scanned. The stack pointer is an index into this stack and contains the
index of the next unused array element. This immediate access is also regarded as
soft-error-safe according to the fault hypothesis (Section 3.2.1.3). The stack is empty
when the stack pointer is 0. During scanning, object references can potentially be
corrupted and DRC is employed.

Bitmap. RT-LAGC employs a bitmap to mark occupied memory by setting respec-
tive bits in the bitmap. An object has a minimum size due to the object header,
which is currently four bytes. The heap is divided in fragments of a fixed, statically
configured length. Object may use one or more fragments on the heap. One bit in
the bitmap is related to a heap fragment. Fragments are not shared between objects.
The use of statically known fragment size information is an immediate access and
does not need to be protected against soft errors under the fault hypothesis stated in
Section 3.2.1.3. However, the bitmap’s integrity can be compromised:

• An error in a bit representing a marked fragment, may cause the GC to falsely
reclaim used memory, which may cause the application code to overwrite type
information and make the type system unsound.

• Flipping the bit information representing an unmarked fragment may cause the
application to run out of memory, as the memory chunk cannot be reclaimed.
The occurrence of this error still preserves the integrity of the type system.

Transient faults in the bitmap do not have immediate effects on the system’s
isolation property. Hence, the application of deferred checks is sufficient: To check
the integrity of the bitmap on every read and write access is extremely expensive due
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to its size. As an example, assume a heap size of 768kB and fragment size of 16. This
setup results in 49152 slots and a bitmap size of 6144 bytes. In contrast, an integrity
check verifies 32-bit data (4 byte). Verifying the bitmap’s parity upon every access
induces overheads of several hundred percent in during a single GC cycle.
However, the propagation of erratic information maintained in the bitmap is

only critical, if it causes the propagation of wild references, that is, falsely reclaimed
memory of reachable fragments. Therefore, a deferred check prior to inserting memory
of unreachable fragments is required to avoid the invalid use of occupied memory.
This approach delays the detection of the transient fault, but makes the checking
mechanism more efficient and reduces the GC’s attack surface, accordingly. To realize
the deferred checking mechanism, a mark counter keeps track of the number of
unreachable objects and the GC marks reachable fragments in the bitmap during the
mark phase.

In the beginning of the sweep phase, the parity of bitmap part that belongs to the
heap being collected is computed and compared against the mark counter which is
either an odd or an even number. Hence, a 1-bit error occurred during marking in
either the counter or the bitmap can be detected through this plausibility check. In
the sweep phase, unreachable, that is, unmarked, fragments are linked to construct a
partial list of memory chunks reclaimed during the GC execution. A second sweep
counter keeps track of the number of elements in the partial list. The mark and the
sweep counter are checked for plausibility and the elements of the partial list are
zeroed17 prior to their insertion into the free-memory list. If the plausibility checks
fails, the system signals the error.

As the partial list is inserted in the end of a GC cycle, the GCTask’s interruptibility
by higher-priority threads and the deferred integrity check of the bitmap do not affect
isolation properties.

Whenever the allocator or the garbage collector access one of the above mentioned
memory-management elements, the respective checks are executed in the described
manner. In this way, a fair share of bit flips can be detected during heap management.
It should be noted that the application uses LRC or/and DRC (see Section 4.4)
to protect references of both regular, possibly fragmented objects and arrays. In
addition, DRC is employed to check if the correct fragment is used. Consequently,
fragment connections and spine integrity are validated. This is not explicitly stated
for the respective elements listed in this section, but is always implied.

4.7 Chapter Summary
I presented the implementation of my cooperative memory management in this chapter.
CMM is a compound of static analyses on type-safe applications and runtime support.
First of all, I outlined the escape analysis of Choi et al., which is the base for my
own algorithm and I described the modifications of the interprocedural part. Besides
established applications of escape analysis, that is, stack allocation and lock elision, I
17Java objects are expected to be initialized with 0 or null.
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presented the new backend implementations that fit well into CMM’s design goals
efficiency, predictability and reliability: The fast RPC support may reduce runtime
efforts and automated object categorization and survivability ameliorates a system’s
analyzability. Compiler-assisted regional memory exemplarily realized through stack
scope extension and thread-local heaps pose sensible alternatives and complements to
runtime garbage collection. Automated inference of immutable data saves valuable
RAM resources, makes use of robust read-only memory and significantly improves
runtime behavior. Escape-analysis-based region inference poses an automated solution
to RTSJ’s regional memory, that is, ScopedMemory and ImmortalMemory. All these
compiler-guided techniques and, in particular, a combination of these techniques have
the potential to reduce a program’s attack surface and enhance its robustness against
transient faults. Besides efficiency and predictability of memory management, these
measures contribute to fault avoidance presented back in Section 3.2.1.1.

To address the mitigation of transient faults’ effects introduced in Section 3.2.1.2, I
presented the reference checking mechanism and discussed both pros and cons of the
implemented variants. I also explained the reason why jino’s array bounds checks
elimination is problematic in the face of soft errors and I proposed the extended array
bounds check to solve this issue. My implementation of reference checks makes use
of hardware-specific peculiarities to keep the overhead imposed by the verification
technique reasonably low.

Besides the aforementioned compiler support, I presented RT-LAGC, a fragmenta-
tion-tolerant garbage collector to maintain heap objects that should not be managed
by regional memory to avoid region explosion. RT-LAGC is a time- and slack-based
GC executed by a dedicated control flow and is therefore suitable for the deployment
in event-triggered real-time systems. The necessity to make use of RT-LAGC has
to be determined by static and dynamic analyses. RT-LAGC is suitable to be used
in the context of RTSJ’s HeapMemory, is optimized through the compilation process
and tailored to the application whose heap memory is managed by it. Therefore,
fragmentation-tolerant garbage collection by RT-LAGC can be performed more
efficiently than the Schism GC implementation provided by Pizlo et al. [132] as I
show in my evaluation in Section 6.3.2. The decision to implement RT-LAGC in
a weakly typed language was scrutinized and I discussed latency-aware fragment
memory inspired by KESO’s IRR GC and spine management proposed by the Schism
GC. The new fragmented bidirectional object layout contributes to the GC’s efficiency.
To complete my memory management framework, I implemented protection means
to mitigate soft errors during GC execution.

To sum up, addressing multiple quality attributes for memory management at the
same time is not trivial. While some of the approaches complement each other, some
exist that have a negative influence onto each other. A general recommendation for
a particular technique cannot always be given but memory management has to be
evaluated in combination with the application that makes use of it. Therefore, I
designed CMM’s storage control techniques to be easily exchangeable and extensible
so that the developer can find out by means of static and dynamic analyses which
combination of techniques works reasonably well to achieve an application’s desired
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non-functional properties.
For safety-critical, hard real-time systems, a JVM’s task is to provide type-safe

memory services rather than to take the responsibility to implement proper memory
management off the developer. Hence, my memory services are different from the
ones provided by other JVMs employed in commodity systems. In contrast, CMM
equips a developer with type-safe system services, code analysis techniques, runtime
support and the possibility to influence storage control in a memory-safe way to
provide a solution that is specifically tailored to an application and the used device.
Furthermore, system engineers have to respect time and space bounds for compiler-
assisted memory management in the schedule and determine a valid scheduling for
both the application and an optionally employed GC.
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5
A Replication Service for a
Component-Based System

So far, I described how CMM provides memory safety in the face of transient faults
and how its storage control services proceed under such conditions. In this chapter, I
present how an application that is built on top of my framework benefits from the
gained isolation properties. Exemplified, to protect application data, that is, the
elements that are not safeguarded by CMM up to this point, I propose software-based
homogeneous replication of application data. KESO’s component-based approach
procured by its multi-JVM architecture and both its and CMM’s implemented
infrastructure services promote the automated employment of reliability services for
an application.

Software-based homogeneous replication is one possible technique to deal with the
soft errors’ effects on application data. This redundancy approach has already been
employed in a wide range of safety-critical embedded systems, in which the dominating
programming language is C or Assembler. Due to the lack of particular language
properties, application software has to be especially prepared for the use of application-
specific reliability measures, such as control-flow monitoring or replicated execution.
Exemplified for replication, data distribution, voting and recovery mechanisms have
to be manually created and inserted into the code base, since the identification of the
data to be compared as well as the state of a replicated component is not possible in
weakly types languages without additional support. CMM and KESO can address
this problem by means of more accurate static analysis and runtime-system support.
In addition, runtime structural information provided by the type-safe application and
the support for software component isolation through KESO support the automated
application of replication as demanded by the safety description without the need to
change the application.
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This automated approach is particularly useful, since reliability is a non-functional
property that affects the entire software system and it is still an open question, which
fault tolerance mechanisms or which combination of those are most suitable to mask
certain hardware failures. Therefore, it is beneficial, that the shape of fault tolerance
technique and the location at which is applied, is a matter of configuration that
is based on the system’s requirements on how many faults have to be respected
to achieve the overall safety goals. These requirements are usually derived from
test executions during which, hardware faults are simulated to inspect their effects.
Also, the fault tolerance mechanisms themselves have to be tailored to the actual
hardware platform and the application to be deployed by static code analysis to
balance protection and costs.
To address these topics and to evaluate my soft-error-hardened CMM framework

and consequently, enhanced software-based memory protection, I extended KESO
to provide a replication service by extending jino to weave fault tolerance measures,
as demanded by the system configuration, into the code. This replication service
supports transparent N-redundant execution of application modules. The approach of
providing redundant execution by my replication service gains several benefits over a
manual implementation of safety-critical control software in weakly typed languages:

Software-based Spatial Isolation achieved through KESO and CMM, optionally
complemented by hardware-based memory protection of replicas, inhibits tran-
sient faults to affect areas outside the replicated component.

Fault Tolerance at Option: Configurable number of replicas, since this depends on
the number of transient faults that need to be tolerated, which is in turn
related to the safety requirements of the application. Generally, the choice for a
particular fault tolerance technique and the location at which this technique
is applied should be a configurable property. Initialization, activation (i.e.,
including data replication) and synchronization of replicas are performed by my
replication service.

Automated Replication and Voting: Generation and invocation of application-specific,
optionally encoded voting functions and state recovery of replicas in case a
transient fault is detected. Due to Java’s type-safety and ahead-of-time analysis
of application data, this can be achieved in a fully automated way.

Enforcement of Replica Determinism: Thanks to KESO’s well-defined interfaces,
code analysis can be employed to determine if code to be replicated satisfies
certain criteria such as the use of deterministic functions.

In the following, I describe the system and application model of a safety-critical
control program that I protect by means of my replication service. Afterwards, I
present how I integrated the service into the KESO JVM.
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5.1 System Model

I use the fault hypothesis that I stated back in Section 3.2.1.3. Recall that the number
of faults to be successfully detected and handled per processing interval is dependent
on the respective reliability mechanisms. In case of software-based replication of
application data, triple-modular redundancy (TMR), for instance, can tolerate a
single affecting fault, that is, a 2n+1 replica system can tolerate n faults within the
application per processing interval. As single-bit flips account for over 90 percent
of the soft error rate [114, 115], I concentrate on the occurrence of this fault type,
though the extension to a multi-bit flip failure model is not restricted by my design.
To ensure a correct employment of the replication service, several preconditions on
the application and execution environment have to be satisfied. I present them in the
remainder of this section.

5.1.1 Spatial and Temporal Isolation

Spatial and temporal isolation constitute the foundation for software-based replication
approaches: The idea of the replication concept to gain fault tolerance is based on the
assumption, that replicas are affected by faults independently [134]. Replicas must not
share common data and may only exchange information through safe communication
channels. A faulty component must not corrupt the memory of other components
and spread the error, as this may result in a system failure. Spatial isolation can be
achieved through a software-based or a hardware-based approach or combination of
the two.
My CMM framework leverages properties provided by a type-safe programming

language. Consequently, these properties have to be preserved in a soft-error-prone
execution environment. CMM offers soft-error-hardened software-based memory
protection thanks to reference checks that preserve the soundness of the type system
as I discussed in Section 4.4. A further precaution I take is to protect my storage
control services against transient faults to ameliorate isolation properties. In addition
to that, a memory-protection unit could be used to act as a safety net as implemented
in Michael Stilkerich’s memory protection framework [168], however, this approach is
not in the focus of my work.

Another essential requirement for replicated execution is temporal isolation, which
is usually achieved through the employment of an operating system that provides
execution-budget monitoring. The operating system monitors the execution time of
a task and terminates the job signaling an error if the job exceeds its programmed
worst-case execution time. A replica that is terminated in that way is considered as
failed in the same way as a replica that returns a result different from the majority of
replicas. An operating system, that satisfies this requirement is dOSEK [88], which is
also protected against the effects of transient faults. As I will present in Section 7.3.3,
dOSEK has already been combined with CMM, however, an evaluation of the joint
approach has not been performed yet.
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5.1.2 Application Model

The easiest application type that can make use of the replication service is a component
that has run-to-completion semantics, that is, it does not block during its cyclic
execution interval. Furthermore, it does not read from indeterministic sources (e.g., it
does not directly read from hardware devices) and it does not cause side effects outside
the replicated component (e.g., by using a particular set of operating-system services
such as the acquisition of the current time). Such applications can be replicated
without developer intervention.

Using my replication service for more complex applications requires additional
developer support. I demand, that blocking calls have to be detectable by the compiler.
The KESO compiler can find out if an application blocks by invoking AUTOSAR OS’s
waitEvent() function, but for all other user-defined blocking scenarios such as the
employment of native functions outside the JVM’s scope, the application developer
has to tag such functions, for example, by using the KNI. My second requirement is
that the component to be replicated advises jino of the use of indeterministic sources
so that it can hook into those code location to apply the necessary means to enable
homogenous redundancy.
Exemplified, for the replicated execution of a run-to-completion component, the

general activity flow of such a component starts at the acquisition of a well-defined
data input (i.e., from sensors), which should be equal for each replica to ensure the
deterministic computation of result values. Thus, each replica maintains its own
copied instance of that data1. The acquired data is then used by all redundant
modules and after the processing interval, the results of replicas are compared against
each other by majority voters. Voters can be implemented in a variety of ways. Some
implementations process primitive data types, where the values of the primitive input
parameters are compared against each other, while others use arithmetic codes to
speed up the voting procedure. Trusting on result voting presumes that bit flips have
an effect on the result data. If, however, this precondition on the application does
not apply, a replica can fail silently and affect the control procedure in a subsequent
interval. For this scenario, voting procedures have to compare the entire state of the
replicas. In case of a deviation in the result data or the replica states, the voters have
to select a correctly processed replica, pick up its results, restore the failed replicas and
propagate the correct values to the actuators. As a consequence, the manner in which
the redundant execution mechanism shall be applied is highly application-specific.
Therefore, I designed the replication service in a way, in which it can be adapted to
the respective intended use.
In the following, I will show in which way the use of static analysis, runtime

structural information application code and Java’s type safety can be leveraged to
identify the data to be compared as well as the entire state of the replicas.

1There are also redundant execution approaches, which are able to cope with slightly varying input
data by the use of, for instance, tolerance voters.
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Figure 5.1: The replication service: The interface is identical in both cases.

5.2 The Replication Service

The sphere of replication in my approach is the KESO domain, which provides many
of the properties necessary for replication. I use KESO’s portal mechanism as a
transition point between the single and replicated execution. From the programmer’s
point of view, the replicated execution is transparently hidden beyond the interface
of an exported service. In the following, I will step through the building blocks of my
design.

5.2.1 Spatial Isolation

The occurrence of a soft error in a replica must not affect the execution of other
replicas or software modules that run on the same microcontroller. Therefore, they
must be isolated from each other. By replicating software components at the gran-
ularity of a domain, by protecting all references as described in Section 4.4 and by
protecting memory management as described in Section 4.6.3, this spatial isolation is
constructively ensured.

5.2.2 Configurable Fault Tolerance

A software component requiring protection is replicated via the KESO configuration
file by multiple instantiation of that component in own domains. Resulting from the
multi-JVM architecture, it is easily possible to create multiple instances of a domain,
since all the state belonging to a domain will be re-instantiated. Creating multiple
instances of a domain is now only a matter of adapting the system configuration file. I
modified KESO to invoke the constructors of the defined replica classes and initialize
the respective heaps and static fields in each domain separately. In Figure 5.1b, I
illustrated the exemplary setup of a TMR system.
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Figure 5.2: Service replication via portals

5.2.3 Automated Fault-Tolerant Replication and Voting
Control software can be split into parts that are controlled by replication and others
that are not. Component replication is pursued in a similar way as preparing
a component for software-based memory protection without any replication. To
implement this approach, I use KESO’s portal communication service as the transition
point between non-replicated and replicated execution.

public void bar(InputData sensorData) {

// service retrieval

ProcessDataSrvIF srv = (ProcessDataSrvIF)

PortalService.lookup("ProcessDataSrv");

// replicated execution

ResData result = srv.process(sensorData);

// replicated execution finished

result.actuate();

}

Listing 5.1: Using the portal service for replication

The portal mechanism is deployed for the data transfer between domains, that is,
the domains Srv_R1, Srv_R2 and Srv_R3, which have been introduced in Figure 5.1,
export the processing function process to be replicated as a named service, while the
activating domain A imports this service. Since service names are unique in a KESO
system, jino can recognize replicated services by the definition of a service using the
same name in multiple domains. In order to support service replication, I modified
the portal mechanism to trigger an invocation of the service in all replicas. The
runtime system then automatically creates multiple instances of the service object,
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one in each of the replica domains. Each replicated domain is initialized by KESO
and has its own static fields and heap.
The modifications I applied to the portal mechanism are depicted in Figure 5.2.

A service is defined by a unique name, which is used by the client domain to refer
to that service, a Java interface, and the implementation of that interface. If the
software already uses software-based isolation to protect the important part from
other less critical code sections, the application does not need to be touched at all.
In the other case, the regular method call that usually starts the control procedure
has to be replaced by a portal call. If neither replication nor isolation is required, the
portal call is optimized to a regular call by jino, thus erasing any overhead.

A code example for service replication via portals can be found in Listing 5.1. The
portal parameters represent the input data to the replicas, while the return value
delivers the correct output data, which are further processed by domain A after
having been processed by a majority voter2. The starting point is the auto-generated
anonymous class, that is used by the client domain through the portal object, which
is returned by the PortalService’s lookup() function. The generated class implements
the service interface and stub functions that perform the protection context switch.
For replicated services, I extended the generation of the stub functions to invoke the
service of all replicas and to call the voting function. The result of the voting process
is then returned as the result of the portal call.
As soon as all replicas have finished, the service must be synchronized. Hence, a

voting function has to decide over their correct execution. In case the voter detects
faulty behavior, it must signal the error. Several alternatives for such a function exist.
I implemented two approaches for majority voting:

Voting over the output data of replicas. As the return value of the portal services
denotes the output value, jino analyzes the return types and creates the appro-
priate voting functions. This variant is sufficient for many control applications.
The precondition on this approach is that a bit flip in a replica has to directly
affect the results of the computation, that is it needs to become visible in
the return value of the service method or has to trigger a memory or timing
protection violation that is trapped by the operating system. The advantage of
that variant is the fast operation of the voters. A drawback is that replicas can
fail silently, if the bit flip does not corrupt the output data and can have an
effect in a later interval.

Voting over the entire domain state. This variant increases the memory and exe-
cution time of the program, but is safer than the first proposal. Also, embedded
control applications usually have a relatively small state, outlining this approach
as another possible solution. The state is acquired by searching a domain’s
object graph. During the search, reference checking (see Section 4.4) is employed
to ensure that valid data is retrieved.

2In case the replication service is used, CMM’s remote-procedure-call optimization (described in
Section 4.3.1) is not applied, so each domain is provided with an own copy of the input data.
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5 A Replication Service for a Component-Based System

According to the voting function selected by the system designer, the appropriate
voting functions are generated by the compiler, fitting the return type of the service
and the number of replicas.

In both voter variants, data has to be compared. Data can be either primitive
or complex data types. In case of a primitive return value of the portal call, the
determination of the voter type is straight-forward. For complex data types, the
building tool retrieves the necessary information by traversing the class fields of the
return type, which can either be primitive, an array or another complex data type. To
avoid cyclic dependencies, the algorithm has to memorize which objects have already
been analyzed. The process is similar to the scanning phase of the garbage collector.
In this way, all needed types of voters can be determined and invoked.

The voter function picks a successfully processed replica and returns the output
value to the portal call. In case of an error detected by the majority voter, several
ways exist to cope with this type of error. Before the implementation of the replication
service, the runtime system was already able to detect software bugs and a violation
of the protection context led to a fatal exception as a consequence of a failed null

reference or array bounds checks.

For replicated execution, this behavior has to be modified: In a mixed criticality sys-
tem, jino determines statically if an application is operating in normal or redundancy
mode. In the redundancy mode, the runtime system checks, if the same protection
violation occurs in all replicated domains, which is a indication for a programming
error in the software module. In such a case, I retain KESO’s original behavior that
leads to an abort of the respective application. Otherwise, the safety violation is
caused by a soft error and must be signaled.

In detection mode, two replicas are sufficient to detect a 1-bit error and the
runtime system signals the error to the user and stops the entire system. This
approach complies with the fail-stop behavior and suffices the fault hypothesis stated
in Section 3.2.1.3. In recovery mode, three replicas are required to detect a 1-bit
error and to be able to recover from it: The faulty component is reset (i.e., clearing
the heap) and reinitialized by transferring the complete state of a healthy domain
(copying the objects reachable in the healthy domain). The amount of time, which is
necessary to recover a domain has to be considered in the system schedule, so that
no replica misses its deadline.

Some transient faults — such as the ones that modify the break condition in a
loop — may also cause the application to exceed its time slice. For both operational
modes, an operating system is required that provides execution-budget monitoring
and terminates the application in case of such a timing error. If the time for domain
recovery is considered in the schedule, the operating system can invoke callback
functions I added to KESO. These callbacks are generated individually for each
application by jino and cause the runtime system to induce the state recovery.
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5.2.4 Enforcement of Replica Determinism

Safety-critical control components often exhibit the run-to-completion model to
eliminate any source of unpredictable behavior as discussed in Section 5.1. I enforce
replica determinism by static analysis of the application code to identify dedicated
points of indeterminism. Replicas are synchronously activated by portal calls and
are synchronously terminated by voting to deliver a correct output when the portal
returns. While using a service in non-replicated mode in more than one domain is not
an issue, care must be taken in case of redundant execution. A precondition on code
replication techniques is that replica invocations must be ordered if invoked from
multiple control flows. My replication service evades this issue by limiting calls to
replicated services to a single client control flow only. Allowing for multiple activation
sources may cause indeterministic behavior of the replica. Doebel has investigated
this issues in detail in his Romain replication system [55].

Another major source of non-determinism poses communication with other compo-
nents outside the sphere of replication. The issues of communication are two-fold. On
the one hand, a transient fault must be contained in the replicated domain. A critical
use of the portal service in case of replicated mode is, for instance, the transfer of a
value into another domain, in which the application in that domain depends on that
value. If a bit flip happens to the portal parameter, the error is spread beyond domain
boundaries. On the other hand, any data from outside the sphere of replication can
cause diversity in the redundant execution. These code locations within the replica
can be identified due to well-known interfaces in KESO and comprise

• Native interface function calls, use of system services and peripheral device
access through KESO’s raw memory abstractions

• Shared memory usage, which must be manually synchronized using resources
(i.e., by means of the immediate priority ceiling protocol)

• Inter-domain communication with replicated as well as non-replicated domains
via portals

There are two ways to handle communication points. For the first solution, I use
KESO’s reachability analysis to raise an error if it detects the use of any of the above
mechanisms that are known to cause side-effect by a replicated service. This approach
supports replication of applications as suggested by Poledna [134].
In an alternative implementation, I allow applications that explicitly want to

communicate with other components. Replication threads must be joined at the
identified synchronization points, that is only one (sane) replica will perform the
communication. To determine, if it is safe for that replica to interact with other
components, its correct execution has to be determined before issuing the call:

1. Voting: Data that is transferred to other components must be compared, so
that faults are contained in the domain.
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5 A Replication Service for a Component-Based System

2. Replication: Data input (further read of sensor values or return values of
native calls, for example) must be copied, so that it is equal for all replicas.

I use jino’s control-flow-sensitive analysis to find communication points and I
modified the compiler to insert the additional code for voting and replication at
communication points. It should be noted that this procedure may become costly
and the system designer has to decide whether to allow such critical code locations
within replicated components.

Arithmetic codes (used, for example, by Fetzer et al. [66] and CoRed [177]) can be
used to improve the replication service. An initial version of a Java CoRed version
has been implemented in KESO but I leave the evaluation of the soft-error-protection
framework described in Section 7.3.3 to future work.

5.3 Conclusion
In the face of transient faults, CMM provides spatial isolation by protecting critical
parts of the runtime system, however, it does not safeguard application data. The
replication service that I described in this chapter procures means to deal with those
faults that do not affect the runtime system, but the application. The replication
service benefits from KESO’s multi-JVM architecture, its well-defined interfaces,
its analyses, and the possibility to inspect runtime-structural information. Besides
isolation properties preserved through integrity checks, CMM’s analyses further shrink
the application state which contributes to attack-surface reduction and to lowering
the overhead imposed by replication.
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Evaluation of

Cooperative Memory Management

In this section, I evaluate the costs and benefits of the techniques provided by
CMM. I present a representative set of evaluation results that reflect best CMM’s
implementation. The evaluation is two-fold: First of all, I present the results for
compiler-assisted storage control (Section 6.2) and garbage collection through RT-
LAGC (Section 6.3) without any mitigation measures against transient faults. The
second part of the evaluation (Section 6.5) deals with the examination of integrity
runtime checks. In Section 6.5.1, I introduce the FAIL* framework that is employed
for fault injection and Section 6.5.2 presents the static and dynamic overhead imposed
by the mitigation techniques and reveals the improvements of isolation properties in
the face of soft errors.

6.1 Setup
Prior to the presentation of results, I introduce my evaluation setup, that is, employed
compilers, tools, the hardware platform and the Collision Detector benchmark CDx

that is primarily used for the evaluation of my framework. Furthermore, I describe
the measurement criteria and procedure.

6.1.1 Compilers, Tools and Platform
For my evaluation, I use the following tools:

• KESO JVM, subversion revision 4319 (2015-11-23)

• CiAO AUTOSAR OS (2014-08-25)
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• Collision Detector benchmark CDj , revision 1.2

• Hightec TriCore tools, revision 4.5.2

• FAIL* (2014-10-30)

The benchmark program is deployed on the Infineon TriCore TC1796 device
(150 MHz CPU clock, 75 MHz system clock, 1 MiB external SRAM, 2 MiB internal
flash). The application is translated to ANSI-C code through KESO’s compiler jino.
The generated code is bundled with the CiAO AUTOSAR OS [113] implementation
and compiled with GCC (version 4.5.2). Code and constant data is located in internal
flash. The heap size is set to 600 KiB that is managed by one of the available
mark-and-sweep garbage collectors, that is, KESO’s CoffeeBreak GC (abbreviated
CBGC), IdleRoundRobin GC (abbreviated IRRGC) and my RT-LAGC. Code and
constant data is located in internal flash unless stated otherwise.

Except for the improved remote-procedure-call support (described in Section 4.3.1)
that is evaluated using a microbenchmark scenario, the evaluation of stack allocation,
thread-local heaps, inference of immutable data and RT-LAGC uses the CDj bench-
mark. A software-partitioned version of CDj using the portal service exists, however,
this fully-fledged variant does not fit on the TriCore device (neither in the C version
with hardware-based protection nor the Java versions (hardware- and software-based
memory protection)). I also believe, the microbenchmark scenario best visualizes the
various types of inter-domain communication. The measurements for the amended
portal service are taken from a published paper [163].

6.1.2 The Collision Detector Benchmark CDx

Collision Detector is a benchmark program that is available in a C (CDc) and Java
(CDj) variant. For CMM’s evaluation, I use the Java variant only. A comparison
between CDc and CDj can be found in [169, 168].
The core of the CDj application is a periodic task that detects potential aircraft

collisions from simulated radar frames. A collision is assumed whenever the distance
between two aircraft is below a configured proximity radius. The detection is performed
in two stages: In the first stage, that is, the reducer phase, suspected collisions are
identified in the 2D space ignoring the z-coordinate (altitude) to reduce the complexity
for the second stage, that is, the detector phase, in which a full 3D collision detection
is performed (detected collisions). A detailed description of the benchmark is available
in a separate paper [97]. Since CDj allocates temporary objects and uses collection
classes of the Java library, it requires the use of dynamic memory management. The
benchmark is used by various researchers from the real-time Java community [132,
133, 136].

CDj can be configured in different ways to adapt to the runtime environment being
used. I employ the CDj benchmark in the onthegoFrame variant [169, 168] using six
airplanes. This configuration variant features a simplified radar frame calculation.
The measurements for the CDj configurations were performed by processing 10000
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frames. The input values for the employed CDj configuration are fix and reproducible
results are obtained during the evaluation.

6.1.3 Measurement Criteria

For the evaluation, I present static and dynamic results for both compiler-assisted
memory management and the garbage collector. Static results are derived at compile
time and comprise allocation sites and footprint. Allocations sites exhibit the share
of allocations optimized through compile-time techniques and are revealed during
the compilation through jino. The footprint is determined by analyzing the program
image by means of the GNU tools size and nm. It comprises the size of text section,
which accommodates the executable code, the size of the data section, which contains
statically allocated data that is initialized with values different from zero, and the
size of the bss section, which contains uninitialized and zeroed static data.

Dynamic results are determined through runtime measurements based on hardware
time values and comprise the median execution time and the heap usage. The heap is
part of the data section and its usage is determined by reading the amount of free
memory before the measurements starts and after it finishes on per-frame base. All
utilized GCs are slack-based and do not affect the measurement. The execution time
data shows the average of six runs. The standard deviation for the measurement was
lower that 0.05% for the execution time.

6.2 CMM’s Compiler Support
In the following, I present the static and dynamic results for compiler-assisted storage
control through escape analysis as presented back in Section 4.3.

6.2.1 Stack Allocation, Extended Stack Scopes, Thread-local Heaps

I contrast ordinary stack allocation to scope extension and thread-local heaps to
determine the impact of these techniques. In this evaluation configuration, KESO’s
CoffeeBreak GC is employed. When using thread-local heaps, all thread-local objects
are managed in a separate heap area in the considered configuration.

Section 6.3 reveals the impact of stack allocation combined with thread-local heaps
on RT-LAGC, that is, method-local objects are allocated on the stack, while objects
determined to be reachable from a single thread only are managed using the specialized
heap and all others are managed by the GC.

The results for allocation sites are independent of the GC variant being evaluated,
while the program image’s footprint varies.

Allocation Sites. The determination of allocation sites is performed at compile time
and exhibits the share of objects that can be managed using compiler-generated code.
Using escape analysis to determine method-local objects (i.e., scope extension as
described in Section 4.3.3 is not applied) reveals that 30.1% (44 sites) of all allocations
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NoEA EA+stack EA+SE+stack EA+TLH EA+SE+TLH
Execution Time 100% 81.2% 82.3% 86.3% 85.5%

Table 6.1: Execution time of escape-analysis-based storage control: The baseline is a program
variant that does not use escape analysis (NoEA). The other variants expose
the median execution times for escape analysis (EA) combined with stack al-
location (EA+stack), EA combined with scope extension and stack allocation
(EA+SE+stack), EA and thread-local heaps (EA+TLH), and EA combined with
scope extension and thread-local heaps (EA+SE+TLH).

(146 sites) are eligible for stack allocation. By employing thread-local heaps1 and
allocating all thread-local objects in a special memory area, this share is increased to
39.0% as 8.9% (13 sites) of method-local objects have overlapping liveness regions
and were deliberately not allocated on the stack. While only 8% of allocations (12
sites) are eligible for scope extension, activating scope extension entails 28 additional
allocations caused by copying allocation bytecode instructions into multiple callers
(resulting in a total of 174 allocation sites). The number of stack allocations increases
from 30.1% (44 sites) to 43.7% (76 sites).

Footprint. In contrast to a system that solely uses a GC to manage all objects, stack
allocation and thread-local heaps increase the code size which is a result of inlining
the code that initializes object headers. Without stack allocation, the initialization
code is present once in the allocation function, while enabling the optimization adds
the code in multiple locations. Additional runtime code and the explicit code to
handle regions in case thread-local heaps are activated increase the size of the text

section. Using scope extension further augments the code segment size, however, for
all configurations, the increase is moderate: Compared to the smallest configuration,
that is, no compiler-assisted memory management is used, the code size of the largest
configuration lies at 104%.

The data section is not affected by stack allocation, while using thread-local heaps
requires two additional pointers to the data segment per configured heap. The
employed CDj configuration has three thread-local heaps.

Heap Usage. Using stack allocation reduces the median heap usage to 50.7%
compared to a run without escape-analysis-based storage control. Using thread-local
heaps further decreases the heap usage to 50.1% as objects with overlapping liveness
regions are allocated in the special heap area. Enabling scope extension, the heap
usage is 50.4% and combining it with thread-local heaps lowers the usage of the
garbage-collected heap by 0.6%.

Execution Time. The execution times for program variants assisted by escape anal-
ysis are shown in Table 6.1. The median execution time of the CDj configuration

1presented back in Section 4.3.4
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employing stack allocation is 81.2% compared to a system that only uses garbage
collection. Using stack allocation and scope extension the execution time is 82.3%.
Stack allocation is faster than regional memory realized through thread-local heaps
managed through additional instructions (86.3%). Using scope extension and allocat-
ing the objects in thread-local heaps moderately improves the runtime (85.5%). Recall
that in the currently described CDj configuration, thread-local heaps accommodate
all objects that are not managed by the GC, that is, stack allocation is not used
at all. The RT-LAGC configuration that uses escape analysis and is presented in
Section 6.3 employs stack allocation for method-local objects and thread-local heaps
for both the objects with overlapping liveness regions and objects whose allocation
site is reachable from a thread’s constructor and its entry function.
The deteriorated execution time when using and stack allocation combined with

scope extension can be traced back to the problems I discussed in Section 4.3.3.
For CDj , I recommend the use of stack allocation for method-local objects and
the disabling of scope extension. Applications that do not contain the presented
problematic, described code spots, may benefit from joint stack allocation/scope
extension, though. In addition, the optimization may benefit from using interference
analysis [161] and future work could find out if scope extension is amended through
it.

6.2.2 Inference of Immutable Data

The effectively-final analysis reduces the data segment size by 44% and the text

segment by 14%. This is attributed to constant folding and folding of conditional
branches and the resulting dead basic blocks. Also, lots of reference fields are known
to be initialized and do not have to be checked upon access: The number of null

pointer checks emitted has been reduced by 30%, which contributed to the code size
reduction. The effectively-final analysis reduced the execution time of the overall
CDj application by 10% due to dead code removal and runtime check elimination.
Afterwards, placing constant data in ROM instead of RAM increased the CDj ’s
runtime by 6% in turn due to higher access times to flash memory. Thus, the overall
execution time with constant data placed in ROM is still better than a KESO variant
without effectively-final analysis.

CDj does not contain constant arrays, but 1 KiB of string constants, which can
be moved to flash memory. Hence, the influence of the immortal object analysis is
marginal for this benchmark.

6.2.3 Remote-Procedure-Call Support

In the following, I discuss the results for portal services assisted by escape analysis by
means of a microbenchmark scenario. Recall, that methods whose parameters do not
need to be copied during the portal call, do not induce objects in the service domain
and consequently, the service domain’s heap is not affected.
The evaluation of inter-domain communication is important as it determines
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Call Type Execution Time
portal call 3.76 µs
regular virtual method call 3.09 µs
AUTOSAR non-trusted function 32.91 µs
portal call (2 int params) 4.17 µs
portal call (3 int params) 4.70 µs
portal call (1 element linked list) 31.47 µs
portal call (2 element linked list) 56.08 µs
portal call (3 element linked list) 84.37 µs
portal call (escape analysis, 1 element linked list) 3.99 µs
portal call (escape analysis, 2 element linked list) 4.19 µs
portal call (escape analysis, 3 element linked list) 4.65 µs

Figure 6.1: Execution time for portals

the extent to which developers will actually place software in different protection
domains. I performed microbenchmarks on the cost of different variants of portal
calls and compared them to the cost of a regular virtual method call (i.e., without
spatially isolated components) and also a non-trusted function call in the AUTOSAR
OS implementation, that is, spatial isolation enforced by region-based hardware
protection. Table 6.1 shows the results. The method bodies of all target methods
are empty, that is, portal parameters are not modified and do not escape. Hence, I
only measure the cost of the protection domain context switch that is performed on a
portal call.

Types of Protection. For comparing the cost of a portal call to the cases of no
spatial isolation and hardware-based spatial isolation, I use the simplest form of a
function that does not take any parameters and not return a value. The portal call
introduces an overhead of 22% over the regular virtual method call. The overhead
is attributed to service protection (i.e., the check, if the calling domain is a valid
client to the service) and the change of the running task’s effective domain. For
comparison, I have also included the cost of a comparable non-trusted function call
in CiAO OS, which is comparable to a portal call but with domains isolated by
hardware-based memory protection rather than constructive software-based memory
protection. This measurement shows that the cost of a software-protection context
switch is significantly less than that of an MPU reconfiguration that is needed in the
case of CiAO OS.

Portal Calls with Parameters. I also measured the time needed for portal calls with
both primitive and reference parameters. In the case of primitive parameters, the
added cost is the same as for any regular function that is expanded with parameters.
The cost depends on the actions that the C compiler needs to take in order to prepare
the parameters according to the application binary interface (ABI). The measured
overhead therefore mainly depends on the C compiler and the ABI and is not caused
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Figure 6.2: Frequency of regular objects’ sizes

by the portal mechanism. For portal calls with reference parameters lacking the
escape analysis support presented in Section 4.3.1, I passed the head pointer of a
linked list of size 1–3. During the portal call, a complex routine that copies the
referenced object and all transitively reachable objects to the heap of the target
domain is invoked. The cost of the call is dominated by this operation and increased
by an order of magnitude compared to the portal calls with only primitive parameters.

Activating the escape analysis support improves the portal mechanism significantly.
To fortify the validity of this evaluation, I enriched the method bodies of the target
methods with code, which does not modify, modifies or causes the portal parameters
to escape, confirms the effectiveness of legally removing the copy of portal parameters
by escape analysis while still retaining software-based memory protection.

6.3 Runtime Heap Memory Management

In the following, I present the evaluation results for RT-LAGC and I contrast it
to KESO’s existing heap strategies. I also show the impact of stack allocation and
thread-local heaps. Furthermore, I explain how the space and time bounds can be
derived.

6.3.1 Profiling the CDj Benchmark

To visualize an application’s memory usage behavior, CMM implements object lifetime
tracing to profile CDj . Figure 6.2 illustrates the program’s runtime behavior and
shows the frequency of object sizes occuring in the CDj benchmark. Objects sized 12
bytes appear most frequently, where 4 bytes are occupied by the object header and 8
bytes by the instance fields, respectively. The average object size is 12–16 bytes. Thus,
the fragment size should be at least 16 bytes to avoid unnecessary runtime overhead
caused by the linked-list structure of fragmented objects. By setting the fragment size
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Figure 6.3: Frequency of regular objects’ lifetimes

to 32 bytes, all objects fit into a single fragment at the cost of a certain internal cutoff.
Figure 6.3 depicts the objects’ lifetimes: Most of the objects (81057) are released
after the first GC cycle, so CDj confirms the weak generational hypothesis [96].

6.3.2 RT-LAGC and the CDj Benchmark
In the context of CDj , I evaluated the footprint, execution time and heap usage of RT-
LAGC variants. I contrasted it by opposing KESO’s other available heap strategies.
I show the results for five RT-LAGC configurations and they are distinguished by
either using:

• Generational (Gen) or replicating (Rep) spines

• Force fragmented arrays, that is, contiguous array allocation is disabled (FFA)

• Escape analysis using stack allocation for method-local objects and thread-local
heaps for objects whose lifetime is limited by the calling method, that is, scope
extension pass is used and executed once (EEA)

• Fragment size of 16 (F16) or 32 bytes (F32)

Footprint. Table 6.2 shows a comparison of the footprint for CDj using different
heap management strategies, distinguishing between the size of the text, data and bss

segments. The incremental IRRGC and RT-LAGC have a more complex implementa-
tion than CBGC and introduce write barriers in the application code. Comparing
IRRGC and CBGC, the text segment is thus inflated by 9.5%. Due to the fragmented
object layout, the size of the text segment for the RT-LAGC variants is increased
by 13.8–17.8% in contrast to IRRGC. The access to instance fields of a fragmented
object is more expensive, since indirections have to be followed to get the desired field.
The RT-LAGC (Rep/F16) and RT-LAGC (Rep/F32) confirm this, since all objects
of CDj fit into a fragment sized 32 bytes. By using generational instead of replicating
spine memory, the code size of the application does not change. However, the GC
code is slightly more complex due to special handling of the marking phase. This
procedure leads to a moderate growth (1.5%). With FFA, contiguous arrays are not
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Heap Type text data bss
RDS 40132 1925 655822
CBGC 45088 1993 661262
IRRGC 49816 1994 661294

RT-LAGC (Rep/F32/FFA) 57775 4049 814894
RT-LAGC (Rep/F16/FFA) 58251 2721 817294

RT-LAGC (Rep/F32) 58695 3345 814894
RT-LAGC (Rep/F16) 59167 2449 817294
RT-LAGC (Gen/F32) 59559 3361 814894
RT-LAGC (Gen/F16) 59071 2737 817294

RT-LAGC (Gen/F32/EEA) 60157 3361 814894

Table 6.2: Footprint in bytes of CDj using KESO heaps

RT-LAGC Gen Rep FFA EEA F16 F32 Ov
RT-LAGC D – – D – D 0%
RT-LAGC D – – – – D 25.0%
RT-LAGC – D – – – D 27.4%
RT-LAGC D – – – D – 27.8%
RT-LAGC – D – – D – 27.9%
RT-LAGC – D D – – D 35.3%
RT-LAGC – D D – D – 36.3%

Table 6.3: CDj runtime overhead of RT-LAGC collectors

supported at all, which leads to a smaller text segment (1.6%). Support for contiguous
arrays claims an additional allocator function. Moreover, in the mark phase and the
application code, fragmented and contiguous arrays have to be distinguished. The
data segment inflates due to a certain cutoff for alignment demanded by RT-LAGC
depending on the fragment size. On the contrary, the IRRGC requires a 4-byte
alignment. As an example, an 8-byte-sized global object and a 32-byte fragment leads
to a 24-byte cutoff. The transition from a 16-byte to a 32-byte fragment increases
the data segment by 0.1%. Taking IRRGC as base, the data segment size grows
approximately 19% for the shown RT-LAGC configurations.

Heap Usage. The spine size can be reduced from 96 KiB to 48 KiB when using
generational instead of replicating spine memory. The young space is set to 42 KiB,
while 6 KiB are used for mature spines. EEA reduces the heap usage of CDj by
42.6% on average. Comparing RT-LAGC in generational mode (fragment size of 16
bytes, contiguous arrays are allowed) to the IRRGC16 (allocation unit is 16 bytes),
the heap usage increases by 0.7%, whereas forcing fragmented arrays will exalt the
heap usage by 45%. Resizing RT-LAGC’s fragments from 16 to 32 bytes engrosses
the heap with a 44.7% rise.
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Figure 6.5: Runtime of the fastest RT-LAGC in contrast to KESO heap strategies
RDS, CBGC, IRRGC

RDS CBGC IRRGC RT-LAGC
Overhead -15.4% 0% 6.8% 23.5%

Table 6.4: Runtime overhead of the fastest RT-LAGC in contrast to KESO heap
strategies RDS, CBGC, IRRGC
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Execution Time. Table 6.3 and Figure 6.4 (100 frames are visualized) show an
excerpt from my experiments.

The baseline is formed by an RT-LAGC (F32) variant with enabled escape analysis
to source out short-lived objects to stack memories. Furthermore, it uses 32-byte-
fragments, generational collection of spine memory and supports contiguous array
allocation. Using a 16-byte fragment size instead of 32 bytes increases CDj ’s runtime
by 1–4%, which is attributed to the fragmented object layout. The number of
linked fragments an object consists of was bounded to three. Configuring a 32-byte
fragment size causes all regular objects to fit into a single fragment. In KESO’s
system configuration, the maximum number of tries to contiguously allocate arrays
can be defined to constitute an upper time bound. My experiments have shown that
contiguous array allocation often instantly succeeds, which is attributed to CDj ’s
missing fragmentation behavior. Therefore, the FFA option was introduced to always
force fragmented array allocation to examine the costs: This GC variant shows a 35.3%
runtime overhead to the baseline RT-LAGC. Allowing contiguous array allocation
speeds up the execution time of CDj by approximately 10% due to better data locality
and fewer indirections. Generational spine memory is slightly faster (1–3%) than the
replicating semi-space. The benefit of generational memory is that half of the spine
memory can be saved in contrast to replicating variant. The biggest benefit is gained
by using EEA (approximately 25–27%) to swap out short-lived objects to stacks and
thread-local heaps.

Table 6.4 and Figure 6.5 contrast RT-LAGC configured with generational spine
memory strategies. EEA has been enabled for all variants and the baseline is
defined by the stop-the-world collector CBGC. To get an impression of the overhead
imposed by garbage collection in general, pseudo-static allocation through KESO’s
RestrictedDomainScope (RDS) using bump-pointer allocation is also contrasted. RDS
is 15.4% faster than CBGC, but it runs out of memory after 23 iterations. The
incremental collector IRRGC has a higher overhead for the mutator (6.8% on average,
30% in the observed worst case), which is caused by the added overhead of write
barriers and due to the complex linked-list implementation used to manage the free
memory that allows a list traversal to be interrupted by higher-priority mutators.
Disabling the synchronization code in the incremental collector shows a very similar
allocation performance to that of the stop-the-world GC. Adding the fragmented
object and array layout to IRRGC causes an additional overhead of 16.7% (23.4%
compared to CBGC).

In summary, for CDj a RT-LAGC variant using generational spine memory, EEA
and a fragment size of 16 bytes is a good configuration as it combines a moderate
runtime overhead in contrast to a fragment size of 32 bytes with an acceptable heap
usage behavior. The median execution time of this variant is only 8% in contrast to
the CDc version using purely manual memory management. Escape analysis combined
with stack allocation and thread-local heaps support the GC’s efficiency and improve
its worst-case bounds.
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6.4 Predictability of Memory Management

The predictability of the presented techniques is determined by examining the means
for allocation and deallocation. Recall that in CMM, it is not the task of the JVM
to completely take storage control off the developer. The JVM’s task is to provide
type-safe, predictable memory services. The developer cooperates with these services
and designs and plans the application in a way so that it can be integrated into a
real-time system.

Statically allocated objects are completely handled by the compiler and they are not
subject to dynamic memory management, since their memory is never deallocated.

Using dynamic memory management in the application, the number of allocations
has to be bounded. Object lifetime information can be derived at compile time: As I
described back in Section 4.3.2, it is statically known which objects can be allocated
in stacks, thread-local heaps and garbage-collected heaps.
The space requirements for the respective memory areas have to be derived and

this is safely possible under particular conditions. To check for these conditions, the
call graph and the allocation sites have to be inspected. Blocking methods must never
be called in unbounded recursion to ensure predictability. Sites that are situated in
loops and in recursively invoked functions also have to be handled carefully. Objects
allocated in loops can be detected by jino (they have overlapping liveness regions).
Loops must be bounded and jino advises the developer in case their program allocates
objects in loops. Likewise, recursive calls are detected and a hint is given by the
compiler.
In addition, the allocation rate has to be respected and it is dependent on the

number of objects and their sizes: The minimum inter-arrival time of events [112]
and the number of objects that are allocated in reaction to these events constitute
the allocation rate. The execution of periodic tasks can also be seen as event. Given
that loops, recursion and the number of events is bounded and the program path
with the largest share of allocations is respected, the determination of the maximum
number of allocations is possible.

The maximum object size is derivable at compile time, since the class hierarchy is
known: In case, a distinct object type is not computable by jino, the space needed
for the largest possible dynamic subtype has to be respected in the space bounds. In
case of dynamically-sized data such as arrays with an unknown size, the compiler
prints an advice so that the developer is able to check their code for possible pitfalls.

6.4.1 Method-Local and Region-Local Objects

In case stack and region allocation is used, local data can be administrated in special
memory areas. Stack memory is handled by moving the stack pointer and likewise,
thread-local heaps are managed by moving the region pointer. All operations are of
constant complexity on the TriCore TC1796 device.
Method-local and region-local objects that do not reside in blocking methods do

not survive a GC cycle and the space estimation can be adapted, respectively. In
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Section 6.2.1, I gave an insight into the impact of such data in the context of CDj .

6.4.2 Allocations on RT-LAGC’s heap

Objects that are not managed in stacks or regions are allocated on the heap of
the RT-LAGC. Allocations of higher-priority threads can interrupt allocations of
lower-priority threads. RT-LAGC features an interrupt-friendly implementation of
the free-memory list, which is inspired by the one provided by IRR’s GC [167]. All
critical sections are short and of constant complexity and constitute the time by
which a higher-priority application can be delayed by an allocation of a lower-priority
thread. In the following, I outline how the bounds for the allocation operation can be
derived.

Space Bounds Heap objects consist of fragments. For regular objects, the number
of fragments occupied by an object is constant for each class and computable at
compile time. Array objects can be contiguous or fragmented. The use of contiguous
arrays is more time- and space-efficient, but for the worst-case estimation, fragmented
arrays have to be considered. Fragmented arrays of statically known size consist of a
derivable number of fragments and spines, which maintain array meta-data: The spine
size and the number of required fragments is dependent on array size and the size of
the array members. If jino cannot derive this information, it prints are warning for
the developer. The spine space needed contributes to space requirements: Exemplary
for handling of spines, the amount of memory needed for array spines multiplied by
two is required to handle array-meta data. In addition, the number of objects that
survive a GC cycle has to be respected. This approach allows to estimate the upper
space bounds for both arrays and regular objects.

Time Bounds To allow an efficient solution for array objects, RT-LAGC optionally
tries to allocate contiguous arrays. An upper time bound for allocation is given
by limiting the number of tries to allocate contiguous fragments. The presented
evaluation limits the contiguous allocation to three tries and this constitutes the
upper time bound for contiguous array allocation. Spines needed for fragmented
allocation are allocated by incrementing an index. This operation is independent of
the spine size and is of constant complexity.
In the worst case, each fragment — regardless of whether the fragment belongs

to a regular object or array — has to be taken from a different free-memory block,
thereby constituting an upper time bound for object allocation.

If the allocation fails due to memory exhaustion, the error is signaled and can by
handled by application-specific code. The overall timing requirements have to ensure
the exception handling function can be completed in time.
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6.4.3 Garbage Collection

The GC’s fragment memory is handled by latency-aware algorithm inspired by IRR
GC [167]. It proceeds incrementally, that is, it can be interrupted at any time except
for short and predictable critical sections as well as stack scanning. In order to
ensure the consistency of memory-management data structures, critical sections are
protected by write barriers. Critical sections are short and of constant complexity to
keep the worst-case reaction time to external events as low as possible.

Scan-and-Mark Phase The object graph is scanned incrementally, that is, the GC
can be interrupted by higher-priority applications [167]. The scan phase starts at the
root set of references and then transitively proceeds by following all inner references
of discovered live objects. All discovered objects are marked (colored) to prevent
the repeated scanning during one GC run. The root set is comprised by the static
reference fields and local reference variables on the stacks of blocked threads.
Static reference fields are maintained in an array of statically known size. In

addition, stacks of blocked threads are scanned and this is of a complexity linear
to the thread’s stack size. The stack size is predictable, as the GC is only active
when WaitEvent() is called. As mentioned before, recursive invocations, which could
complicate the stack size prediction, are signaled to the developer. Stack scanning
is performed atomically and the ready, higher-priority application thread is only
delayed by the duration of stack scanning. Only the thread whose stack references
are currently scanned is postponed by interrupt disabling and discovered objects are
merely pushed onto a separated working stack. Scanning of static references and
reference fields can be interrupted by the application and are protected by write
barriers (see Section 4.5.3).

Subsequently, all objects reachable from root set are scanned. By means of the class
ID, regular objects and arrays are distinguished. Regular objects are searched for
references2, and visited fragments are marked in the bitmap. Fragments of reachable
objects do not move. Arrays, which have spines, have to be handled separately:
Exemplarily for the replicated handling of spines, the spines of surviving arrays have
to be copied into the active semi-space. The time needed for the copy contributes to
the time bounds. Fragments occupied by reachable arrays are marked in the bitmap.
References contained in arrays are handled the same way as references contained in
objects.

The WCET of the mark phase is dependent on the number of surviving objects. If
no developer assistance is given, the pessimistic worst case is given by assuming that all
heap objects survive. By categorizing heap objects into consumable, non-consumable
and diagnostic objects (see Section 4.3.2), the estimation can be improved.

Sweep Phase The WCET of the mark sweep phase is dependent on the number of
reclaimable fragments. Reclaiming memory causes less efforts than handling surviving

2The number of references within an object is determined at compile time.
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objects. Searching the bitmap for unmarked objects is linear to the (constant) heap
size. Reclaimable fragments are maintained in a partial list (see Section 4.6.4) and
need to be zeroed. The efforts are dependent on the on the number of fragments
and their size. In contrast to IRR GC, reclaimed memory is not merged with the
members of the free-memory list3.
Adding the partial list to the free-memory list is a critical section. The length of

this section determines the time by which the application is delayed by the GC.
If method-local and region-local objects are used, they are excluded from garbage

collection sweeps and do not need to be respected in worst-case estimations of the
sweep phase: They never cause overheads in the sweep phase as their memory is not
handled by the GC.

The system integrator has to ensure that enough slack time is provided for the
GC execution so that the GC’s collection rate suffices the allocation rate. Addi-
tional investigations are necessary to define the exact space and time bounds of the
application (see Section 7.3.3).

6.5 A Case Study with Soft Errors

This section presents the results for CMM’s mitigation measures to deal with the
effect of transient hardware faults. Integrity runtime checks, which I described in
Section 4.4 and in Section 4.6 are examined. The inserted checking code is of constant
complexity and does not endanger the predictability of the system but has to be
respected during the estimation of the time bounds.

6.5.1 The FAIL* Fault-Injection Framework

In order to get an insight into the effects on the protection level provided by the
reference-checking extension, the fault-injection (FI) framework FAIL* [152] is used.
It is currently available for the Bochs simulator [107] on the x86 platform and ARM
simulators. The selected AUTOSAR OS CiAO [113] is available for x86 and TriCore
platforms. Therefore, I built a variant of the CDj benchmark that runs on top of the
x86 port of the CiAO OS. Even though the x86 platform is not a deeply embedded
platform, I argue that FI experiments on that platform can be used to evaluate the
functional effects of bit flips on the application and software-based isolation. FAIL*
has been used in the context of dOSEK [86] and CoRed [177].
For the first FI campaign, I disabled runtime garbage collection and used pseudo-

static allocation for heap objects to exclude effects of bit flips that could impair an
unprotected GC cycle. Faults that occur during the selected pseudo-static allocation
strategy are, however, considered in my experiment. Stack objects are determined
by my escape analysis and managed by compiler-generated code. Hardware-based
memory protection is also disabled, but I use jino’s reachability analysis to physically

3Merging blocks could improve the average execution time, but is not implemented in RT-LAGC.
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NoChk SafeChk AddrChk HdrChk LRC
text 45246 49044 59634 61810 64310
data 4005 4005 4109 4109 4109
bss 836138 836138 836138 836138 836138

text ov -7.74% 0.0% 17.76% 4.60% 24.33%
data/bss ov -2.53 % 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Table 6.5: Memory footprint

SafeChk LRC
NullChecksEmitted 153 153

BoundsCheck 91 0
BoundsCheckElided 15 0

BoundsCheckKnownIndex 12 0
BoundsCheckFullExtended 0 91

BoundsCheckKnownSizeExtended 0 27
ReferenceCheckEmitted 0 301
HeaderCheckEmitted 0 97

Table 6.6: Runtime-check emission

group application data as input for FAIL* to determine illegal memory accesses. The
heap size is set to 256 KiB, which is enough to compute a set of five frames in CDj

before it runs out of memory.
In a second FI campaign, I enabled a protected variant of RT-LAGC for heap

objects and used escape analysis for stack allocation. The heap size is set to 48 KiB
and a set of 50 frames was processed.
Single bit flips were injected into each bit position of each word of the allocated

heap space. To reduce the resulting huge fault space, I made use of the fault-space
pruning methods of the FAIL* framework thereby focusing on memory locations that
are actually read according to a golden run. This allows to filter out all injections
that are known to be ineffective, e.g. bit flips that are overwritten before they are
actually read.

6.5.2 Reference-Integrity Checks

To determine the overhead imposed by a protected type system, I again use CDj in
the onthegoFrame variant. CDj is configured to process 24 frames (it would run out
of memory after that since not memory reclamation is performed) which is suitable
for the setup presented in Section 6.1.1 using an 800 KiB heap. My experiments
cover the LRC reference-checking variant. Checks were statically inlined. Escape
analysis using the ordinary stack allocation backend is enabled. Other optimizations
provided by CMM’s escape analysis presented back in Section 4.3 are turned off. The
evaluation results have been taken from an earlier published paper [164].
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NoChk SafeChk AddrChk HdrChk LRC
Overhead -11.84% 0% 18.42% 8.33% 30.71%

Table 6.7: Runtime overhead and number of LRC executions

Footprint. Table 6.5 shows the footprint of various CMM checking variants. NoChk
denotes that runtime safety checks, that is, null and array bounds checks are disabled.
However, the memory allocator still checks the bump pointer against the heap bounds
to prevent a heap overflow. The generated code is not memory-safe at those locations
where jino was not able to statically prove the validity of those accesses. This CDj

variant is comparable to a version directly implemented in unsafe C.
The SafeChk variant follows the Java specification and is memory-safe in the absence

of soft errors, and hence, it is selected as the baseline variant. AddrChk (address checks),
HdrChk (header checks) and LRC are built on top of SafeChk (combined address, null,
header and extended array bounds checking). Extended array bounds checks are
applied to all array types (not just reference arrays) at necessary locations.
Class-storage information and the method table are located in the text segment

in all variants. Although the parity information itself does not increase the memory
footprint of the application, the data segment grows by 104 bytes when type-system
protection is enabled. This is caused by a missed optimization: Two constant strings
in the application are actually dead, but their headers and/or references are encoded
at startup, respectively. Hence, the linker regards them as used and is unable to
discard them. As expected, the bss segments, containing the heaps and stacks, are of
equal size in case of LRC and unprotected configurations (safety checks enabled only,
no protection against soft errors).
The text segment is inflated by 7.74% due to safety checks. Supplementary, LRC

causes an increase by a total of 24.33%, where 17.76% are caused by address checks
and an additional 2.90% by combining them with object-header checks. Extended
array bounds checks enlarge the text segment by 3.67%.

The header checks reuse code from address checks, hence the aggregated code-size
increase (20.65%) is smaller than that of the individual parts (17.76% for address
and 4.60% for header checks).

KESO performed devirtualizations on 343 method invocations, omitting the header
and address checks while retaining type safety, whereas 22 non-static method in-
vocations remained. Seven instanceof occurrences were statically dissolved, which
allowed to omit header-check insertion at those locations.

Table 6.6 lists the emitted runtime checks. The number of null-checks is unchanged.
In the protected variant, 118 extended array bounds checks were emitted: 91 of those
array bounds checks include the size-integrity check, whereas the remaining 27 array
checks are performed on arrays with constantly known size, but varying indices.
Unprotected KESO includes 91 normal array checks whereas 15 checks could

statically be computed to always succeed. Assuming soft errors, these 15 array
bounds checks have to be inserted as extended array bounds check (discussed in
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Section 4.4.1.3). In addition, 301 reference checks and 97 object-header checks (76
on non-static method invocations, 21 on instanceof and checkcast) were emitted in
protected KESO.

Execution Time. The runtime overhead of LRC is listed in Table 6.7: 18.42% of the
increased demand were contributed by address checks and 8.33% by object-header
checks. The additional runtime of 3.96% was caused by extended array bounds checks,
(including 121838 size-integrity checks), which are needed to accomplish full LRC.

Most of the bounds checks that contribute to the increased execution time reside
within loops iterating over arrays. In a scenario without soft errors, these checks could
be easily elided, but in our fault-detection scenario they have to be kept because the
loop index could be corrupted. jino is able to statically determine the array size in
some cases, which results in a light-weight array bounds check with constant and
known size. This check detects corrupted indices. If this optimization is not possible,
a full extended array bounds check is emitted.

As a possible future optimization, sufficiently small loops that iterate over an array
of known size could be unrolled by the compiler. Since both index and size would be
constant, the extended array bounds checks could then be omitted.

Fault Injection. The FI campaign was applied to three variants of the system: No
runtime checks at all (NoChk, program is not type-safe), SafeChk (type-safe, unprotected
against soft errors), and a full LRC-hardened variant, resulting in a total fault space
of approximately 4,341,038 experiments.

Result NoChk SafeChk LRC
No Effect 809,918 820,835 867,205

Error Exception 39,655 109,312 37,747
Null-Pointer 0 116,245 43,287

Out-of-Bounds 0 62,926 29,992
Illegal Memory Access 289,159 246,981 17,286

Trap 72,816 56,824 6,084
Timeout 44,762 43,453 37,916

Parity Exception 0 0 588,635
Total 1,256,310 1,456,576 1,628,152

Table 6.8: Fault-injection results

Table 6.8 shows the overall results of the FI campaigns grouped by the reachable
destination points. In the NoChk variant, approximately 809918 of the injections
resulted in No Effect and 820835 for SafeChk and 867205 for LRC, respectively. Here
the faults were either masked or silently corrupted the application’s data. The LRC
variant caused CDj to pass through without triggering exceptions or traps in some
cases: As a result, effects of bit flips could be mitigated on the application layer,
where additional application-protection mechanisms can recognize faulty data or
control-flow errors (e.g., through replication or control-flow monitoring).
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Comparing the type-safe system (SafeChk) against the plain memory-unsafe version
(NoChk), it can be concluded that safety checks in form of null-pointer and array
bounds checks already detect some corrupted data and references and reduce illegal
memory accesses and traps. However, the triggering of these exceptions is more an
effect of the executions of safety checks on invalid application data and references.
Regarding these inherent fault-detection mechanisms of the KESO runtime system,
the LRC variant reveals an overall decrease of these exceptions, since LRC found
corrupted references that illegally triggered those exceptions in many cases. Others
were still raised due to, for example, corrupted application data causing to select
another control-flow path.
It should be noted that the number of experiments varies since the protection

mechanisms change the program and thus also the number of read operations change,
respectively. As the program variants are not directly comparable, I show absolute
values instead of relative ones. I am especially interested in the preservation of type
system properties, that is, a reduction of illegal memory accesses and falsely triggered
memory safety checks (null and array bound checks) as well as cast and heap overflow
(both denoted as error) exceptions.

The portion of Null Pointer, Out of Bounds and Error exceptions (caused by failed
checkcast or heap-memory bounds errors) and hardware Traps is considerably higher
in the unprotected system. Here, the parity check can detect the injected fault before
the error can propagate and result in a hardware trap or error exception.
The extended array bounds check detected 29,992 errors, whereas 588,635 errors

were found by additional parity checks. A certain amount of bit flips resulted in
a Timeout behavior. These errors influenced a loop-controlling variable residing
in the unprotected application data. The Traps occuring in the LRC variant were
division-by-zero exceptions, which are also caused by the application’s computation
with faulty operands. Such errors can be handled by fault-tolerance measures at
the application level. Traps in the unsafe NoChk variant were mainly induced by
dereferencing null-pointers (address 0), which leads to a trap on the x86 architecture.
The FI experiments also caught any Illegal Memory Access, that is, any access

beyond the defined sections and writing accesses into the text section. With LRC,
these illegal memory accesses can be traced back to failed executions of instanceof.
Some bit flips were injected after the reference check and cause the reference to point
to a valid object. The probability of that happening increases with the heap size and
the number of objects located there. The object-header check is therefore unable to
detect an error, thus producing a wrong outcome of instanceof. A wrong object type
is assumed and type safety is corrupted, which leads to the illegal memory usages. This
drawback of LRC in contrast to DRC was discussed in Section 4.4. Nevertheless, LRC
decreased memory isolation violations compared to NoChk (-271,873) and compared
to SafeChk (-229,695). Based on LRC, application replication as provided by my
framework presented in Chapter 5 to protect the application data can be applied on
top of reference check approach. As LRC retains software-based memory protection
to a certain degree, hardware-based protection is not necessary, but can complement
LRC thereby further amending a system’s isolation properties.
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6.5.3 Using Garbage Collection in the Face of Transient Faults

This evaluation configuration uses escape analysis and stack allocation. Both ex-
tended stack scopes and thread-local heaps are not used. Automated inference of
immutable data is enabled. Exemplarily, I show the results for the protection of
RT-LAGC’s fragment memory (see Section 4.6). The fragment size is 32 bytes. Object
references, the GC’s free-memory list, linked stack frames and the domain descriptor
are configured to be checked to allow an insight into effects of protection measures.
The heap usage is not shown, since runtime checks do not affect the application’s
heap.

Footprint. As protection information has been embedded in the existing GC struc-
tures, there is no change in the data and bss segment. The text section is inflated
by 0.89% up to 2.07% by additional protection code for the memory-management
structures, that is, free-memory list, entry to the linked stack frames, bitmap, domain
descriptor (see Section 4.6). Combining DRC (full protection of all object references in
the application and during GC execution) leads to an overhead of 34.87%. Protection
of all runtime system information available can achieved at a 36.12% overhead in
contrast to the unprotected system.

Execution Time. Reference checking (DRC), which is needed to protect object
references during a GC cycle approx. 44-48% additional runtime overhead for the GC.
Protection of linked stack frames (8.87%) and the free-memory list (7.81%) come at
a reasonable cost and bitmap protection causes an overhead of 22.07%.

GC NoChk FML/DRC S-GC
No Effect 134733 135587 138765
Timeout 901 759 0
Trap 1640 0 0

Illegal Memory Access 14183 497 290
Error Exception 4990 201 46
Null-Pointer 2687 32 18

Out-of-Bounds 121 99 51
GC Exception 0 251876 264690

Total 159255 389051 403860

Table 6.9: Fault-injection results for the garbage collector

Fault Injection. An excerpt from the fault injection results for the and the selected
reachable destination points can be found in Table 6.9. The NoChk variant does
not include any protection against soft errors at all. Gradual protection is shown
by applying DRC to objects and the GC’s free-memory list (FML). S-GC includes
protection of the GC’s free-memory list, bitmap and linked stack frames combined
with DRC during both the GC’s and application’s execution. Total denotes the entire
count of performed experiments for a particular variant. In Table 6.9, for example,
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159255 injections were performed in the NoChk variant, where 14183 injections led to
a breach of type system and isolation properties and thus illegal memory accesses.

For the unprotected GC, a larger share of the injections resulted in NoEffect, that
is, bit flips where either masked or silently corrupted the application’s data. A portion
of 290 of the injected faults led to illegal memory accesses, that is, any access beyond
the defined sections and writing accesses into the text section. Due to the integrity
checks and fault space pruning, the number of injected faults (e.g., 159255 in NoChk
and 403860 in S-GC ) varies.
The application of FML protection in combination with DRC reduces share of

illegal memory accesses significantly (497). The gradual protection of the bitmap and
the entry in to the linked stack frames list in combination with DRC for reference
accesses, led to a smaller amount of illegal memory accesses (290) and false triggering
of memory safety checks. An interesting observation is that it does not really matter
— assuming an equal distribution of soft errors — which GC structures are protected.
A gradual protection with these structures is not a huge benefit, but rather the
combination of FML/DRC. This is attributed to the small attack surface of these
data structures.

6.6 Chapter Summary
I evaluated the CMM’s provided techniques in the context of the Collision Detector
benchmark CDj .

Compiler Support. Stack allocation, thread-local heaps and the inference of im-
mutable data improve the static and dynamic properties of the employed application
significantly. The modified portal service has the potential to provide more efficient
communication and to minimize memory-management efforts depending on whether
the copy of the portal parameters can be omitted.

Fragmentation-Tolerant Garbage Collection. Real-time applications that require
garbage collection, can employ RT-LAGC that is able to provide predictable memory
management. If the GC is not assisted by compiler analyses, the support of object
fragmentation is costly in contrast to a system that does not make use of garbage
collection. The use of contiguous arrays and the reduction of heap fragmentation
through stack allocation and thread-local heaps improve RT-LAGC’s runtime behavior.

Isolation Properties in The Face of Transient Faults. Runtime-integrity checks
applied to neuralgic spots of the runtime system are able to ameliorate the isolation
properties of a managed language in soft-error-prone systems at reasonable costs.

Summarized, automated, safe memory management that is tailored to the appli-
cation’s memory usage behavior can be applied efficiently.
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7
Résumé, Conclusion and Future Work

I presented a memory-management framework that provides static analyses on type-
safe programs and runtime support for automated storage control. Memory manage-
ment can be tailored to the application and the properties of the hardware device.
The framework allows developers to influence the use of memory services in an easy
and safe way and the uncomplicated change of techniques and their evaluation support
the cooperative approach.

7.1 Résumé
I motivated my work by advising of the rising requirements on memory management
due to increasing software complexity in embedded systems. To solve this problem,
I proposed a co-design of memory management, in which I exemplarily selected
the quality attributes reliability, efficiency and predictability and their respective
subcategories transient hardware faults and the space and time aspects of efficiency and
predictability. As the co-design approach is realized through a generative technique
and runtime-system support, it is also suitable for systems that have to respect other
non-functional properties not considered in my thesis. Quality attributes can support
each other or they can be adversary and so can be the employed techniques that
are used to address the respective properties. Due to CMM’s generative approach,
static and dynamic analyses can provide information about the effects of various
configurations and the developers can determine which combination of techniques
suits best the overall system requirements.
For the implementation of CMM, I decided to realize compiler-assisted storage

control through an escape analysis and I described the modifications applied to the
interprocedural part of the analysis. Furthermore, I presented the use of escape-
analysis results that are — among other things — used to realized regional memory
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inspired by the RTSJ’s memory model. The provided solutions contribute to a smaller
attack surface for transient faults and amend a program’s inherent reliability. In
addition, I designed runtime checks to amend memory safety in the face of soft errors.
The implementation of the runtime checks respects hardware-specific properties both
to provide an efficient solution and to avoid unnecessary inflation of the program.
To allow a program to perform complex heap memory management if requested

by the developer, I proposed RT-LAGC that is a fragmentation-tolerant garbage
collector inspired by KESO’s IRR GC and FijiVM’s Schism GC. I explained the
reasons for its design and its way of implementation by scrutinizing alternative
approaches and their drawbacks. RT-LAGC is assisted by compiler analyses to
keep the overhead of predictable heap management reasonably low. In addition,
RT-LAGC’s critical memory-management elements are protected during its execution
to ameliorate memory safety in the face of soft errors at reasonable costs. The
level of protection is constituted by accepted efforts imposed by runtime checks.
CMM currently supports fail-stop behavior in case a transient fault is detected. The
framework satisfies the following goals:

Adaptability CMM can be configured to employ various memory-management tech-
niques. Furthermore, critical spots of storage control and the KESO runtime system
have been identified and the code to protect these locations is designed in a modular
way thereby allowing extensions to adapt the systems to a varying rate of transient
faults and to define the system behavior, fail-stop or fail-operational, in case of
affecting faults.

Resource Efficiency The storage control framework is tailored to the application
and the developer’s requirements. If requested, objects are handled using compiler-
generated code whenever possible. Stack allocation and thread-local heaps exempt
objects from sweeps of an optional garbage collector. The automated inference of
immutable data may improve a program’s footprint and runtime behavior. Portal
services assisted by escape analysis can be used more efficiently, if the copy of portal
parameters can be omitted.

Predictability and Isolation Compiler-assisted categorization of objects and the
survivability criterion improve worst-case space and time bounds of a garbage collector.
Again, stack allocation and thread-local heaps improve the worst-case timing behavior
of a GC’s sweep phase. In addition, the knowledge about objects that can be managed
compiler-generated code amend the upper bounds for the allocation time. Being able
to detect recursive calls and by advising the developer of critical allocations within
loops supports the construction of real-time applications. Java’s isolation properties
are ameliorated in the face of transient faults by means of runtime checks.

Support Application Developers Programmers can focus on the implementation of
the application. CMM’s provided techniques are memory safe.
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Promote Acceptance and Migration Developers can try out various memory-
management configurations. Optionally, they can retrieve information about the
liveness properties of the employed objects. Memory management is not completely
offloaded to the runtime system but the JVM provides type-safe services.

Easy Evaluation Storage control services and the application of runtime checks can
be changed and influenced by adapting a configuration file. Therefore, it is easy to
evaluate the properties of a system setup.

7.2 Conclusion

Based on my experience during the implementation and evaluation of CMM, I draw
the following conclusions:

Type-safe Languages are Beneficial for Soft-Error-Prone Systems It is a well-
known property of type-safe languages that they are able to avoid certain systematic
programming errors and allow application programmers to abstract from infrastruc-
ture tasks. Affecting transient faults can affect the soundness of the language’s
runtime system but by applying runtime checks to the system’s neuralgic spots,
the compile-time contract to provide memory safety can be satisfied at runtime.
Hence, applications that need protection can benefit from isolation properties and
safe, automated storage control services in the face of transient faults. As all storage
control services are protected by the runtime system, an application does not need to
be adapted by the developer in case the number to transient faults to be dealt with
changes.

Alternative Applications of Escape Analysis I presented specific applications of
escape analysis for embedded programs that go beyond the widely known stack-
allocation and synchronization optimizations such as extended remote-procedure-call
support for software-isolated applications, automated inference of immutable data or
improved upper space and time bounds for worst-case estimations.

Automated Memory Management is Efficient Automated, safe and predictable
memory management can be as efficient as manual techniques in the context of
whole-program, ahead-of-time compilation. In my evaluation, I showed that the
runtime properties of an optional garbage collector are supported by the static system
design.

7.3 Future Work

In this work, I came across interesting insights and I use the gained experience to
propose future conceivable research topics.
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7.3.1 Selective Use of Memory in New Memory Architectures

With the evolving technology for hardware platforms in embedded systems, virtual
memory becomes increasingly interesting. As escape analysis can be leveraged to de-
termine the objects’ lifetimes, it could be employed in combination with KESO/CMM
to improve the handling and efficiency of virtual memory. Upcoming non-volatile
memories have a higher density and are more energy-efficient while some of them
have, for example, high write latencies and only allow for a limited amount of write
operations. Traditional virtual memory is unaware of the characteristics of these new
memory technologies. Hybrid solutions exist to address the problem, however, they
require special hardware and induce significant overheads. Roy et al. [143] presented a
software-based virtual memory design for new embedded memory architectures, which
does not rely on specialized hardware. They provide a static analysis to identify and
allocate data with certain read and write affinities and hence, reduce write operations
to non-volatile memory. Moreover, the programmer’s interface is extended and the
programmer manually annotates read and write intensive heap memory by using
these functions.
Due to its whole-program analyses on type-safe code being able to incorporate

operating-system- and hardware-specific information, KESO/CMM is aware of all read
and write operations and data lifetimes by design. From a conceptual point of view, all
objects are allocated on the heap, the programmer does not have to have a particular
memory interface, but jino is able to determine the placement of the data: By means
of the memory specification, collected read and write behavior and the results of our
flow-sensitive escape analysis, which provides the knowledge of the objects’ lifetimes,
and runtime system’s knowledge about object sizes, the memory hierarchy can be
used adequately. Statically-allocated data (i.e., the needed space is reserved ahead-
of-time), and dynamic short-lived objects in either stack memory or smaller regions
can automatically be clustered due to the read and write affinity and arranged in the
memory hierarchy as proposed by Roy et al [143]. For dynamically-allocated heap
memory, the concept of survivability for real-time systems from Section 4.3.2 could be
leveraged, that is, the compiler can determine, which objects will be dead after the
garbage collector’s sweep phase and which share of surviving objects will contribute to
write operations. Bounded loops and fixed allocation rates1 are beneficial in real-time
systems anyway. However, it is possible annotate such sensitivity points to allow for
a broader field of application. Annotation points, that is, code locations at which the
programmer has to provide further information about upper boundaries, are reported
by jino to the programmer for assistance purposes. In contrast to Roy et al., the
programmer is supported by the runtime system and is not aware of the difference
between stack, regional and heap memory, however, the information is at hand for
analysis purposes.

1The allocation rate is composed of the minimum inter-arrival time of events and the size and
number of objects allocated in the wake of this event. The execution of a periodic task can also
be seen as an event.
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Figure 7.1: Soft-error-protection framework provided by CMM, Java CoRed and
dOSEK.

7.3.2 Cycle-Aware Reference Counting

Reference counting is a variation of compiler-assisted memory management that
does not rely on tracing garbage collection. As mentionend back in Section 2.2.4.3,
a limitation of reference counting is that it cannot automatically reclaim cyclic
data structures. A GC can complement reference counting to deal with these data
structures. Alternatively, weak references can be used to set out cycles. In the context
of KESO, a global points-to graph [83] could be constructed that reveals cyclic data
structures and enables reference counting as an alternative to existing collectors.
Reference counting is less complex and could perform more efficiently in the context
of runtime integrity checks that mitigate the effect of transient faults.

7.3.3 Evaluation of Complete System

My work poses one building block of a larger framework for the construction of
robust systems. Figure 7.1 illustrates the design of a system that provides soft-error-
protection on various levels and it shows the relationships of CMM, KESO, dOSEK
and CoRed. CMM is part of the KESO JVM and provides software-based spatial
isolation in the presence of transient errors and automated, predictable memory
management. In addition, KESO’s memory protection framework [168] can be
combined with CMM. For the CMM evaluation in Chapter 6, I used the CiAO
operating system [113]. Recently, I created a KESO compiler backend for dOSEK
that incorporates a protected scheduler, so that an application on top of KESO can
benefit from both spatial and temporal isolation. An automated version of (Java)
CoRed applications [177] supported by the replication service presented in Chapter 5
can be set on top of the approach. CoRed makes use of replication combined with
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arithmetic codes (AN codes) employed to protect single point of failures2. The entire
system, that is Java CoRed, dOSEK and CMM, has already been integrated. An
overall evaluation of costs and effectiveness has yet to be performed to determine
the entire system’s reliability and to be able to tradeoff the desired non-functional
properties.

To address time-predictability, the analyses of KESO and CMM could be integrated
into WCET analysis. The presented approaches support the machine-independent
analysis of time bounds. Due to the type-safety of the program and the operating-
system-specific information, the upper bounds can be stated more optimistically:
Type information might entail more accurate control-flow graphs and object lifetime
information can be used to determine better worst-case bound for memory manage-
ment. The control-flow information provided by the compiler could used to create the
timing analysis graph. Hence, jino could be refined by the automated determination
of loop invariants and the respective loop bounds. In case such loop bounds cannot
be derived statically, jino could indicate the critical code location and advise the
programmer to use Java annotations for upper bounds in these spots. The annotation
information is then included in the next compilation run. Machine code for each
basic block has to be created for the machine-dependent analysis. The code has to
be processed by an external analysis tool such as Absinth’s aiT [1] to complete the
whole-system analysis tool chain. An additional schedulability test is necessary to
find a scheduling configuration that handles both the GC and the application in a
non-intrusive way, so that enough slack-time for the GC is reserved during system
integration.

7.3.4 Improving the Effectively-Final Analysis

The effectively-final analysis described back in Section 4.3.6 does neither require nor
allow programmer assistance. Developers may want to prevent certain constant data
from ending up in flash memory as accesses to it may be slow. This behavior could
be achieved using annotations as proposed by HVM [102] and their validity could be
checked by the effectively-final analysis.
Also, the analysis itself could be improved. Non-static fields are currently not

marked effectively final: A non-static field has to be initialized in all constructors and
the approach to determine this is more complex than the one presented 4.3.6. Future
work could implement support for non-static fields in jino.

7.3.5 Object Inlining and Co-Allocation

Java does not have means to construct composition objects like the ones illustrated
in Figure 4.3 (a). Composition objects are interesting in the context of CMM for

2Single point of failures represent unreplicated parts of a system that are consequently, not protected
against the effects of transient faults. An example poses a majority voter’s code. Special voter
implementations that are, for instance, protected by AN codes [66, 178], can be employed to
overcome the problem of single point of failures under certain fault conditions.
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several reasons:

• Data can be truly embedded, that is neither the field reference nor the object
header need to be stored.

• Such objects do not need to be scanned by an optional garbage collector.

• In soft-error-prone systems, truly embedded do not need be protected by integrity
checks (see Section 4.4).

Several research groups engaged with an automated construction of composition
objects and this optimization is termed object inlining [56, 58, 57, 73, 106, 110]
to allow modern, managed languages to benefit from this kind of objects. Their
work was performed in the context of dynamic general purpose systems and they
trade preciseness of analysis results off against just-in-time compilers’ translation
times. Lhoták and Hendren [110], for example, perform a dynamic trace to identify
inlinable fields. In the context of KESO, ahead-of-time escape analysis can be applied
by leveraging the properties of the language’s strong type system and the closed-
world-assumption to realize object inlining or object co-allocation that is a relaxed
version of inlining: Object inlining in the context fragmentation-tolerant garbage
collection as implemented by RT-LAGC is problematic: Composition objects have
to be partitioned into fix-size fragments and this instance may make the use of
composition objects questionable. Using co-allocation, all objects keep their object
header and need in turn to be scanned by RT-LAGC. Co-allocation of objects that
belong together semantically improves data locality and encourages the associated
data to be stored in the same fragment and consequently, co-allocates fragments
that are eventually placed in the same cache line to enhance the system’s average
performance. The quality of the object inlining/co-allocation analysis is dependent on
the outcomes of the effectively-final analysis. A prototype has been implemented in
KESO but has not been evaluated. In the following, I briefly describe the algorithmic
idea.

Candidates for Object Inlining and Co-Allocation. The results computed by es-
cape and effectively final analysis can be employed to identify candidates for these
optimizations: A reference to an object eligible for inlining must only point to that one
object to be embedded. Effectively final and programmer-tagged final references are
possible candidates for the optimization. I refer to those references as final references
no matter if this condition was inferred by CMM’s analysis or if the marking was
performed by the developer. Final references are initialized once3 and do not change
during the program’s lifetime. Objects pointed to by these references do not grow
and do not exceed the lifetime of their parent object.

3Note that the initialization of final references does not necessarily have to be performed in the
constructor due to possible (method) inlining of the constructor itself or due to a deferred
initialization associated with the effectively final semantics.
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All methods are visited, searched for assignments to final references and tagged as
candidate methods, accordingly. A candidate method has to contain an allocation
operation that is associated with a final reference. Hence, the method’s connection
graph is useful to identify candidates for co-allocation/inlining: If a field variable node
points to a phantom node, that is a node with an unknown allocation site, it indicates
that the object has already been created in another method context and consequently,
that the object rules out for the optimization. Thus, the necessary one-to-one
mapping property between reference and the object to be embedded/co-allocated can
be ensured.
A problem that can arise are cycles within references pointing to inlined objects.

Situations exist, in which classes can cyclically inline each other and therefore trigger
continuous allocations. Such cycles must be avoided.
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